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INTRODUCTION
A UNIQUE INTERVENTION TO WHAT IS NOT A UNIQUE
CASE OF STRANDED PEOPLES
The 21st century globe is populated by increasing numbers of stranded
peoples, and there is one broad group, the Roma, whose story offers important
insights about possible integration. By “stranded,” we mean people living on
the margins of society, excluded and discriminated against, in some cases
settled for generations, in other cases fleeing birthplaces and familiar life
environments that have been ravaged by war, gang violence, extreme poverty,
or natural disasters. Although labels – “minority,” “refugee,” “economic
migrant”– have legal importance, circumstances of exclusion define the
quality of life for stranded peoples and, to some extent, their neighbors in
countries where they live or settle. Settlements on the margins of cities, like
favelas, or in rural areas, like many refugee camps and encampments between
official municipalities, are home to millions of people across every continent.
Although people may have been living in such settlements for generations,
they are sometimes displaced without warning, without alternatives, or sent
to places determined by the government. Formal and informal refugee camps
are home to increasing numbers of displaced people, especially across the
Middle East and increasingly in Europe. Displaced individuals and families,
including children who wind up on their own, are living in official or de facto
detention centers, as countries, including the United States, are stagnated in
contentious debates about the values of the society – about who belongs and
who does not. People living in such circumstances rarely have an opportunity
to present their knowledge about what might work not only toward the
improvement of their own lives but also toward greater cohesion and justice
in the societies where they live. Because the circumstances of such stranded
peoples depend on the political entities around them, solutions must involve
policy makers, practitioners, and affected individuals.
This book presents a case study of the Roma people who have been living
across Europe for 1,000 years, in some countries as travelers and in some as
settlers and citizens. The Roma people continue to live on the margins of
nation states where they have settled, sometimes for generations. Politically
and culturally, Roma have been, in many ways, stranded. Discrimination
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against Roma people has been persistent, only to differ in kind and extremity,
such as when being condemned to death camps with Jewish people and
Communists in the 20th century and today being confined to informal living
conditions without plumbing, electricity or other modern basics because
they are excluded from education, employment, and health care. Successive
minority groups during those 1,000 years of persistent Roma exclusion, such
as current refugees fleeing the war in Syria and political violence in northern
Africa, become, for some time, prominent in the media, recipients of
humanitarian aid, and highlighted in governmental policies. While support
for other groups does not necessarily take away material resources from the
Roma, governments, educators, and scholars shift their attention and thus
their support. In spite of such challenges to long-term stranded peoples
like the Roma, recent regional and national political will across the central
European region and the Western Balkans, in particular, has involved some
breakthrough for Roma participation in majority institutions. One specific
advance has been policy-making and implementation support to improve
supports for Roma housing, health care, employment, and, as we present in
this book, education.
This book describes practice and research in an education reform
program with education assistants as central agents of change for increased
integration of the Roma – an historically discriminated minority group.
Reporting on this educational integration program, we explain theoretical
foundations, practice-based research methods, and findings including
participation of Roma Pedagogical Assistants. We share this story as presented
from the perspective of those involved in Roma inclusion in education policy
and media reports of events fighting against it. Diverse kinds of stories by
Roma educators themselves reveal the central events, characters, conflicts,
and attempted resolutions that make up this complex narrative of education
reform. The people, circumstances, practices, and policies are real, and we
use the term “story” because our interdisciplinary approach employs social
science and literary methods. This innovative approach highlights the social,
political, and emotional knowledge and experiences of 174 Roma adults, and
policy makers who have used their power and resources to create a context
for change. Because of the extensive range of activities involved in this study,
our results do not yield either a hero story or a victim story but a complex
relational patchwork of narratives indicating what has worked and what is
still needed for ongoing development of the integration project. The painfully
poignant and inspirational narratives Roma education professionals shared
in this study shine with personal nuance but also reveal shared scripts of the
plight of people living on the margins of societies in slums, camps, favelas,
migrant detention centers, and other stranded settlements. Our practice-
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based study also offers a hopeful story of a reform system that has been
successful, needs to continue, and can serve as a model to adapt to other
circumstances.
Roma adults in Serbia may not be the most likely of authorities on
education reform, yet in their innovative roles as participants reflecting
critically and creatively on policy, their narratives, messages, letters of advice,
and discussions provide essential insights. Our findings from analyses of
thousands of the Roma Pedagogical Assistants’ expressions are not exceptions
but reveal exceptional ideas, wrought of experience and knowledge for
improving societies in this 21st century, already characterized as an era
of societal divisions. The history, methods, and findings of the project are
valuable for their detail and for broader considerations about the borderlands
of humanity, which by their marginalization, present increasingly obvious
challenges to politics allowing persistent social injustice.

ROMA EXCLUSION AND THE NEED
FOR EDUCATION REFORM
This book is about a unique intervention – unique because it involves
a collaborative system of regional, national, institutional, and community
organizations, along with individuals interacting with those collectives. The
report shows what can occur with a project designed to imagine, support,
implement, and study a reform – in this case a reform with Roma people
in Serbia participating centrally in education. This intervention will not
end the plight of the Roma, but it is making a positive difference, and it is
a model that provides a unique approach for other social inclusion projects.
The intervention comes to life, largely in the words of the Roma people
themselves, within professional development practice and in conversation
with analyses by our research team.
This book discusses the policy and practice of the “Pedagogical Assistant”
(PA), a role for Roma adults with at least a high school education to work
with teachers and students in mainstream public schools. In addition to
presenting the background policy and practical implementation of the Roma
Pedagogical Assistant program, we focus on a professional development
process called “Dynamic Storytelling” applied with Pedagogical Assistants
in Serbia doing collaborative and individual writing and discussing about
the reform, their participation in it, and their insights about its problems,
solutions, and development. The Roma PAs also reflected on our research
analyses and generated ideas for the future of the program and beyond.
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Our goals are to describe the circumstances of the Roma in the early
decades of the 21st century, the regional effort to address these circumstances, a
national project, with legal process, civil society, and academic commitments to
create an important role for Roma adults as agents of change in societal reform.
This project comes to life in the myriad stories, conversations, letters, policy
statements, and reflections about these original documents by the Roma PAs
interacting with others around them. In the Dynamic Storytelling Workshops,
the Roma PAs wrote and discussed successes for their communities and
themselves, obstacles, and, given their experience and knowledge at the center
of the reform, imperatives for moving forward with education reform. The
Dynamic Storytelling design involves Roma discourse activities with those of
other stakeholders including Roma organizations, the national government,
and local public institutions involved in the education system.
The following narratives indicate the urgency of circumstances where the
Roma Pedagogical Assistant program is in progress. These examples auger
others across this book about the importance of educational intervention and
the role of narrating as a medium of social change. Narrating in this way is a
means for sharing experiences, goals, conflicts, and social change directions.
The following narrative by a young Roma male in the PA program responded
to a request to narrate his journey to becoming a Pedagogical Assistant.
I live in the neighborhood where the majority are Roma. They are
mostly uneducated and live under very poor conditions. After 2007,
I was unemployed (before that I was employed in the health centre in
V… as a … technician). I still had to provide for my family. Then, one
coordinator for Roma issues advised me to apply for PA. I wanted to
meet their expectations and succeed in the advancing their education
level and in the ways I could persuade their parents that education is
important. It is my great pleasure to work as PA, but how long it will
last – we will see.
The focus of this autobiographical account, translated from written
Serbian, is on relationships. Connections to neighborhood, family, family
roles, organizations, and professions emerge in terms of the author’s
participation for a greater relationship of the Roma in education. If this
seems idealistic, our readers will learn in this book that such a focus on the
Roma community is shared across the 173 other participants’ narratives of
their journeys to becoming PAs. Because narrating is fraught with power
relations inherent in policy and practice activities, the Dynamic Storytelling
design offered opportunities for PAs to narrate from different social positions
to different audiences. For example, in addition to sharing a personal story,
like the one above, which puts the speaker or writer on stage as a character,
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another important relational narrative perspective for educators is a story
about a Roma child, for whom the reform is ultimately designed.
In the next narrative by the same young man in the PA program, we
learn about a different realm of knowledge, experience, and use of narrative
in public life. This story is the man’s response to an invitation to write about
a Roma child in education.
The story is about a child who was late for PPP (preschool prep
program). He is from a very poor family, not well socialized, refuses
to participate in PPP in spite of his family’s and teacher’s efforts. He
reacted angrily and violently.
My contribution to his development depended on the vicinity of our
lodgings and the frequency of my visits. I would bring him school
materials, colours, dices, and after the prolonged persuasions he agreed.
There were difficulties with clothes and shoes, but even more with
his participation in the group activities. He would always expect
special attention and was aggressive with the other children and
with the teacher.
The parents thought he would never change. But thanks to the efforts
of the teacher and the pedagogue, they changed their mind.
The child was still refusing to participate. We would always give him
something interesting and after a while he started to change: to play
with children, to participate in the activities, but always needed to be
in focus and praised.
At the end of PPP everybody was satisfied, and especially his parents.
This narrative focused on a Roma child presents challenges of daily
life while the previous narrative described a professional pathway. In this
story of the Roma child, the needs of the Roma community come to life
in a storied way, relevant to personal and social obstacles and supports.
The narrative plot, setting, and characters include details organized in
terms of structural obstacles (“difficulties with clothes and shoes”; “not well
socialized”; “difficulty … with participation in group activities”); institutional
requirements (“colours” “dices” “shoes”, participating, etc.); intergroup
tensions (“aggressive with other children and the teacher”; “parents thought he
would never change”); and personal affects (“anger,” “aggression,” “satisfied”).
This shift from a narrative recounting a professional journey to a narrative
bringing professional experience to life with the child protagonist, draws on
literary qualities -- affects, character development, even some drama – as the
Roma child stories reveal knowledge and experience that differ from what
participants expressed in autobiographical narratives.
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When the same PA as above wrote a letter to future PAs, he, like his
peers, shared insights about the various responsibilities, skills, and goals
required in the profession. Shifting to this relational stance, the PA used the
letter to share hard-earned experience and knowledge. The following letter to
a future PA echoes the orientation of many of the letters.
Dear future colleague,
Considering some acquired experiences, I would like to offer some
rules that have to be observed.
First, I would like if you start this work with a lot of love and
understanding for the Roma community and for the collective at
school. Most probably you have the capacities to solve the problems
and to adapt in order to achieve the wished outcomes.
The rules are there to be observed. You will face some models which
you have to follow. Listen carefully and participate in everything. Give
as much as you can to the individuals and to the groups.
The role of PA is very important, dear colleague. I hope you will be
responsible and conscientious. The cooperation with the collective is
very important.
Considering that I have not much time, I wish you successful work
and to follow our steps in education of children, which is the goal of
our work.
With due respect,
Colleague
In this letter, the twenty-year old PA establishes authority “considering
some acquired experiences” and offers several “rules”. The advice begins
with “love and understanding” for the Roma community and for the
collective at school, which is still the majority Serbian society. Mentioning
the exact nature of “models which you have to follow,” this PA alerts his
future colleague to strategies for learning about the model, “Listen carefully
and participate in everything”. Other qualities that emerge as relevant
in the letter genre include being “responsible and conscientious”. This
PA author, like many of his peers, concludes by reminding the recipient
of the importance of the “education of children” and collegial “respect”.
Interestingly, the PA role is formally stated to be one of bridging the Roma
and majority communities in the context of schooling, which this letter
certainly implies. Even more prominent here is the motivation of “love and
understanding for the Roma community and for the collective at school” as
well as for details about rules and skills.
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What we learn from those three discursive stances – personal journey
to becoming a PA, story of a Roma child, and letter to a future PA—is the
complexity of the PA knowledge, like that of others who serve catalytic roles
in public life. Those narratives and letter are but a few among the range of
other oral and written, collaborative and individual interactions across the
Dynamic Storytelling Workshop with the Roma PAs in late 2012, reconvened
in 2013, and continuing thereafter in different forms. Those PA voices are
central yet previously not included in such a prominent way in professional
practice or policy. In addition to highlighting the PA perspectives, the
dynamic storytelling process invited the PAs to speak to others across the
Roma inclusion initiative, such as Roma organizations, teachers, and policy
makers who wrote the “Decade of Roma Inclusion, 2005 – 2015” treaty. To
highlight the unique authoritative position of the Roma PA expressions, the
following Declaration of the Decade of Roma Inclusion, along with other
institutional documents, was included in the analysis of the PA program and
the PA reflection.
Decade Declaration
Building on the momentum of the 2003 conference, “Roma in an
Expanding Europe: Challenges for the Future,” we pledge that our
governments will work toward eliminating discrimination and
closing the unacceptable gaps between Roma and the rest of society,
as identified in our Decade Action Plans. We declare the years 2005–
2015 to be the Decade of Roma Inclusion and we commit to support
the full participation and involvement of national Roma communities
in achieving the Decade’s objectives and to demonstrate progress by
measuring outcomes and reviewing experiences in the implementation
of the Decade’s Action Plans.
We invite other states to join our effort.
Sofia, Bulgaria, February 2, 2005
As analyses presented in this book will show, the language of the treaty
is authoritative, yet also somewhat limited when positioned alongside the
authoritative voices of the PAs. The language of the treaty is, for example,
less rich with life circumstances, social change strategies, and personal
details than the PA narratives. Such comparisons of expressions by different
stakeholders in a social reform system are innovations and long overdue in
policy analyses. In that way, we learned a tremendous amount about the
meanings, opportunities, challenges, and future possibilities of the reform as
a complex policy system.
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We have introduced our readers to the Roma PAs through a few
expressions by one of them and an excerpt of the “Decade of Roma Inclusion,
2005 – 2015” treaty. We now turn to an overview of the specific chapters
reporting on the state of the art and science of this education reform and
implications for the future.

OVERVIEW OF THE CHAPTERS
This book focuses on an intervention developed within political
reorganizations of the 20th to 21st century transitions. Chapter 1 sets the scene
with major events relevant to an education reform designed to transform
the multi-cultural Central and Eastern European societies to become not
only tolerant of diverse cultural groups but also increasingly structured for
diversity. The first chapter describes the foundations of the Roma Pedagogical
Assistant Program in Serbia as inspired by and as part of the regional “Decade
of Roma Inclusion, 2005 – 2015” policy agreement among 12 countries.
Chapter 1 also describes the barriers to education the Roma have faced and
an account of the history, goals, and practices of the Roma PA program in
Serbia.
The practice-based research project was integrated within the broader
history of the education reform for social inclusion. In 2012, the former State
Secretary of Education, Tünde Kovács-Cerović, returned to her full-time role
teaching Education Policy and Psychology at the University of Belgrade and
argued that the time was right to begin a formal research project to build
upon the experiences of the Roma PA program. To acknowledge the fact
that the voices of subjects of reforms are typically not included, Dr. KovácsCerović wanted to highlight the perspectives of the 174 PAs at the center
of the reform. With the goal of doing an action research project that could
involve the PA perspectives in relation to the other relevant forces involved,
she asked colleague Professor Colette Daiute, who had done activist research
with the generation growing during and after the 1990s Yugoslav wars and
elsewhere, to collaborate with her to design and implement the research.
Chapter 2 describes our research design around the PA reform as the
center of a policy system with a range of interacting activities of “Dynamic
Storytelling” (Daiute, 2010). Discussing the research design in practical
terms, Chapter 2 explains how dynamic storytelling is practical research
defining a policy system, with a range of stakeholders making sense of the
Roma PA program. Meanings of the narratives, letters, conversations, the
Decade of Roma Inclusion Treaty, organization mission statements, and other
relevant documents indicate the goals, participants, and activities defining the
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Roma PA program across Serbia. In this way, we present the data collection
and analyses both as professional development and as an evaluation of
the program. This research design is unique because it highlights the PA
perspectives yet also includes perspectives of those with whom the PAs
interact explicitly in daily life and implicitly in the broader political system.
Chapter 2 also describes the rigorous analysis processes of the over 6,000
expressive units gathered in the study.
Focusing on results of analyses of the many documents gathered in the
Dynamic Storytelling design, Chapter 3 summarizes and illustrates organizing
principles -- the meaning of the PA program indicated across expressions
and documents included in the study design. Chapter 3 presents findings of
the shared and diverse organizing principles that emerged across the major
stakeholder positions as enacted in the Roma PA narratives and letters, policy
statements, mission statements, and public media. Beyond analyzing the
PA reform in terms of “what works?”, this summary of shared and diverse
perspectives offers information about whether and how the reform has had
uptake across stakeholders and, even more importantly for moving forward,
the analysis reveals tensions across the stakeholders. We then explore the
range of meanings in more detail within each stakeholder group, with a focus
on the knowledge and experiences of the Roma PAs, who are central to the
social inclusion reform.
Chapter 4 focuses in further depth on tensions revealed in Chapter 3.
Identifying challenges is key to an honest evaluation given the power relations
inherent in programs with stated social inclusion goals. Providing time and
space to address challenges in the education reform process, the Dynamic
Storytelling Workshop also introduced collaborative projects where the PAs
could address different actors, such as the media, majority teachers, and
their colleagues. Chapter 4 discusses PA reflections about a media report of a
protest against a major goal of the PA role – the integration of Roma children
into education. While professional development activities do not typically
address challenges to their goals, the PA analysis of a majority group protest
blocking Roma children from entering school provides time and space for
the PAs to share their interpretations and possible solutions to such an event.
Chapter 4 describes another source for PA collaborative reflections during
the workshops – messages to all teachers and letters of advice to future PAs.
In addition to presenting extended designs for professional development in
social inclusion reforms, analyses of these diverse PA collaborative reflections
offer detail about issues facing the reform, the importance of addressing such
issues in professional training, and realistic strategies for dealing with the
issues.
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Although a team of professional researchers designed the Dynamic
Storytelling Workshop and analyzed the hundreds of documents created by
the Roma PAs and other stakeholders, the research workshop occurred within
ongoing professional development activities and was co-led by program
educators. Extending the goal of embedding the research in practice, the
Roma PAs were involved in another workshop nine months after the data
collection. Chapter 5 presents the design and observations of that meeting
where the PAs participated as researchers, examining, interpreting, and
extending preliminary reports of the university research team’s findings and
interpretations.
Drawing on findings presented in the first five chapters, Chapter 6
presents implications for education reform policy, practice, and future
research. The conclusion of Chapter 6 and the book summarizes the findings
of the dynamic storytelling research project, sets it in the context of other
efforts with Roma integration programs, and extends findings with several
principles for designing educational research innovations in other social
justice initiatives.
This story building on the stories of Roma PAs makes the abstract idea
of integration concrete, as it occurs within a specific policy system and brings
a reform to life with examples illustrating reliable findings. In this way, the
rigorous case study presented here is also relevant to increasing exclusions
of minority groups worldwide. Such conditions of exclusion from political
and economic resources are increasing for many groups, in a global system
organized around market values and attendant political conflicts. The Roma
have been persecuted with other highly discriminated groups, like the Jewish
people and Communists in the mid 20th century. Now, Roma people share
exclusion, with relatively recent migrants from the Middle East and Africa.
Such exclusions occur when resources are cut, when majority people claim
resources for themselves, when minority groups are implicitly or explicitly set
against one another, and when suspicion and rejection of people who look
or are different from the majority group has increased. While each of those
factors may exacerbate the situation of the Roma, the major persistent barrier
is discrimination, with barriers relevant especially to education – the gateway
to successful life – and the motivation for the Roma PA program and research.

OUR READERS
With this book, we reach out to readers working at the intersection of
educational practice, action research, and policy. As scholars in education,
psychology, public policy, and action research, we authors are committed
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to moving scholarship to the front lines of innovative educational practice,
with inspired and inspiring implementations of new practical approaches for
inclusive education and the related development of educational institutions
and individuals. Toward that end, we collaborate with teachers, program
developers, and administrators at the center of the innovations. With this
Roma Pedagogical Assistant program, Dynamic Storytelling Workshops, and
research, we have adapted our theory and methods to the goals, circumstances,
and voices, especially of the PAs and the diverse communities with whom
they work – Roma families, educational institutions, all teachers, government,
non-governmental organizations, and the PAs’ own professional organization,
with shared commitments for educational justice. Those collaborations imply
a broad readership of educators for social change, both experienced and
novice, in all areas of the globe – South and North – where teachers, students,
administrators, policy makers, and researchers are devoting their practice to
education as a means of challenging political-economic inequalities already
worsening in the 21st century.
Thus, we hope our readers include education policy-makers, educational
researchers, professors of education, students of education, teacher trainers,
teacher educators, qualitative researchers, and curriculum developers. In
addition, professionals in the broadly public domains including journalism
and humanitarian aid organizations might also be informed by this project.
Activists within and working with marginalized communities will, we hope,
also find inspiring practice strategies in this story with the Roma PAs.
In summary, this book foregrounds the perspectives of a new educational
role with leadership by an ethnic community that has, in its various diverse
circumstances, been discriminated against for centuries. The insights from
their professional development activities are about political and social change
via education. So, to potential readers who might say at first, as we have
heard, “I’m not interested in the Roma” or “I don’t have background to read
about the Roma”, we say “There is so much to learn from the Roma PAs in
this study that can shed new light on education projects globally.” With the
Roma PA voices in relation to concepts including policy system, dynamic
storytelling, and participant reflection for social change, this method is one
that applies to an increasing number of communities world-wide in an era
of increasing inequality. With insights from this case study of the Roma PA
program, those with the power to collaborate with other communities for
positive change can gain new material to support your work.
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Chapter One
EDUCATION REFORM FOR ROMA
INTEGRATION: THE ROMA
PEDAGOGICAL ASSISTANT PROGRAM
“I had an active role during the shooting a story for TV about Roma
children in the primary school, where I was present as a member of
the TV team. During our conversation with children, the teacher
commented that they are usually dirty, poorly dressed and that they
mostly come to school just because of the food served during the break.
She told us that genetically they are not fit for education. I personally felt
deeply humiliated. A colleague who was with me was embarrassed, but
the teacher was relaxed. I said that I am an ethnic Roma, but educated,
and that I work for a well known media. She was first surprised and
when she realized what I said, she turned around and left.”
This short story by one of the Pedagogical Assistants in Serbia captures
the core of the situation of the Roma in Europe. This narrative provides a
glimpse into the discrimination, low expectations, and negligence of many of
the majority group in society, as well as a response to the situation. The Roma
author of the narrative recounts an event via a teachers’ words and includes his
own and a colleague’s feelings of humiliation and embarrassment, especially
in contrast to their invisible hard work to disconfirm the stereotypes. As we
unfold in subsequent chapters of this book, this story condenses, with vivid
detail, the experiences of millions of Roma people. With it, stories about
discrimination, poverty and living on the margins of mainstream society
override the many stories of success and achievement of some young Roma,
like this media professional. The man who wrote that story, for example,
also offered the details that he is Roma, educated, and a professional,
apparently calmly and with solidarity for his community, thereby seizing a
teachable moment. Although this narrative captures the over-riding truth of
ongoing discrimination, other narratives by the Roma PAs, also illustrate the
complexity of their circumstances, such as sharing strategies to support the
development of their community, themselves, and the broader society with
education.. Later in this chapter and book, we describe the contexts where
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the author of that story was working, sharing his knowledge, and narrating
the complexity of Roma experiences. First, a description of the circumstances
of the Roma people and the challenges they face provides a foundation for
the educational reform in which our author was a participant.
Roma are still the biggest and the most marginalized ethnic minority
across Europe. The Roma population is estimated at more than ten million
people (European Commission, 2004), living mostly in Eastern, Southern,
and Central European countries, such as Romania, Bulgaria, Macedonia,
Spain, Greece, Turkey, Serbia, Slovakia, and Hungary. According to several
sources, Roma people migrated from India at the end of the 1st millennium
(European Commission, 2004) or somewhat later, arriving in Europe from the
12th century (Djurić, 2006) and along different paths sometimes embroiled
in conflicts. Although living in what has become the European Union and
countries aspiring to become EU member states, many contemporary Roma
are living on the margins of society in extremely poor and often unregulated
settlements that lack basic infrastructure such as roads, electricity, water pipes,
and heating (Ringold, Orenstein, & Wilkens, 2005; Brown, Dwyer, Martin,
Scullio, & Turley, 2015). Typically segregated from housing of the majority
population, these settlements are like favelas on the edges of big cities or
separate remote villages (Duvnjak, Mihajlović, Skarep, Stojanović, & Trikic,
2010). The consequences of such living conditions are manifold and go handin-hand with extreme discrimination against Roma people, discrimination
that pushes them further afield of participating in mainstream institutions,
like schooling (McGarry, 2012; Ram, 2013; Roma Education Fund, 2010a).
The paucity of basic resources combined with segregation and discrimination
renders participating in education, employment, and politics beyond the
local community extremely challenging, if not impossible (Burnett, Darvas,
Kovač-Cerović, Ringold, Gillsater, Stevens, McLaughlin, & Varallyay, 2005).
In order to address the marginalization of the Roma communities
and discrimination against Roma in the most important areas of life, such
as education, the multi-country action of the Decade of Roma Inclusion
served as basis for innovation during its declared period of 2005 to 2015.
The Decade of Roma Inclusion was initiated collaboratively by the Open
Society Foundations and the World Bank and was endorsed initially by eight
governments (Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Hungary, Macedonia, Montenegro,
Romania, Serbia, Slovakia). The endorsing State-Parties assumed responsibility
for providing political will, mechanisms, and economic resources to support
this effort. The Decade of Roma Inclusion was, in brief, “an unprecedented
political commitment of European governments to eliminate discrimination
against Roma and close the unacceptable gaps between Roma and the
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rest of the society” (www.romadecade.org). In the context of that treaty, the
Pedagogical Assistant Program in Serbia came to maturity and nurtured a
generation of professionals now increasingly leading the movement forward.
This chapter continues by presenting the context, rationale, and history
of the Pedagogical Assistant (PA) Program in Serbia. After outlining major
elements of the Decade of Roma Inclusion, we offer an analysis of the barriers
to education that set the scene not only indicating the urgent need for reforms
but also facing the Roma PAs in Serbia whose work and reflections are the
foci of this book. This history the Roma PA program may, moreover, provide
insights for other innovative education reform initiatives.

FOUNDATIONS FOR EDUCATION REFORM IN
INTERNATIONAL POLICY AND LOCAL ACTION
The history of the Roma PA reform indicates processes, especially
challenges and successes, with which the Roma PAs at the center of this
education reform are interacting.
The Decade of Roma Inclusion 2005 – 2015 is one of the most important
among these – as a structure for regional policy, commitment, and goals for
local articulation of further policies, practices, research, and implications.
In September 2015 in Sarajevo, ten years after the ratification of the
Decade of Roma Inclusion, the 28th Steering Committee declared its ending
in the original format. The ten years of international action under rotating
presidencies among the 12 Decade countries (with Croatia, Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Albania, and Spain added to the 8 original State-Parties) brought
renewed attention to the integration of Roma in areas of life identified as
the most endangered and limiting prospects of the majority of Roma people.
Education was among the four priorities, the only that was also supported
institutionally, by the newly established Roma Education Fund.
The Decade initiative itself was remarkable. Twenty-Eight Steering
Committee meetings organized as two-day conferences involving 50-100
participants each and 31 two to three days thematic workshops of various
formats helped shaped the Decade agenda and moved it forward to advance
the situation of the Roma worldwide. In addition to governments, Roma
representatives and civil society, the Decade initiative also involved 18
international organizations as partners participating in the Decade Steering
Committee, such as the United Nations, Organization for Security and
Organization in Europe (OSCE), and European institutions such as the
European Union (EU) and the Council of Europe. With this constellation
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of partners, the Decade philosophy indirectly influenced a broad scope of
policymaking actors and opinion makers, their collaborators, and grantees,
thereby extending the initial strength of the movement. Decade activities
contributed, directly or indirectly, to the production of more than 150
publications, policy papers, thematic research studies, and overviews.
Moreover, governments and civil society organizations produced annual or
biannual progress reports and periodical summary reports documenting
activities and achievements, but also persistent barriers.
The Decade Declaration was preceded by several years of preparations
both internationally and nationally, while action plans were collaboratively
developed for the four priority areas: housing, health, education and
employment. Most notably, during the preparations, staffs of respective
government ministries were working together with Roma professionals and
civil society activists in the priority fields. This collaboration including Roma
professionals in policy planning with governmental and non-governmental
organization officials was, most probably, a precedent in many of the Decade
countries, as in Serbia. Working together on the action plans participants
from the mainstream communities started to understand the types of
problems the Roma face in their countries, while participants from the Roma
community, most centrally, contributed essential knowledge for developing
mutually agreeable goals for the Decade.
At the time of this writing, reflections on the ten years of the Decade
are ongoing (Rorke & Usein, 2015). Outcomes are being assessed (Brown et
al. 2015; Bojadjijeva, 2015) and future directions are being considered. Thus
far, assessments indicate positive educational outcomes of Roma children –
higher enrollment rates and decreased dropout rates at all levels of school.
These efforts are, interestingly and, fortunately, continuing to bring together
actors who have traditionally been difficult to bring together, such as policy
makers and civil society, Roma and non-Roma civil society, practitioners,
researchers, and, sometimes, all four alliances. Such collaboration occurred,
for example, at the 2015 European Educational Research Association
(ECER) conference in Budapest, which featured two consecutive symposia
organized to mark the end of the Decade, to discuss accomplishments,
and to acknowledge persistent problems and barriers. Decade assessments
highlight education as the area where most has been achieved (Bojadjijeva,
2015), although statistics still reveal major gaps of educational achievements
between Roma and national majority populations. While the extensive action
and documentation have established evidence, the perspectives of those at the
center of the reform in everyday practice – the Roma PAs in the education
sphere – are uniquely sampled and presented in this book.
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BARRIERS ROMA CHILDREN FACE IN THEIR
EDUCATION JOURNEY
Describing the barriers in detail is essential for establishing the challenges to
the professional role of the Roma PAs as mediators at the center of childrearing,
education, and societal reform. The sustained focus of international
organizations on Roma integration throughout the Decade countries and
in other European countries raised awareness of and sensitivity to the plight
of Roma populations across the European continent. Increased awareness
and sensitivity by regional, national, and local actors has acknowledged, in
particular, challenges facing this generation of Roma children entering the
education system in much larger numbers than ever before.
The barriers are recognized as multiple, multifaceted, and multilayered. A
Roma child, during his or her educational journey can face an entire series of
them, and effective actions are required to counter each and every one of these
challenges. Some barriers deny the child’s right to education due to setbacks,
such as pushing the child into special or segregated schools, sending him/her
back home to learn the language of instruction, and/or requiring documents
(such as birth certificates) that the child does not have and cannot obtain.
Other barriers pop up once the child is enrolled in school, such as a lack of
basic social and financial support for food, clothing, textbooks, supplies, and
transportation, essential for daily school attendance. Even if the child manages
to attend school, issues connected to education quality, teachers’ attitudes,
and lack of educational support can easily hamper the child’s educational
attainment. Finally, even if a child surmounts all those obstacles, progress to
higher levels of education and, thus, to obtaining qualifications necessary for
decent employment, finding employment opportunities is far from assured
(Kovač-Cerović, Lakićević, Cenerić, Vainalanen, & Mladenović, 2013).
Such bottlenecks in the education trajectory of Roma children are
consequent with other types of exclusions, such as lack of access to health
services, housing, or resources to address special needs. For many Roma
people, the barriers can become cumulative and the mechanisms for
overcoming them not readily available. Most of these barriers are addressed
through education reforms under the auspices of the Decade of Roma
Inclusion, albeit with varying results.
In the next section, we briefly discuss the most frequent barriers to
access, attendance, and progression through schooling that could arise for
Roma children, as the most typical bottlenecks articulate themselves in Serbia.
Similar or sometimes the same barriers occur and might be addressed in other
countries, underlining the complicated international scene on which the Roma,
Europe’s biggest transnational minority, is unwillingly positioned. Table 1 lists
these barriers by child age when the barrier is most likely encountered.
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Table 1. List of potential barriers in the education trajectory
of Roma children in Serbia

Attendance

Enrollment

Age/
Grade

Pre-school
3-6 years
Distance to institution,
Lack of personal
documents (birth
certificate, medical,
etc.),
Tuition fees,
Transportation costs,
Pre-school attendance
costs,
Priority access is
provided to children of
employed parents (i.e.
most often not Roma)
Lack of place in
preschool
Lack of information
about enrolment
procedures
Transportation costs,
Lack of school
materials,
Lack of appropriate
clothing,
Child allowance not
provide to all in need
Teacher bias,
Lack of peer support,
Financial social
assistance small

Basic education
Grades1-4

Grades 4-8

Secondary education
15-19 years

Complicated
Distance to school Lack of clear
enrolment logistics,
information
School readiness still
Distance to school
assessed although
illegal,
Access to mainstream
education deferred
or denied based on
missing personal
documents (although
illegal)

Lack of measures for
preventing dropout,
Transportation not
organized,
Lack of appropriate
clothing,
Meals in school not
provided,
Child allowance not
provided,
School management
bias,
Lack of peer support,
Financial social
assistance small

Lack of measures
for preventing
dropout,
Transportation not
organized,
Lack of appropriate
clothing,
Child allowance
not provided
School
management
biased,
Lack of peer
support,
Financial social
assistance small

Lack of measures for
preventing dropout,
Transportation
possibilities lacking,
Lack of space in
dormitories,
Pocket money not
provided,
Lack of appropriate
clothing,
Child allowance not
provided,
School management
biased,
Lack of peer support,
Ineffective parental
support,
Financial social
assistance small,
Scholarships rarely
provided,
Mentoring not provided
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Achievements

Age/
Grade

Pre-school
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Basic education
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Secondary education

3-6 years

Grades1-4

Grades 4-8

15-19 years

Low teacher
engagement,
Lack of institutional
support for parents to
scaffold educational
activities at home,
Lack of didactic toys at
home,
Peer support not
provided

Low teacher
expectations
Learning materials
not provided,
Lack of engaging
learning activities,
Individualized
instruction not fully
developed,
Formative assessment
not used,
Remedial teaching
not provided,
Compensatory/
enrichment programs
not provided free of
charge,
Extracurricular and
afterschool activities
not provided free of
charge,
School library poor
Homework support
not provided,
Quality assurance
not targeting social
integration,
Peer support not
provided,
Parental scaffolding
not supported by
school,
Enriching home
environment missing

Low teacher
expectations,
Textbooks not
provided,
Learning materials
not provided,
Libraries & IT
dated,
Lack of engaging
learning activities,
Individualized
instruction not
developed,
Formative
assessment not
used,
Remedial teaching
low quality or not
provided ,
Compensatory/
enrichment
programs not
provided free of
charge,
Extracurricular
and afterschool
activities not
provided free of
charge,
Homework/home
learning support
not provided
Quality assurance
not targeting social
integration,,
Peer support not
provided,
Parental scaffolding
not supported by
school,
Enriching home
environment
missing

Low teacher
expectation,
Textbooks not provided,
Learning materials not
provided,
Libraries & IT dated,
Lack of engaging
learning activities,
No individualized
instruction,
Formative assessment
not used,
Remedial teaching not
provided,
Compensatory/
enrichment programs
not provided free of
charge,
Extracurricular and
afterschool activities not
provided free of charge,
Homework/home
learning support not
provided,
Low incentives due to
lack of prospects for
employment or further
education
Quality assurance
mechanisms not
developed
Peer support not
provided
Enriching home
environment missing
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Pre-school
3-6 years
Certification of
attendance not
obtained

Basic education

Secondary education

Grades1-4

Grades 4-8

15-19 years

School failure in G 3
and 4

Structured
preparatory
activities for school
leaving exam
not provided,
Early dropping out,
Frequent grade
repetition,
Engagement in
family’s incomegenerating
activities

Structured preparatory
activities for entry exam
at HE not provided,
Internships or other
measures connecting
education to the filed of
work not developed,
Early dropping out,
Frequent grade
repetition,
Engagement in family’s
income-generating
activities

Progression

Age/
Grade
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Source: Adapted from Kovač-Cerović, et al., 2013

Almost all barriers listed in Table 1 have become targets of intervention
in some or all of the Decade of Roma Inclusion countries. The effects of these
interventions are being assessed with more or less scrutiny, and discussions
focus on which interventions have the best chances to improve education
outcomes of Roma children. Because addressing detailed evaluation of
Decade action plans and all interventions derived from them is not the aim
of this book, we list the types of barriers only to illustrate the point that many
obstacles are still present across the educational trajectory of almost every
Roma child. Many of these barriers are recurrently in the spotlight of civil
society, scholars, engaged media and, importantly for the topic of this study,
most of them influencing the everyday of Roma PAs work.
Denying access to education is an outright violation of human and
child rights (United Nations Convention on The Rights of The Child UNCRC, 1989). Access-related bottlenecks are the clearest indications of
discrimination, revealing the lack of system capacity to counteract such
obstacles. These obstacles rarely appear in obvious form but are, instead,
wrapped in manifestations belying discrimination and deceit. Residence
permits, parents’ valid IDs, birth certificates, and similar administrative
requirements typically served as devices of exclusion prior to and persisting
during the Decade implementation, since some of these administrative
requirements and barriers are insurmountable for Roma parents trying to
enroll their children in education. Such barriers often occur also for refugees
and migrants, as countries allow only those with permanent papers or
exceptions granted by executive action to attend public education and to do so
free of charge or with limited fees before or after primary education (Bartlett,
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2015; Daiute & Kreniske, 2016; Kovacs Cerovic & Vulic, 2016). Roma living
in favelas do not, for example, have the required papers with a legal address
including a house number and street name when the settlement is not legally
zoned or in a position to become legal any time soon. Circumventing the
administrative barriers of getting papers based on collective addresses of the
Centers for Social Work in Serbia was a successful strategy of the Decade of
Roma Inclusion in the area of housing – albeit it required several years to
reach full implementation (PRAXIS, 2012). Another strategy was to change
legislation and abolish the requirement of presenting a residence permit, birth
certificate, and parental ID to enroll in education, as enacted through the
education legislation in Serbia (ARTE G.E.I.E., 2017, July 17). Unfortunately,
long after the law had been adopted, some schools still denied access to Roma
children simply based on missing papers (DILS, 2012). Moreover, in 2015
Roma parents reported uncomfortable experiences while trying to enroll
their child in school (Kovač Cerović, Pavlović Babić, Jokić, Jovanović, &
Jovanović 2016).
Logistical problems hindering access can include lack of available space
in the closest school, large distances between the settlement and the school,
and lack of transportation between home and school, or lack of safety on the
road. There are numerous examples where the favela is separated from the
nearest school by a highway, an unattended railroad track, a mountain, or
several kilometers from the last stop of the school bus. Local Roma NGOs
appeal to authorities to remedy such problems: sometimes with success,
sometimes without. Creating additional school placement possibilities with
enlarged classes, on the other hand, can result in negative reaction by the
majority population in the municipality and requires extensive negotiation
and dispute resolution (as in the event discussed in Chapter 4). Acceptance
of newcomers into a school is usually mediated by the school’s organizational
culture and openness to including new students (NESSE, 2008). Welcome
of Roma students, interest in Roma integration among the local Roma
population given their recent experiences, and the potential for necessary
expansion of the physical plant are interacting factors influencing whether
Roma children will be accepted at the school. Factors further complicating
the picture include resources and willingness to address needs of children
with learning or physical disabilities (Kovač Cerović, et al., 2016) and
the array of circumstances of children living in extreme poverty (Kovač
Cerović, et al., 2013). Segregation exacerbates the confluence of physical and
bureaucratic bottlenecks. As segregation is one of the most prominent types
of discrimination affecting the Roma and other vulnerable groups, including
migrants and refugees, we describe the manifestations relevant to challenges
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facing Roma inclusion in education in Serbia and the work of the Roma
Pedagogical Assistants in a separate section.
Attendance-related barriers are most often connected to the lack of
social support. It is essential for Roma children from poor families, more
than for other groups, that economic support is essential for participation
in education. Such support includes meals, books, school materials, and
clothing provided on time and in predictable ways. If this does not happen,
dropout rates increase. Transportation is another issue for children in poor
communities. For example, in many rural areas of the Balkan countries, rain
can prevent children from getting to school. Travel to school via roads barely
passable because of mud is impossible when children do not have boots,
raincoats or dry clothing. There is also anecdotal evidence that Red Cross
soup kitchens can attract children away from school in Serbia. If the kitchen
is far from the school, children have to choose between eating and being in
school (Kovač Cerović et al., 2013). Foundational to these problems is often
a dysfunctional administration, unable to enact efficient cooperation, such
as between health, social welfare, and education sectors. As a consequence of
such system level dysfunctions, Roma children might drop out of education,
thereby perpetuating the vicious cycle of poverty and loss of opportunity to
become integrated into the mainstream society.
Not only is it the case that the crucial health, social welfare, and education
systems do not cooperate effectively, but also relevant is that different layers
of government sometimes complicate communication between different
service providers. For example, Serbian education is organized at the national
level and overseen at the regional level with little decision-making involved
at the municipal level, leading to a lack of political power, which exacerbates
lack of school-municipality communication. In contrast, the social assistance
and healthcare systems are fully decentralized and operate through the
municipalities, even though they receive most of their funding from the state.
Such imbalances render education isolated from the other important sectors
providing assistance to school-aged children. For that reason, addressing the
social and material educational needs of Roma children in a coherent and
efficient way depends on families’ and individuals’ personal commitment
as much as on policy or law. Parental involvement in securing support for
their children’s material and social needs is additionally hampered by lack
of parental inclusion in their children’s schooling, a condition across the
countries of South East Europe and particularly difficult for Roma parents
(Kovač Cerović, Vizek-Vidovic, & Powell, 2010). Occasionally, Roma NGOs
can help Roma parents communicate with teachers, administrators, or
municipality representatives. A caring school principal, community leader,
or a local humanitarian association can also become instrumental in finding
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the material support needed for the Roma children in education, thereby
addressing Roma parents’ relative inexperience interacting with majority
pubic officials. As indicated in narratives at the beginning of this book and
many to come later, the Roma PAs provide such support.
Challenges to addressing achievement barriers are also numerous yet
subtle. As shown in Table 1, the long list of barriers to Roma education
conspire to undermine the quality of education. Under-prepared teachers,
overloaded curricula, inadequate libraries, lack of sophisticated mechanisms
for remedial education and supplementary support, such as for homework
(Kovač Cerović, Cenerić & Jokić, 2017), hamper education outcomes of
students in poor living conditions more than for those in well-resourced
communities. Additional factors include lack of teacher preparation for
intercultural understanding and teaching methods (Petrović & Jokić, 2016),
even in classrooms with children from diverse cultural backgrounds. Not
surprisingly, those issues co-occur with the proven detrimental effects of
low teacher expectations on student performance (Rosenthal & Jacobson,
1968; Rist, 1970; Jussim & Harber, 2005; Institute for Psychology, 2015)
and antagonistic peer relationships (Institute for Psychology, 2015; Popadić,
Plut, & Petrović, 2014). These low expectations and intergroup conflicts can
easily result in relatively low achievement and preparation to compete for
prestigious university-track upper secondary education such as gymnasiums
(Baucal, 2012).

SEGREGATION IN EDUCATION
The most serious and sustained barrier to school access is segregation.
According to the Roma Inclusion Index (Bojadjijeva, 2015), segregation did
not disappear during the Decade, but may have even increased. Segregation
of Roma children in education has been the subject of several international
court trials. The European Court of Human Rights ruled in favor of Roma
inclusion in several cases when it found segregation of Roma children in the
education system. The first such judgment was rendered in 2007 in relation
to the Czech Republic in the so-called Ostrawa case (D. H. and others v.
Czech Republic, European Court of Human Rights, 2007) and referred to
the over-representation of Roma children in special schools. Then in 2008, a
similar judgment was brought for Greece where Roma children and majority
Greek children had classes in separate buildings (Sampanis et al. v. Greece,
European Court of Human Rights, 2008). Croatia also lost a 2010 dispute
before the European Court of Human Rights for separating Roma children in
different classrooms in Medjumurje (Oršuš et al. v. Croatia, European Court
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of Human Rights, 2010). Hungary also lost a case over violation of children’s
rights for accommodating Roma pupils in special schools (Horváth and
Kiss v. Hungary, European Court of Human Rights, 2013). These judgments
demonstrate importance of regional oversight, as well as that national and
municipal violations continue to allow Roma exclusion from education.
Education is a human right (UNCRC, 1989). In addition to the legal basis
of human rights treaties, the need for integrated education of marginalized
and discriminated groups has firm support in several other important spheres
of socially responsible thought and action. Examples of such conceptual
supports come from economic theories of human capital (Keely, 2007),
research indicating a lower quality of education in segregated schools (Taba &
Ryder, 2012), economic analyses of the viability of investment in education of
marginalized groups (Kovač Cerović, et al., 2013), the comparative analysis of
the cost of inclusive education versus special education for minority groups,
and social-psychological research that early and continuous contact between
different groups dramatically reduces stereotypes and prejudices (Wood &
Sonleitner, 1996). Although desegregation is the most powerful means of
combating prejudice and racism, desegregation practices are typically met
with exactly the same prejudices and racism they intend to eliminate (Haupt,
2006; 2012). This social-psychological phenomenon embedded in the very
endeavor of desegregation significantly challenges organizational, logistical,
discursive, and infrastructure aspects of this process. The deeply entrenched
nature of attitudes underlying discrimination, thus, apparently requires
innovative solutions to develop shared goals, collaborative implementation
of those goals, broad dialogue about what is working and what is not, and, of
course, resources for enacting such processes in specific education contexts.
Examples of judgments described above and in other documents (e.g.
Roma Education Fund, 2015) indicate the existence of several forms of
segregation of Roma in education. Challenging interventions is also the fact
that procedures and issues during desegregation process differ depending on
the type of education segregation in the context. Separation of Roma children
into special schools as a result of educators’ unprofessional or biased diagnosis
of low intellectual capacity or competing priorities is a common means for
segregating Roma children in European and Central Asian countries with
special education systems (White, 2012). Inappropriate incentives to enroll
children in special education can bring benefits to the family in terms of
free meals, transportation to school or textbooks, so poorly informed and
economically needy parents sometimes accept the option of sending their
child to a special school. Moreover, if the education system is providing
additional financial support for special education through higher salaries
and better conditions of work, special education teachers can be highly
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motivated to ensure that Roma children are enrolled in special schools, thus
ensuring that the special school system is not downsized. Such inappropriate
placement of children in special education reduces expectations that they can
succeed and lowers the chance of Roma children’s access to education they
actually need.
A recent assessment of the special education system in Serbia indicates
that this mechanism persists. The study found that ten years after the
beginning of the Decade and six years after the legal requirement for inclusive
education in the country, 18% of students in special education are Roma, a
gross overrepresentation compared to the 6-10% of Roma in the country
(IPSOS, 2016). Especially alarming is the tracking of Roma children into
special classes within regular schools, in these classes 35% of Roma children
were identified by the same study. Tracking of Roma children into special
classes, as well as into special schools, has been condemned by international
organizations and civil society, as shown in the case of D. H. v. The Czech
Republic and the case Horvath and Kiss v. Hungary. Nevertheless, the practice
continues to the time of this writing, and PA narratives of their daily life in
schools will, as we present later in this book, offer details of such practices.
Separating children based on curriculum also winds up being a problem.
For example, segregation occurs when children are tracked to curricula that
are defined by euphemisms such as “less challenging”, “cultural specificity” of
their marginalized group, or the lack in mastering the language of instruction
as occurs with immigrant groups as well as long-term-resident Roma groups
that communicate at home in their mother tongue and, because the parents
lack formal education themselves also cannot communicate with their
children in the language of schooling (Kovač Cerović & Vulić, 2016). This
type of segregation has also been condemned as a violation of human rights
(Orsus and others. v. Croatia).
Other segregation practices within schools include placing Roma
children in the rear seats and seats far from children of majority backgrounds.
These practices are part of a vicious cycle of teachers’ low expectations and
lack of attention. Although jurisprudence has not recognized this form of
segregation as a violation of human rights, it is one of the most common. In
spite of common knowledge of such practices, they continue on a daily basis,
as we will read in the PA messages to all teachers discussed in Chapter 4.
The practice of segregated schooling based in part on residential
factors is not necessarily Roma specific, since it occurs in most areas where
marginalized groups live in isolated neighborhoods, separated by geography,
lacking infrastructure, or facing intentional obstacles. Research shows that 65%
of children of immigrants in the OECD countries attend segregated schools
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(OECD 2012). This form of segregation is similar across continents and
countries, affecting marginalized groups, including the Maori in New Zealand,
African Americans and Latino students in the United States, and Indios in
Chile. “Ghetto schools” in Europe also affect, for example, populations of
Turkish origin (as in Brigittenau in Vienna), Arabic origin (as in Molenbeek
in Brussels) and Roma (as in Suto Orizari in Skopje or Konik in Podgorica).
Connected to residential segregation, ghetto schools are particularly difficult
to abolish, requiring complex measures of support, transportation, requiring
negotiations with a wide range of stakeholders, and possibly establishing
quota enrollment policies at the local level. Such processes are recognized and
outlined in documents, like “Desegregation Toolkit” (Roma Education Fund,
2015), attesting to the problems and available solutions. In the European
literature, the case study of the Vidin desegregation project is often cited as
a success story (Panayotova & Evgeniev, 2002). Programs in numerous other
locations have been successfully implemented by creative local and school
policy measures or national projects, such as in Hungary, (Kertesi & Kezdi,
2013; Kezdi & Suranyi, 2009) in Montenegro (Kočić-Rakočević & Nagy, 2015,
Nagy & Mock, 2013), and in the UK (Equality & Roma Education Fund,
2011). Nevertheless, even with successful integration programs, separate
schooling sometimes recurs when the percentage of Roma children reaches
40-50%, and the majority population goes elsewhere.
In summary, the overall evaluation of segregation of Roma in education
after ten years of the Decade is not positive. The list of reasons for the lack
of success is long (Rostas & Kostka, 2014) and includes a) desegregation
activities usually focus on physical integration and neglect the structural
dimension of inequality; there is, for example, a need to change the
organization of schooling to be inclusive, rather than only trying to change
the Roma children; b) Roma culture and parents are blamed for children’s
school failure, a phenomenon embedded in prejudices against the Roma,
instead of searching for the systemic failure of education; c) bureaucratic
national policy whose implementation is left to local governments.
Nevertheless, some initiatives and progress accomplished during the
Decade indicate the remarkable possibilities for social integration and
outcomes to the benefit of Roma, particularly in education. Families are unable
to solve the aforementioned problems by themselves, hence in several Decade
countries Roma organizations, Roma civil society, and Roma representatives
act as mediators, teaching assistants, and pedagogical assistants. Roma NGOs
and other policy makers must continue efforts to mobilize the entire Roma
community to press for a national desegregation policy.
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The Roma Pedagogical Assistant Program is designed as a means of
social change from a unique vantage point as actors in the education system.
Social political change is, after all, a multifaceted process involving a wide
diversity of actors, including policy initiators, implementers, supporters, and
others who may be silent or overt opponents (Evans, 1996). Orchestration
among these participants in a dynamic educational system is additionally
complicated by the fact that the most influential actors work from political
and civil organizational positions, such as from government, civil society,
national, municipal, or school education systems, welfare institutions, parent
organizations, and student groups. The need for bridging such diverse social
spheres toward a common goal – in this case integrating Roma children in
education for the long term – requires major social political change. Because
the development of the Roma PA program has involved some of that mix, the
Roma PAs are in a pivotal position to make sense of the reform in practice at
this point in the history of the Decade of Roma Inclusion and, in particular,
of the Roma PA program in Serbia. Research designs that address the need
for understanding the broader system of problems are crucial to ongoing
understanding of social change.
As a transition to the next section of our report, focusing on the
Pedagogical Assistant Program in Serbia, we present a Roma PAs narrative
about a Roma child. The PA wrote this story within the action research
workshop sensitive to the complex nature of social change and to the various
positions the Roma PAs serve in the program.
This is the story about a typical Roma family. In the family, there is
a ten year[s] old girl who is, in spite of material problems, a good
student. Although her parents could not meet all her needs as a
student and a girl, with the effort and willfully she succeeded to finish
the primary school with excellent grades. After that she registered for
the gymnasium, which she also graduated with success. However, it
was not all: she wished to go to the university. But, she had not enough
money for university and bit by bit she gave up. In between, she got
married and had a son. A bit later, she learned about a NGO and
about a possibility to continue her schooling with their help. They
instructed her how to apply for a scholarship, and there she met some
people who acknowledged her capacities and helped her to study at the
Law faculty. Today, she lives happily with her family and has her own
law office.
This story by the man who wrote the one at the beginning of this chapter
adds intention and emotion to the plight of the Roma from a perspective
inside the community. In addition to the outline of supports and steps in
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the journey of a Roma woman facing great odds, this story illustrates a
hopefulness that is a foundation for ongoing work of education reform for
this minority community. We turn next to that reform – the Pedagogical
Assistant Program in Serbia.

ROMA PROGRAMS IN SERBIA
Reports from Serbia at the beginning of the Decade showed low
Roma participation in education. In the early 2000s, research indicated 4%
Roma participation in pre-school, 70% of primary school-aged children in
school, 50% continuing beyond 4th grade, 10% of those completing 8th grade
continuing on to secondary education, and 6.2% enrolled in vocational
training (Burnett et al., 2005; Roma Education Fund, 2010b; Rostas, 2012).
Data from before the 1990s are inconclusive, but there is a general impression
that, as in all post-socialist countries, the situation of the Roma in Serbia
deteriorated somewhat during the economic transition period as well as
during the 90’s wars (Kovač-Cerović & Grawe, 2007). The Roma in exYugoslavia were affected by the war in many ways that pushed them into an
even more marginalized position than they were before, in similar ways as
those in other countries of the region (Burnett et al., 2005). Reasons for low
attendance of Roma in education in Serbia stem in large part from extreme
poverty, which limits Roma access to basics like food, clothing, and books,
as well as negligence and discrimination in the education system, hence, as
explained above, the history of exclusion remains.
Nevertheless, recent assessments point to improved education indicators.
For example, in Serbia only 20% of Roma students finished compulsory 8th
grade in 2005. By 2014, the completion rate increased to 64%, but still fell
short of the 93% completion rate of the mainstream population (Government
of Serbia, 2016). Similarly, the rate of finishing secondary education was less
than 10% for Roma students in 2005, increasing to 22% in 2014, but still
considerably lower than the secondary education completion rate of around
90% for the mainstream population (Government of Serbia, 2016).

THE PEDAGOGICAL ASSISTANT PROGRAM
The Pedagogical Assistant program developed from a variety of initiatives
in different Decade of Roma Inclusion countries. These initiatives included,
for example, the role of a Roma mediator with municipal offices in Romania;
Roma Assistants employed by NGOs in Croatia, Montenegro, and Bosnia
and Herzegovina; Pedagogical Assistants (not exclusively Roma) working
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in schools and preschools in Slovakia; and Teaching Assistants in Hungary
(with pathways to becoming teachers). In some countries, such as Bulgaria,
the Pedagogical Assistant program was not successful and was closed.
The formal initiative to include Roma in schools began as a civil society
project, without tangible support from the government. Initially1, the Roma
Teaching Assistants (RTA) program, as it was called at that time, started in
1997 as a project of the Fund for Open Society Serbia, part of a wider regional
project funded by Open Society Institute New York and coordinated by its
Institute for Education Policy in Budapest. In each of several countries, such
as the Czech Republic, Slovakia, and Bulgaria, a couple of sites were selected
and an RTA in each to be trained and supported by a local NGO. At this early
phase in Serbia only two sites were developed, in Subotica and in Niš, with an
NGO-run preschool in the Roma settlement or community center. The next
phase, starting 2002, moved the program into schools. In Serbia, the program
was organized in two towns, Niš and Kragujevac, with more RTAs – close to
20. The program provided child-friendly teaching methods and supported
international networking of the RTAs from all the counties involved. Through
such events, the RTA role was constructed in participatory ways, the relevant
capacities strengthened, and the program profile outlined.
There are many insider memories connected to the early development
of the RTA program. RTAs from those early years offered vivid examples of
the intensity of their emotional and intellectual experiences. Among those
accounts are reports that Roma children who started education without
knowing the language of instruction had a leap in second grade, learning two
alphabets (Cyrillic and Roman) simultaneously and successfully. Children
who finished school invited their RTA to attend their prom as guests. One
of the RTAs from that time who is currently a leader of the PA association
described that time as a very dynamic period, when RTAs working in teaching
and tutoring with the class teacher “were growing, developing together”.
At the same time, memories of facing discrimination and rejection from
the school are equally vivid. For example, there were reports that a school
director would ask the RTAs not to come for a week until a local conflict
calmed down. RTAs were also not introduced formally as Roma assistants to
non-Roma parents although it turned out that some parents came to request
that their children be in a class where there was an RTA. One RTA recalled
that “A parent came into the school and said I want to enroll my child to
this teacher,” an event that made him both immensely proud and sad at the
same time for not being acknowledged as Roma. Given such ambivalence on
the part of the school personnel, the RTA program shrank in the first few
years. In Kragujevac for example, two schools and seven RTAs in the first
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project year reduced to one school and three RTAs in the second year and to
one RTA in the third year. In spite of these set backs, the RTA program was
deemed as a successful pilot by those who were directly involved.
An empirical evaluation was not conducted at that time, but along
with the positive accounts of those few involved, a couple of limitations of
the program also surfaced. First, because the program in most countries
was entirely situated in the civil sector, the RTAs’ effectiveness was limited.
Addressing administrative regulations such as ensuring spaces for Roma
children in regular classrooms requires national and municipal involvement
that was out of reach for RTAs. Parental support by Roma and nonRoma parents was, moreover, essential to stem the tide of the non-Roma
community’s resistance to Roma integration in public schools. An effect of
explicit majority community resistance was, for example, that RTAs reported
preferring to remain behind the scenes as not to provoke non-Roma parents’
withdrawing their children from schools with high Roma presence. Providing
clever strategies for managing two alphabets as might have occurred in oneon-one tutoring could go unnoticed and a child’s success attributed to the
classroom teacher. Indeed, the second limitation the program faced was that
in schools where RTAs were extraordinarily effective at mobilizing the Roma
community and the school management, the number of Roma children
started to increase. When that became apparent, non-Roma parents gradually
moved their children to other schools and newly segregated Roma schools
were created as a result of the program’s success. Such separation became,
as we outline above, a vicious cycle of recurring isolation of Roma based on
social bias and discrimination.
The program in Serbia was scaled up after 2006. An OSCE-Serbia project
funded by the European Commission expanded the program in 2006/2007
initially to 24 Roma Teaching Assistants and later, in 2009 to 50 RTAs. In
that period, during the preparation of a new 2009 Serbian legislation in
education, the program name became the “Roma Pedagogical Assistants”,
and in legislation the position was registered as “Pedagogical Assistant”.
This name change indicates a broader pedagogical role for the Roma PAs
than shadowing a teacher. That role was, of course, to develop in practice.
The Roma PA would work with teachers, children, parents, the school
management, and organizations.
Several factors contributed to the scale up of the Roma PA program in
Serbia. The program was recognized as a Decade of Roma Inclusion program
fitting into the OSCE strategy for empowering Roma since 2005. Another
catalytic change allowing the scale up of the PA program was in the shift
in funding to include high-stakes intergovernmental organizations, as well
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as international non-governmental organizations. The significant increase in
the numbers of interested and qualified Roma PA candidates also elevated the
profile of the program need for governmental support. This synergy was then
highlighted when a program coordinator (Roma himself) was seated in the
Ministry of Education. Subsequent to that, the Ministry selected participating
schools and conducted Roma PA and teacher training for the program,
adding resources and legitimacy.
An evaluation of the program in the 2008/2009 academic year
demonstrated success (Institute for the Evaluation of Education Quality,
2009) and opened the door for further scaling up and integrating the Roma
PA program in the mainstream education system, hand in hand with the
inclusive education policy in Serbia, introduced through the 2009 legislation.
A project called Education for All (EuropeAid 128424/C/SER/RS), funded
by the European Commission, introduced an additional new 120 PAs,
subsequently incorporated the OSCE with another 50, and a number of
other Roma PAs funded though other donors (e.g. the Swiss Development
Cooperation). From 2010, 178 Pedagogical Assistants were employed and
working in schools and preschool institutions in Serbia, supported first by
successful donor pooling and, from February 2011, on the regular payroll like
all other staff employed in schools. In parallel, the status of the Roma PAs
became increasingly acknowledged and regulated, from the initial projectbased and NGO project funding to becoming recognized and supported by the
Ministry of Education. These recognitions and supports reflected a growing
mutual understanding of the Roma and the mainstream communities about
the importance of and benefits of this new profession.
Nevertheless, during the more than ten years of successful development
and scaling up, the Roma PA program had to struggle against the many
faces of discrimination around it. Sustainability has required dialogue
among the many different and at times conflicting stakeholders to address
the biases, uncertainties, dilemmas, different understandings, and interests.
Even the very last phase of institutionalization of the program has endured
numerous of barriers. These appeared in succession, as soon as one problem
was solved the next appeared, and so on, until the full spectrum of biases,
stereotypes, malpractice and negligence were enacted (Kovač-Cerović, 2013).
The developing program was in interaction with an evolving and changing
Serbian context, which continued to experience political partitions during the
Decade years while also considering and taking some steps toward accession
to the European Union. Hence, certain elements of the Roma PA program,
like others entwined with public and private institutions, were developed
to address specific requirements and barriers. We will list these as a story
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of policy innovation and fight against discrimination, as good examples of
typical barriers, misconceptions, biases and attempts to prevent or downsize
an emerging novelty. Some of these barriers were residing at the very places
where proactive social integration policies would be expected to emanate –
e.g. the national and local governments itself.
During the ongoing development of the Roma PA program in Serbia,
conceptual issues emerged first (Kovač-Cerović, 2012). For example,
questions emerged about why only Roma should have PAs and not any
of the other minorities, such as Hungarians or Albanians and about
why the PAs had to be Roma themselves, when retired teachers or other
professionals could also be a good option. To circumvent such disputes,
legal requirements reinforced the PAs to speak Romani and to gain positive
assessment from community Roma leadership, as ways to support the PAs’
ability to carry out their role of working with Roma children speaking
Romani, and to serve as bridges between Roma families, community, and
schools.
Questions also arose about which of the administrative structures
should be responsible for the Roma PA program. This issue was especially
relevant as the PA program encompasses different levels of education from
preschool to primary, thereby requiring different professional activities, such
as recruitment, training, inspection, support systems, partnerships, parental
involvement, national minority inclusion laws, school networks, and finance
systems. These issues were followed by procedural questions about the PA
selection process, risks of making mistakes, strategies for avoiding mistakes,
provisions for the PA contracts, and delivery of procedural information to
the schools. Most of these structural and procedural questions are typical
dilemmas in innovation implementation processes, but when they can prevent
the inclusion of a marginalized and powerless group such as the Roma, they
become discriminatory practices.
The PA role itself also came into question. Issues were raised about
whether the PAs should work only outside the school, ensuring that Roma
children were getting to school and doing their homework. Another
suggestion was that the Roma PAs should be engaged only at the beginning of
the school year and not throughout the entire academic cycle. The surfacing of
these issues motivated a clearer description of the PA role, ensuring that half
of the PA time should be spent in school throughout the year. Additionally,
participants in the deliberations agreed that PAs could enter all classrooms
with Roma children and advise teachers on Roma issues if needed.
Financing the PA program was, of course, a major challenge. Although
the salaries of 178 PAs in a system that employed about 100,000 people in
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education were a negligible increase, questions about why some of the
interested international organizations could not take over the financial
burden were not easy to silence. There was also a serious dispute connected
to the payroll level. Since PAs were being employed as high school and not
as university graduates, setting an adequate payroll level did not go without
serious opposition that had to be overcome. Finally, for the next 2-3 years,
budgeting for the PA salaries was repeatedly forgotten and introduced only
after intervention from the highest level of government. In one of those early
years, when the PA program was already established, a well-organized civic
action by the PAs prevented a big delay in financing. The PAs repeatedly
called the high Ministry officials in charge of education finances and asked
for the continuation of the salary payments. Such activism and commitment
offers insights about why, even during periodic gaps in payment, the number
of PAs did not decrease.
What is striking across these diverse challenges to the PA program during
its development is their recurrence and the fact that each problem needed to
be discussed numerous times until a mutually agreeable solution was found.
The questions and problems were echoed at each multiplicity in mutually
reinforcing voices by different layers of the administration. As quickly as one
barrier was dismantled with new strategies, another one emerged.

THE ROMA PEDAGOGICAL ASSISTANT
PROFESSIONAL ROLE
After more than a decade of gradually increasing support, training, and
implementation, the PA program is assessed as one of the most successful
interventions promoting and supporting inclusive education in Serbia
(Friedman, Pavlović-Babić & Simić, 2015). At the time of our data collection
and reflection workshops (November 2012 – September 2013), through all
phases of data analysis and writing (to the present) there are 174 employed
PAs in schools across Serbia (Daiute, Kovač-Cerović, Todorova, Jokic, &
Ataman, 2013; Daiute, Ataman, Kovač-Cerović, 2015; Daiute, Todorova,
Kovač-Cerović, 2015). The PA role is legally regulated by the Law on the
Foundations of the Education System, 2009, art. 117 (“Official Gazette RS”,
No. 72/2009, 52/2011 and 55/2013) and Rulebook on the Program of training
for the Pedagogical Assistant (“Official Gazette RS” No. 11/2010). PAs
receive their salaries from the national budget alongside all other teachers2;
they need to have completed at least secondary education; and they receive
additional on the job training of 30 ECTS in six modules in the starting years
of their engagement. The Roma PAs are working in schools located in areas
with higher densities of Roma population, and since their employment is
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contingent upon the number of Roma children in a school, their contracts
need to be renewed on a yearly basis. In order to meet the needs of the Roma
population in Serbia, assessed to be of 300,000 - 400,000, further expansion
of the program by an additional 150 Roma PAs would be appropriate.
Successful enactment of the Roma PA role requires multiple interactions
through diverse local settings with teachers and other school staff, with Roma
and non-Roma children, Roma parents, Roma NGOs, Roma community and
leaders, municipal offices for social affairs, advisors from Regional School
Authorities offices, donor programs, humanitarian organization, and civil
registration offices. Roma PAs spend 50% of their work-time in the school
supporting and overseeing Roma children dispersed across different grades
and classes. A big part of the other 50% of their work-time consists of field
visits to the Roma families, ensuring timely flow of information, motivating
families to enroll and continue enrolling children in school, helping with
homework and home-based education, preventing absenteeism and dropping
out, and assisting in solving current and emerging problems which could
affect each child’s education trajectory.
In their role as paid assistants in public schools and liaisons with Roma
parents, the Roma PAs assume multiple, if not, potentially contentious,
positions of influence and resource across Serbian society (Baucal &
Stojanovic, 2010; Daiute, Kovač Cerović, Jokić & Baucal, 2015). Increased
Roma participation in schooling, decreased dropping out, and improved
achievements in education are the primary social inclusion goals of the PA
program. Cultural diversity in education certainly involves tensions around
which values and practices to organize public institutions, raising questions
about how sub-groups manage to integrate and how majority could change.
Conflicts around resources, authority, and mechanisms to abolish and avoid
recreating segregated education are intense at the time of this writing (Kovač
Cerović & Orlandić Lukšić, 2016; Kertesi & Kezdi, 2013).
Such authoritative positions come with stated and implied responsibilities
and challenges. For example, sometimes PAs need to convince parents to
suspend planning an early marriage for their daughter or withdrawing their
son from school in order to contribute to the scarce household economy.
Given the innovative nature of the PA reform in the dramatically changing
post-war Western Balkan region and in the context of recent education
reforms in Serbia, the issue of how diverse stakeholders in reforms, like
the Roma PA program, manage myriad tensions becomes of great interest
not only in terms of the success of the specific intervention but also of the
development of a society ratifying social inclusion policies. Narrating such
a complex process is one means of creating understanding and continuing
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support for social integration and equality projects (Billig, 1995; Daiute, 2014;
Fairclough, 2010), like the Roma PA program.
The professional role of the Pedagogical Assistant can not address all
of the systemic, political, economic, and social barriers that have excluded
millions of Roma people in thousands of Roma communities across Europe
for centuries. Nevertheless, the PAs work with intense purpose and beyond
their job descriptions to interact across the range of stakeholders in this
effort, especially the Roma families, majority educators, and school children.
Because of such informal as well as formal participation, the PAs embody
knowledge and practice addressing exclusion, neglect and segregation in the
everyday lives of classrooms and communities.
Although a mature program, the Roma PA initiative still needs support.
A Belgrade based NGO that provided invaluable professional support and
training throughout the development of the program (Duvnjak, et al., 2010).
In addition, having achieved the developments described in the previous
section, the Serbian PA program is ready for self-description, as was the goal
of the research reported in the rest of this report. Such research also requires
support, partners, and commitments. The training session enabling the data
collection session for this research was, for example, supported, in part by the
REF, UNICEF, OSCE, and the commitment of the research team, as well as
the PAs themselves. Networking and capacity building often rely, moreover,
on active assistance of the Center for Interactive Pedagogy. One of the
implicit aims of our involvement was also to contribute to supporting critical
and creative Roma PA engagement in this educational endeavor and, thereby
working together toward a model that is sustainable due to its internal power
and stamina.
The following letter written by the Roma PA, whose autobiographical
narrative began this chapter and whose story of a Roma child becoming
a success provided a turning point in the education reform story, offers a
different kind of knowledge – policy from within practice – that only those
with experience can tell.
Dear colleague /in feminine form/,
I want to congratulate you and tell that you have chosen a long but just
path. You will meet many obstacles there, which could stagger you. But,
then just remember that you are doing the right things, and just look
at the children’s eyes. You have to be persistent, tenacious and above
all, you must believe in what you are doing. With the colleagues be
collegial and sincere. Try to find people like you and who are, above all,
the professionals, who could really help you. With the hope that you are
going to succeed in the mission we have chosen together, yours sincerely…
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This letter from a colleague acknowledges the “long but just path” of a
future PA. The author warns there will be obstacles and, most importantly,
provides emotional, political, and social strategies. Perhaps most important
of all is the commitment of solidarity “With the hope that you are going
to succeed in the mission we have chosen together…”. The PA role within
nested commitments of an education system, national, and regional context
is, thus, evidence of a way to define and evaluate an intervention. Our Roma
author describes a courageous individual stance in this and the narrative at
the beginning of this chapter, which, we learn from his other narrative and
this letter, is embedded in a range of collectives, each associated for this man,
with different knowledge and experience.

CHAPTER SUMMARY
In this first chapter, we have focused on the context and history of the
Roma Pedagogical Assistant program. We now describe a study designed
to shift the perspective to the Roma PAs in relation to the voices of other
stakeholders in the system, including some of those mentioned above, and
ourselves as participant researchers.
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Chapter Two
DYNAMIC STORYTELLING PRACTICE
AND RESEARCH DESIGN
The Decade of Roma Inclusion policy and, more specifically, the Roma
Pedagogical Assistant Program in Serbia were designed to change a narrative
of marginalization that has endured for many centuries. The narrative
of marginalization and attempts to change it by supporting increased
participation of Roma children in education is fraught and fascinating.
Given the complexity of this endeavor, reports of the everyday experiences
of the Roma PAs on the job are long overdue. In this chapter, we describe
a theoretically grounded practice-based study with the Roma PAs narrating
their experiences of the reform in relation to others involved in the process.
That relational narrating occurred in “Dynamic Storytelling Workshops”.
“Dynamic Storytelling Workshops” provided a process for supporting
and studying the education reform of the Roma Pedagogical Assistant
Program in Serbia. One workshop, which we discuss in this chapter, occurred
during a day-long break from the regular PA training sequence and involved
a range of individual, collaborative, oral, and written expressive activities for
sharing PA knowledge and experience in their educational roles. A second
workshop nine months later, and discussed in Chapter 5, invited a group of
the Roma PAs to reflect on documents from the first workshop, analyses of
those documents, and implications for future education reform.
The design of Dynamic Storytelling Workshops is based on theory,
practice, and research on human development with narrating and other
expressive communications as the means of social interactions for social change
(Daiute, 2010; 2014). The design of the practice-based research workshop is
inspired by the idea that societal reforms are systems – relationships among
diverse participants in a socio-political project. The ultimate goal of this
dynamic storytelling project was to create an opportunity for the Roma PAs
to reflect on the PA program via self-expressions, collaboration with one
another, and with those in other roles in the reform process, including policy
makers and teachers.
This chapter presents the Dynamic Storytelling design for the Roma
PA program. The theoretical foundations of the design define policy as a
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means of societal development via education (and other) reforms as systems
rather than as gifts from powerful sources to groups or individuals. After all,
although rarely stated this way, society is also a beneficiary of reforms that
improve the lives of their excluded and under-resourced people. The pivotal
process in a reform system is communication. Narrative communication, in
particular, is a process whereby interdependent societal actors with different
roles make sense of experience, express their intentions, and reflect on
the meaning of informal and formal life activities. According to this view,
narrating (which we also refer to as “storytelling”) is not only a means of
conveying experience but also a means of creating and transforming cultural
logic - how events unfold and how diverse norms organize those events
and characters. With this idea of interdependent sense making, the action
research design of dynamic storytelling assumes that the voices of subjects of
policy, in this case the Roma PAs’ perspectives should be expressed and heard
alongside those of governments, organizations, educators, media, and others
with something at stake in the program. Because Roma perspectives have
been heard less, this practical research design involves the PAs’ authoritative
and complex participation more than others as well as along side of them. In
Chapter 1 we reviewed the prevailing narrative of Roma exclusion and the
PA program as an attempt to shift that narrative. The dynamic storytelling
action research examines whether and how the Roma PA program, from
the perspective especially of the PAs, occurs. To describe that process in the
Roma PA program in Serbia, we present a brief overview of relevant theory,
research questions, practical research design, and methods of analysis.

THE MEANING OF REFORM FROM PARTICIPANTS’
PERSPECTIVES
Dynamic Storytelling designs begin when researchers and stakeholders in
a social change project, in this case the Roma PA program, plan an activitymeaning system (Daiute, 2010; 2014). Activity-meaning system designs envision
expressions around a common situation – such as the Roma PA program –
by diverse participants in the relevant social ecology (Daiute, 2008). For the
Roma PA study, the goal was to sample expressions by the major actors in the
PA reform, including the Roma PAs, the social inclusion policy-makers, Roma
advocacy organizations, and public media organizations. Given the history of
barriers and of the PA program to address those barriers (described in Chapter
1), bringing declared and implied stakeholders into an analysis of the program is
essential for understanding this education reform. The Roma PAs have a central
role in the study as they mediate the challenging circumstances and opportunities
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of their roles in the reform, their relevance to the Roma community, and their
interaction with broader societal actors. As rarely happens, we prodigiously
sampled the Roma PA perspectives to gain insights about their wide range of
knowledge and experience at the center of the reform. The activity-meaning
system design also ensures that previously marginalized participants have ample
opportunity to narrate from diverse perspectives, for diverse purposes, and
toward diverse others in the social reform, including policy-makers, government
officials, and non-Roma parents. Drawing on that important range of voices,
this chapter describes a broad interacting policy system, presents examples
of data, describes the data analysis process, and outlines the set of organizing
principles generated from the analysis. This description of the research design
and analysis then forms the basis for subsequent chapters focused on findings,
a second Dynamic Storytelling Workshop with the PAs, and implications for
future research, practice, and policy.
The Decade of Roma Inclusion policy and, more specifically, the Roma PA
program in Serbia were designed to change the narrative of marginalization
that has endured since the Roma migrated from northern India to Europe. As
in other parts of the world, human development is increasingly threatened in
the midst of major cultural changes yielding increasing inequality, violence,
and ideological extremism. Such anti-social orientations lead to instability
and ongoing conflict among cultural groups, so integration projects are also
increasingly important worldwide. Understanding the meaning of social
change is typically the province of governments, journalists, and other elites.
While social media provides a platform for a multitude of voices, interaction
across diverse spheres of society rarely occurs in such informal contexts. The
activity-meaning system design is a guide for interactive consideration of
social change and innovation, like the Roma PA program in Serbia.
Readers will, we hope, keep in mind that this Dynamic Storytelling
design is at once a professional development practice, research process,
and a foundation for future policy. Given this complex function, dynamic
storytelling is designed to reveal shared and diverse meanings across the
social inclusion policy system, thereby providing an evaluation – not of
whether the program works but of how the program is making a difference
from the perspectives of those involved.

POLICY FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF SOCIETY
Public policies are innovative plans for the development of society.
Although policies are typically presented as powerful dictates to improve
circumstances for a specific group of people, such as the Roma or refugees,
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considering policies as improvements of society as a whole takes into
account not only the elimination of problems for minority groups, but also
the importance of those in minority positions to public institutions. That
societal changes must be stated in policies indicates that developments have
not occurred and require more or different support. In that sense, policies
are mechanisms of human development requiring deliberate action by those
in different positions to revise the policy or to improve its implementation.
Policy implementations and policy studies must, thus, include the broad range
of participants: institutions, groups, and individuals, in some way interacting
around the reform process.
Diverse participants with something at stake are active in the policy
process, albeit in different ways. Although the goals of a policy may seem
straightforward, such as to include more Roma children in education, the
meaning of a policy is wrought from complex political, social, cultural and
emotional processes. Because different participants in the process are likely
to attribute different meanings to the policy, the Dynamic Storytelling
design attempts to make more audible the interactions across those diverse
participants’ positions. Those diverse participants (whom we also refer to as
stakeholders and actors) express their values, knowledge, and goals through
various discourses, such as narratives, policy documents, letters, media stories,
and conversations. To identify participants’ interpretations of the reform
across these diverse genres, we applied values analysis (which we also refer to
as organizing principles analysis), identifying the principles and norms that
guide narratives. With values analysis, different as well as shared meanings
emerge and any contradictions are available for future improvement of the
policy. The policy analysis process is, thus, not only a question of whether
the policy achieves desired results but also a question of the meaning of the
policy as it plays out in practice.
Meaning is defined herein as value, experience, and purpose, enacted
in communication. As communication, meaning is integrated from persons’
and groups’ interactions in society and within themselves. The importance
of engaging and listening to multiple expressions and relationships among
diverse expressions by diverse participants across the social inclusion
policy system is that meaning develops in culture with formal and informal
conversations, verbal and even non-verbal texts. Such diverse media express
values, hint at values, and sometimes silence values. Meaning does not reside
in singular texts or voices or images, but is arrived at via the uses of verbal
and non-verbal interacting discourse. The meaning making process (which
we also refer to as sense making) uses the social, cognitive, and emotional
qualities of language to create and to organize experience. For policy to
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become persuasive, it must be understood as a complex social, cognitive, and
emotional process, much like narrative discourse, which integrates all those
human dimensions. For that reason, dynamic storytelling samples voices
within a system for consistent, divergent, and changing values. Values are,
thus, the purposes, knowledge, and subjective experiences of those involved in
the policy system. Rather than as morals or qualities of participants, we define
values as principles and norms that organize expressions and meanings. With
this sense of principled discourse, the policy system becomes accessible for
analysis. Policies would, after all, most usefully serve as mediators of human
relations rather than as rigid edicts or procedures. This dynamic sense of
meaning on which we base our inquiry requires describing the policy system,
sampling myriad relevant voices, and analyzing the values that organize those
voices as activities.
Several major goals guided this practice-based Dynamic Storytelling
Workshop: 1) to increase understanding of the PA role in mediating
between two cultures – the culture of the school and the culture of the Roma
community, including dilemmas and concerns the PAs face; 2) to contribute
to fostering a positive image of the Roma both for the mainstream and the
Roma population; 3) to identify dilemmas emerging in the practice of the
PA program toward the advancement of social inclusion. As the research
progressed, the goal of the workshop was also to create a professional
development process in which a wide range of actors in the reform increased
participation of the Roma in public education and deliberations about
forward movement of the reform. One of the outcomes of the process, the
establishment of the Association of Pedagogical Assistants of Serbia, is
discussed in Chapters 1 and 5.
The Dynamic Storytelling Workshops in 2012 and 2013 complemented
training modules designed to inform PAs about procedures and rules relevant
to their practice. Rather than teaching the PAs, the Dynamic Storytelling
Workshop in Serbia built on and integrated their perspectives. The PA
workshops were adapted from previous innovations within reforms in other
parts of the world (Daiute, 2010; Daiute et al., 2015 a & b; Daiute, Stern, &
Leliutu-Weinberger, 2003; Daiute & Botero Gomez, 2014; Daiute & Kreniske,
2016). We applied the theory and method of dynamic storytelling research to
the circumstances and issues of the Roma PA program. Each narrating activity
invited the Roma PAs, as well as the policy makers, to share their professional
perspectives individually and collectively. In the workshop, the PAs wrote
narratives, letters, and messages individually or collaboratively, and discussed
these documents. In addition, with the diverse purposes and audiences of
each dynamic storytelling activity, the PAs oriented to and reflected on other
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collective positions, such as the public school context, the public media, and
the Decade of Roma Inclusion policy. The PAs, thus, worked from personal
and social perspectives for social justice in ways that provided knowledge by
the Roma for those who made policy for the Roma. In addition, the Dynamic
Storytelling Workshop was, and continues to be, an activity for PA selfreflection and self-determination. We ask readers to imagine the narratives
and other discourses discussed in this book as profound reflections by
individuals and collectives with much at stake in addressing problems and
possibilities of education reform.
Socio-historical developmental theorists offer the concepts
“interdependent individual and societal development” (Vygotsky, 1934/1978)
and development via purposeful uses of uniquely human cultural tools
(Bakhtin, 1986; Cole, 1998; Vygotsky, 1934/1978). This process involves
integrated cultural practices (Rogoff, 1991), rational debates (Engeström &
Sannino, 2011), emotions (Smagorinsky, 2013; Vygotsky 1934/1978), and
goals (Engeström, Miettinen, & Panamaki, 1999), all occurring within social
interactions among individuals and institutions (Vygotsky, 1978). The object
of these perspectives (Kaptelinin, 2005; Leont’ev, 1959/1981) is the place of the
Roma people in society and reform processes to ensure a more central role
in the society. Given rapidly changing contemporary circumstances, focusing
on deliberations about inclusion/exclusion ideally occurs in the design of a
policy, implementation of the policy, and analysis of the policy in practice.
Unfortunately, such analysis does not typically occur from the perspectives of
those involved. Thus, even such promising concepts as “social inclusion” must
be re-considered, extended, or revised in the light of the details of daily life.
Transitional organizations, such as the PA program and, on a smaller scale,
Dynamic Storytelling Workshops designed for reflection on the program, are
the location of human development.
When societies change dramatically during and after war, the norms
expressed in narratives that people live by are in flux, sometimes for extended
periods of time. For that reason, children, youth, and, sometimes even
adults, attend intensely to the surrounding circumstances to make sense of
those circumstances and how they fit (Daiute, 2014). This perspective on
the dynamic nature of cognition and emotion contrasts with socialization,
which assumes that children gradually take up norms. Social interaction
with narrative and other expressive media is the concrete means for such
development of children and, in turn, the collectives and societies where they
live. The focus on narrative as a developmental means in family practices
(Nelson, 1998) has played a major role in sociocultural theories of individual
and social change. As parents and children discuss the day during rituals like
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bedtime, meal time, house-hold chores, religious devotion, and community
events, the norms of the culture and those specific practices become the basis
for thinking, feeling, and acting (Miller, et al., 1997; Nelson, 1998; Rogoff,
2003). As young people’s lives expand beyond the domain of home to public
media, school, and popular culture activities, they become familiar with
diverse socio-cultural scripts (Daiute & Nelson, 1997). In the increasingly
mobile and digitally-connected world where diverse cultures meet, an
important ability is to be able to understand and interact not only with
diverse languages but also with the values and knowledge organizing diverse
cultures. As with children in families, these poly-cultural values are shared, in
large part, via narrating. With this understanding of human development, we
argue that participation in new professions, as new cultures, extends across
the life span.
If, because of increasingly rapid and visible global changes, human
development no longer typically involves slow predictable socialization
through stable institutions, then broadening inquiries to include diverse
experiences within socio-political systems is all the more important. People in
the second, third, and occasionally into the fourth decades of life, depending
on circumstances, are likely to struggle with changing cultural practices and
knowledge. The development of young children, for example, has much to do
with whether and how adults and adolescents around them present various
cultural alternatives (Daiute, 2017). Given the importance of recognizing and
valuing cultural diversity, adults in innovative roles, like the Roma PAs, become
beacons of what is possible. These adults in pivotal roles must be attentive and
open to diverse perspectives, qualities involved in dynamic storytelling.
Since the massive global changes beginning in mid-20th century, scholarly
analyses have defined human relations increasingly with system-like concepts
(Witherington, 2014). As formerly culturally homogenous nations have
experienced waves of immigrants and refugees, the focus on social inclusion
and integration has increased, as have anti-immigration arguments based
on cultural cohesion. One approach to understanding how diverse groups
might live together is diversity management (Mor Barak, 2015). Diversity
management discourse operates from negative concepts like prevention
and control – that is with assumptions that minority groups have deficits
and problems to be managed – more than from a positive goal to provide
mechanisms of affirmative action to include all and thereby to develop
society. A more recent approach focuses on mechanisms of social inclusion,
as described in Chapter 1 regarding the Roma.
Analyses of policies implemented to decrease exclusion and inequality
in culturally diverse contexts across Europe have focused, on the one
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hand, on identity, neighborhood, and other factors closely allied to specific
groups, while, on the other hand, broadening the analytic lens to highlight
interaction among those living in geographic proximity (Armstrong, 2010;
Daly, 2012; Gaffikin & Morrissey, 2011; Larsen, 2011; Smith, Bellaby, &
Lindsay, 2010). Such social organizations based on ecologies of daily life have
also been referenced in critiques of rigid requirements for citizenship based
primarily on national sovereignty. Consistent with such emphases on how
people organize and live in relation to their local circumstances, our analysis
of policy and practice aligns with a developmental approach understanding
organizations as central to social change (Miettinen, Samra-Fredericks, &
Yanow, 2009).

POLICY SYSTEMS REQUIRE POLICY DESIGNS
Examining social change as interactions among individuals and institutions,
we focus on dynamic systems sensitive to shared, diverse, and conflicting
perspectives. Knowledge and its expression do not emerge in a vacuum, so
institutions are relevant sites of interactions in practice and scholarly analysis.
Families are typically the primary developmental contexts. When organizations
are flexible enough to include diverse and critical perspectives on an issue –
like who deserves to attend public schools – we observe the mutual influence
of individuals, groups, and institutions relative to contemporary circumstances.
If “institutions are repeated patterns of behavior in relation to an object” (Fear
& Azumbuja, 2014, p. 292), then public policies are mediators of interactions
relevant to social change goals. That policy-making tends to occur in a “topdown way” from elites, such as government officials and representatives of
funding organizations, downward to policy subjects requiring interventions
must be questioned (Hanson, Poretti, & Darbellay, 2010). Some policymakers initially include members of the communities they intend to support;
nevertheless, power relations inherent in policy implementations require
ongoing participation and authority of the policy subjects. The goal of shifting
authority to the central participants in the policy process is embedded in
Dynamic Storytelling Workshop design.
Policy makers and practitioners implementing policy reforms must pay
attention to the design of activities for several reasons. Policy is a system
of practices enacted in language and other symbolic media – documents,
conversations, narratives, and letters. Narratives interact with the public
systems where they occur. Individuals speak and write narratives, so
those and other expressions voice personal emotion, understanding, and
intention. When and how those personal nuances emerge has to do with the
circumstances, purposes, and audiences – real or imaged – of the broader
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community, government, activities, and values. Education reforms are one
among many public policy systems. Evaluations of such policy systems
require specific input by those who do not hold formal power or resources.
Education is, itself, a complex system with different purposes, practices,
and outcomes for different groups in society. Reforming such systems is thus
a poly-cultural and relational endeavor. Consistent with this goal for complex
perspectives (across and among stakeholders) is the foundation of this
research explaining that marginalization and inequality are societal problems,
rather than isolated in the bodies and minds of excluded communities and
individuals. For this reason, our research design involves discourse – defined
as physical and symbolic interaction – whereby political, economic, social,
and personal realities gain meaning and the possibility for change. This idea of
shared meaning is also consistent with research, policy, and practice to create
increasingly inclusive and fair life spaces in everyday circumstances – like
the participation of Roma in Serbia. Because economic inequality, injustice,
and ideological heterogeneity define life in contemporary globalization,
interventions remain important (Sen, 1999; Sassen, 2012). Education is one of
the major interventions for addressing inequality with rational participation
toward a positive future. In this way, education itself is a complex space where
marginalization and inequality can play out or can be resisted with new goals
and modes of interaction, at least in local situations. This detailed research
relevant to values guiding such interactions is a step toward understanding
what enhances or limits social inclusion.
Numerous participants are involved in each sphere and phase of systems.
The broader systems are typically (but not exclusively) defined by those
in positions of influence, with resources and networks making likely the
implementation of their work. Policy makers’ influences include positions
on governing boards of organizations, access to interactions with legislators,
trust of educational and social service providers, and high standing in their
communities. Policy makers’ resources are myriad, such as financing that
supports their meetings, access to government, and personal relations with
those in other influential positions in the region, state, municipality, and
specific institutions. The subjects of policies, in this case the Roma PAs,
have their own, typically unrecognized, power and resources, most notably
intimate knowledge of how the system works in daily practice, their own local
social networks, their developing representative institutions, and a wide array
of international supporters. As paid participants in the education reform,
the Roma PAs devote full time to their professional activities, but they are
also dependent on public resources. Challenges come not only from those
who design and implement the PA policy but also from the Roma families
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and children with whom they work. The Roma PAs work in such a system
of obligations, relationships, and resources, with their own communities as
with other educators, policy makers, public officials, and researchers. That
complex set of relationships deserves a complex professional development
practice to capture the wide range of knowledge involved.
Examinations of institutional goals and practices have become
increasingly integrated into developmental studies (Daiute, 2014; Engeström
et al., 1999), with theory and research on the development of institutional
policies and practices as interdependent with the development of persons. A
powerful mechanism of such dynamic social change is narrative and its use
in public and private discourse to explain how things ought to be or could
be (Fairclough, 2010; Wetherell & Potter, 1992). Agreeing with critiques of
the “top down” approach in education (e.g. Freire, 1970; Fullan, 1993) and
the critique that resistance can independently spring from the “bottom up”,
our approach with dynamic storytelling is one that examines the interactive
relation of diverse perspectives across diverse positions in society. By analyzing
the PA perspectives and those of various institutions, our study does not
assume the power of the institutions over those of the PA participants but,
instead, shines the light of the PAs’ insights onto institutions.
Research and practice often follow the logic that policies are given to the
subjects of policies who are, in turn, responsible for success or failure. To be
developmental, policy systems must converge in transitional spaces – defined
as social arrangements that allow for the collaborative expression of diverse
perspectives, debate, negotiated decision-making, and transformation.
Involvement of marginalized peoples as historians of their own experience
and guides to future development is essential. The Decade of Roma Inclusion
during its preparation and implementation, as explained in Chapter 1, did
exactly this, and became a potentially transitional activity for the mutual
development of individuals, groups, and society. How does this process
occur?

THE DYNAMIC ROLE OF NARRATIVE
Narrating is an activity of oral, written, and visual communication.
These discursive activities not only express symbolic thinking but also form
it, embody it, and change it (Parker, 2015). Narrative functions in perception,
sense making, and development in active ways defining the object of focus,
not only as an instrument for some other purpose (Bruner, 1987; Nelson,
1998). Individuals and groups use narrating to figure out what is going on
around them, how they fit, and, sometimes, how to change circumstances
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(Daiute & Nelson, 1997). Discourse and other symbol systems do not simply
transmit meanings or reveal individual character and intentions. Instead,
beginning at an early age, children use cultural tools, at first gestures and
sounds, then single words, and eventually complex genres like narratives
(Nelson, 1998; Tomasello, 2005) in ways that are “externally oriented . . .
aimed at mastering and triumphing over nature” (Vygotsky, 1978, p. 55) and
as “a means of internal activity aimed at mastering oneself ” (ibid.). Of course,
not every discursive act is developmental.
Like language more broadly, narrating is a purposeful activity directed
to other people, one’s self, the physical environment, and symbolic culture
(Vygotsky, 1978). Narrators use myriad elements, including characters,
settings, plot structures, resolutions, and morals as building blocks for sharing
experience, feelings, and intentions (Labov & Waletzky, 1967/1997). Values
and norms that people develop in everyday life guide what they mention or
do not dare mention in each narrative appropriate to the purpose, audience,
and situation (Daiute, 2014). This communicative nature of narrating—how
people express themselves—is central to what people are saying in informal
and formal interactions.
Beyond developing basic narrative abilities in one’s native cultural
context, children, adolescents, and adults continue to develop narrative
structures and practices as they participate in diverse situations, which
is increasingly required in the contemporary highly mobile and media
connected world. Narrating is a specific cultural process that people use to
mediate their relations in society, just as governments use narratives to align
their people (Amsterdam & Bruner, 2000). Narrating activities are means of
the reciprocal developments of individuals and societies because narrations
are spaces where people echo, resist, and transform institutional discourses
(Berman, 1999; Labov & Waletzky, 1967/1997). Narrative processes are
potentially mediators – “cultural tools” – “conductors of human influence on
objects of activity” (Vygotsky, 1978, p. 55).
Different social scripts may co-occur, may be integrated, like plots and
subplots, and may clash, resulting in expressions that seem incoherent. It is
through such processes involving conflict and argumentation that learning,
development, and social change can occur (Muller Mirza & Perret-Clermont
2014; Zittoun, 2014). Prior research shows that individuals sometimes
conform their personal stories to preferred narratives in their societies but
also use narrating to express counter-conforming experiences and ideas when
they have the opportunity. Narrating can, thus, function as a tool to mediate
individual and societal interactions. Narratives, letters, policy treaties, and
research scripts are generated from personal experience and intention, yet
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because they are also directed to others, such texts can be the means for
collective critique and development that is not reduced to the person or the
group. The Dynamic Storytelling Workshop is designed to foster such uses of
cultural tools to express and transform the meaning of the Roma PA program,
in particular, from the perspectives of the PAs.
Policy makers, policy implementers, and policy subjects have
something at stake in the discourses of reform. Treaties, narratives, letters,
news reports, and conversations by these participants across a policy system
create the meaning and success or failure of the reform. Treaties, like the
Decade of Roma Inclusion, anti-discrimination laws, training manuals,
Roma PA discussions, and individuals’ narratives of experience interact
with one another. Not one of those stands alone as an individually defining
voice. For that reason, the Dynamic Storytelling Workshop design makes
audible and visible those related meanings – and, thus, the meaning of the
reform system. Because the subjects of reform, in this case the Roma PAs,
have the most at stake and the most central perspectives on whether and
how the reform is working, Dynamic Storytelling Workshops raise the PA
collective and individual voices in numerous and diverse ways. Toward this
end, we explore social inclusion policy as a socio-cultural system embodied
in relevant discourses.
Understanding discourse processes as relational activities expressed
with the features of diverse genres – such as autobiographical narrative,
observational narrative, letters, and so on – is an understanding based in
over 20 years of research (Bamberg, 2004; Daiute, 2010; 2014; Daiute &
Nelson, 1997; Daiute et al., 2003; Georgopoulou, 2006; Lucic, 2013; Sladkova,
2010; Vygotsky, 1978). Speakers and writers strategically use qualities of
genres, defined as the interaction of forms and contexts (Bazerman, 2005).
For example, inherent in narrative genres is whether the “I” character is
understood or not to be the author. In autobiographical narratives, although
the author’s name may not be used, “I” is, presumed to be someone outside
the text – the author. In contrast, in fictional narratives, an “I” character
is not assumed to be the author. Implications of such genre features occur
interactively as though each text – extended novel or turn in conversation –
is an utterance embedded in discursive practices of education, politics, and
social life (Bakhtin, 1986). In this way, narrative features can be resources
for engaging critically and creatively with environments and their social
structures (Fairclough, 2010; Nelson, 1998; Zittoun, 2006). With close
examination of linguistic features, contemporary discourse analysis advances
beyond a reduction of narrator to narrative and beyond narrative as personal
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confession or authentic voice. The uses of specific linguistic features become
especially relevant for situations fraught with power relations, such as in an
education reform (Daiute et, al., 2015b).
With this analysis of policy as a developmental system, the Dynamic
Storytelling Research Workshop was designed to address several major
research questions.
How do diverse participants in the Roma PA program make sense of
program goals and practices?
How do analyses of narratives and other discursive expressions in this
process of interpreting the reform mediate between Roma and nonRoma spheres of activity and meaning in education? What shared
and diverse values (organizing principles) emerge across narratives by
participants across the educational reform system? How, in particular,
do the Roma PAs interpret the education reform?
What obstacles, opportunities, and strategies emerge across participants’
narratives and other genres, especially as expressed by the Roma PAs?
What implications for ongoing policy and practice toward Roma
inclusion in education emerge from their narratives?
We employed an activity-meaning system research design to address
these questions.

DYNAMIC STORYTELLING PRACTICE AND RESEARCH
WORKSHOP DESIGN
The Dynamic Storytelling Workshop uses the concepts “dynamic”,
“story”, and “workshop”. “Dynamic” refers to the fact that reforms and people’s
understandings of them are interactive processes. “Story” refers to the fact
that the meanings of activities like reforms occur in relation to personal and
collective histories and goals. “Workshops” occur in organizations where
activities are designed to enact and support meanings and developments. This
storytelling process to make sense of dramatically changing environments
has been implemented with interesting findings in the aftermath of the
1990s wars across the former Yugoslavia, a violence prevention program in
New York City public schools, and a community college reform relevant to
immigration in the United States.
Consistent with this dynamic concept, the terms “narrative” and
“storytelling” are often used in scholarly and popular communications to
refer to ways of knowing and ideologies expressed within and around a range
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of genres (news stories, pronouncements, accounts of experience, and so on)
and in the details of each expression, thereby creating much of the reality of
everyday life. Together, these ideas suggest a theory of use animated in our
workshop design.
The Dynamic Storytelling research design includes the broader reform
system. The design also allows for diverse range of expressions to address
different roles and interests. Rather than expecting a single voice, the
workshop design involved Roma PAs in different expressive activities from
different relational positions, different purposes, and different intended
audiences. In addition, the design involves five stakeholders across the Roma
PA program. In this way, action and interpretation of the reform shine light
across the system, not only on the subjects of the reform as though they have
all the responsibility for making it work. For that reason, although the types
of expressive media available to stakeholders with different power roles are
not the same, we acknowledge them as within an interactive system and
analyze them with the same metrics, each contributing something unique but
not independent.
Relatively experienced (2 or more years) and novice (fewer than 2 years)
PAs participated in a one-day storytelling workshop embedded in one of the
six training modules required for their certification as teaching assistants.
The study highlights the perspectives of 174 adults (ages 20 – 42 years, men
and women, parents and non-parents) from Roma communities participating
in this reform program across Serbia. Policy statements included the Decade
of Roma Inclusion Treaty, legal and sub-legal documents by the Serbian
government, a mission statement of the Roma Education Fund, and media
stories, including one about a protest by mainstream parents that blocked
children’s first day entering preschool.

DYNAMIC STORYTELLING ACTIVITIES
Sensitive to the possibility of reciprocal relations, the Roma PA Dynamic
Storytelling Workshop involved activities to address the question “How do
Roma PAs mediate relations between Roma and mainstream Serbian society?”
With activities that invited critical and creative expression, the Dynamic
Storytelling Workshop involved participants in PA trainings in three locations
across Serbia. Five workshops took place according the schedule displayed in
Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1. Schedule of Roma PA Dynamic Storytelling Workshops
Place and number of
participants

Date

Niš 1 – 33

25–26.11.2012.

Bačka Topola 1 – 30

28–29.11.2012.

Beograd – 35

02–03.12.2012.

Niš 2 – 35
Bačka Topola 2 – 29

05–06.12.2012.
07–08.12.2012.

Workshop facilitators
Colette Daiute, Tinde Kovács Cerović,
Radmila Gošović
Colette Daiute, Tinde Kovács Cerović,
Radmila Gošović
Colette Daiute, Tinde Kovács Cerović,
Radmila Gošović, Angelina Skarep
Radmila Gošović, Angelina Skarep
Tinde Kovács Cerović, Radmila Gošović

Workshop activities were inserted in the middle of five days of training
organized for the PA program. The workshop agenda is included in Table
2.2. As listed in Table 2.2, participants narrated personal journeys to
becoming involved in the PA program, narrated an experience of a Roma
child in education, wrote letters of advice to future Roma PAs, made notes
with messages to all teachers in the system, reflected on traditional stories
in the Roma culture and in school culture, discussed a media report of a
current event among Roma and non-Roma parents at the initiation of Roma
participation in a school and proposed a better outcome.
Table 2.2. Schedule of Activities
in the Dynamic Storytelling Roma PAs Workshop
Time
Day 1

min Activity

Individual/group

17:00

60

18:00
Day 2
15:00

Personal journey of
becoming a ROMA PA
End of day

Individual, volonteers sharing their
product in plenary

45

Storytelling as cultural tool

15.45

45

Story of a Roma child

16:45

15
60

Coffee break
Public story

Groupwork, sharing in plenary
Individual, volonteers sharing their
product in plenary

17.45
18.45
19:00

Groupwork, sharing in plenary
Groupwork, sharing in plenary
Messages to teachers
60
Individual, volonteers sharing their
Letter to a future ROMA PA
product in plenary
15 Evaluation
Individual
End of workshop
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To consider the perspectives shared by participants in relation to
institutional policies, the research team also gathered ten institutional
statements, such as the Declaration of the Decade of Roma Inclusion. This
rich database yields nearly 574 documents (as shown in Table 2.3 below)
available for analysis to answer the research questions raised at the beginning
of this chapter, including a potentially ground breaking analysis of whether
and how goals, organizing principles, and understandings of Roma and nonRoma participants in this process are consistent, in conflict, and/or already in
transformation to a new integration
The activities, instructions, and brief rationale for each are outlined below:
1. Personal Journey to becoming a Pedagogical Assistant (PA): This
activity consisted of two steps.
– Please take a few moments to recollect an important event in your life
up to now and draw a map of this personal journey.
– Select one of the events from the drawing, which most importantly
influenced your decision to work in education, and write it down. What
happened? Who was involved? How did everyone involved think and
feel about the event? How did it all turn out?
This autobiographical activity is probably the most obvious one for
central stakeholders. Such a first-person narrative reveals the author’s
personal stance, but it must also be understood in terms of the author’s role
as a professional in a professional situation. The workshop was a break in the
formal training, yet also present in the context were peer-PAs, some of the
trainers, and international visitors designing the activities. All of those and
the broader stakeholders in the Roma PA reform are thus actual and potential
audiences. Given the importance of the Roma PA voice in that context, we
expected that the purpose of this activity would be to share knowledge and
experience connecting to the overall PA program.
2. Roma stories and school stories: In groups of five, discuss typical Roma
stories and typical school stories. Recall in the group some stories that are typically
narrated in the Roma community. What is their most typical topic? Who are the
main characters? What are their characteristics? What is the aim of these stories?
After that, recall some typical school stories and write them up on the second
piece of paper, What is their most typical topic? Who are the main characters?
What are their characteristics? What is the aim of these stories? Finally, discuss
and compare the characteristics of the Roma stories and the school stories: What
are the similarities? What are differences? Write them, and we will ask you to
share highlights of your discussion with the large group.
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This activity served to acknowledge ethnic cultural products and to
provide an additional resource for interpreting narratives. The stance for
the activity was collaborative and oriented in complex ways from within and
toward the Roma culture. As dually positioned in the Roma and mainstream
cultures, the PAs would, we thought, have unique insights to offer cultural
highlights on and from both perspectives. Results of these activities were not
analyzed for this report.
3. Story of a Roma child: Write about an event that was important for the
development of a young person in the Roma community. It can be a real event
or an imagined one. What happened? Who was involved? How did everyone
involved think and feel about the event? How did it all turn out?
This third person story shifts the focus off the author to the
community she/he knows well and is working to connect with the policy
and professional goals. This shift to a well-known and important third
person account tends to elicit different details, as shown in other studies
(Daiute, 2010; Daiute, Buteau, & Rawlins, 2001) and in the Roma PA study
(Daiute, et al., 2015b).
4. Letter to a future PA: Write a letter to a future PA based on your own
experience, about what they should not forget, what to rely on, what to hope for.
Writing the letters provided the possibility to foreground critical selfreflections and professional histories, dilemmas, and motivators. In the letter,
the PA’s professional experience is expressed in direct relation to a community
member and someone with whom the author might share perspectives,
challenges, and goals as Roma insiders. Letters to future PA professionals
are also collections of practical wisdom, hands-on rules, and survival tips
condensed for easy reference.
The two narrative genres (the first person journey narrative and the third
person Roma child narrative) and the letter to the future Roma PA invoke
different frames of expression for different dimensions of meaning as it occurs
in the broader system of reform activities (Goffman, 1981). Our hypotheses
included that a detailed analysis of the character enactments would reveal
the personal journey narratives to be relatively more action-oriented, such as
following the right path to becoming a professional and including relatively
many third person characters, as required to collaborate in a professional
role working for Roma children and communities. In contrast, the narratives
of a Roma child would, we hypothesized, include different and relatively
intense expressions, because that third person narrative genre provides an
opportunity to express thoughts, affects, or speech without the presumption
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of the author being the protagonist and, thus, being/feeling free to reflect
critically (Daiute, et al., 2015b). While the narrative of the participants’
journeys to becoming PAs positions the authors in the professional role with
attendant responsibilities and rights, the narrative of the Roma child implies
authors’ observations as advocates and thereby beyond self-focus.
5. Public Story, PA group discussions of the public story, and creations
of original endings: (In groups of five participants) Here is a story about an
event in Slovakia. Read the story in your group. Discuss what happened. Agree
in the group how the story should end. What should happen further in the
story? Who should be all involved? What do those involved think and feel? How
should the situation end?
The social function of the public story and rewrite of the ending is
to provide an opportunity in their collective to address an all-to-common
challenge to their professional role.
6. Messages to all teachers (in groups of five): Write messages to teachers
who work in classes including Roma students. What should they not forget?
What should they expect? What successes should they hope for? Put each
message on a post it note and arrange the group messages on large paper, which
we will display for the larger group.
The relatively informal genre of the messages to all teachers activity
orients yet another way in dynamic storytelling practice. Especially in the
light of the PAs being newcomers to the profession of education and from a
historically marginalized group, the stance of writing messages to all teachers
assumes authority as well as knowledge.
Each PA participant was asked to select a pseudonym, thereby rendering
his/her personal expressions anonymous. The group discussions at the
public story activity were tape-recorded. The workshop process recorded
demographics by document. For this reason, Table 2.3 indicates the total
number and percentages of documents by demographic category relevant to
this inquiry.
Below are examples of responses to each of the activities listed above
(except the one activity not analyzed for this report).

Personal Journey to Becoming a PA
I wanted to be a teacher even as a small girl. I liked children and
enjoyed being with them. Unfortunately, I could not school for that
profession. After secondary school I got involved in work with the
Roma organizations. I started to work in TV Novi Sad, in the Roma
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editorial, and there I met T.D., a man who deepened my love for
children and for work with them. My work at school started in early
1997/98. Learning about the problems the Roma children encounter
during their schooling was a trigger for me to continue with that
work. I have realized that within the institution I can do more for
my population, especially for the children who are in or out of the
education system. Then I saw the vacancy for the Roma PA, and in
the description of the job I recognized all that I did at school as a
teacher of Roma language. I saw it as my chance, and even today I am
happy to do this job. Of course, during this time I was working on my
advancement through various seminars, and have acquired the skills
and experience necessary for this work.

Story of a Roma Child
A long time ago a mother lived with many children. They have been
very poor, had a room without windows or doors, one bed and a
table without chairs. The mother daily went to the village to work in
women’s houses. She would get few coins, cloth, some food, and that
was how they lived.
Children would stay at home and care about each other. Although of
different ages, no one went to school. They were poor but full of joy
and closely attached. One day a young teacher came into their home.
She asked them how they are, what are they doing and why don’t they
go to school. She was sad when she saw the conditions in which they
lived, and was willing to help them.
The children gleefully told her about the happenings in their life at
home. Their cleaver eyes twinkled when she asked them would they
like to go to school. When the mother came, she could not believe
that somebody came to visit her children and that that somebody was
Roma and that she works at school. She was surprised and had happily
accepted the hand offering help. The next day the teacher brought the
cloth for Borka, Srdjan and Milica, and the mother dressed them and
sent off to school. Frightened children timidly followed the teacher.
They will never forget the first day at school, the stage fright and the
assuring hand of their teacher. Their life has changed. They come to
school regularly. Borka wants to become a teacher and Srdjan – the
football player. Milica does not know yet, but she knows that she does
not want to be a poor Roma.
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Letter to a future PA
My dear, be cautious, patient and persistent. The job is not easy at all,
but is very nice. Accept your duties and try to accomplish them well.
Don’t let yourself be humiliated or underestimated; take a stand from
the very beginning. Don’t do what is not in your job description. All
we, the Roma assistant-pedagogues are very emotional and attached
to children: we come to their homes, get involved in their lives, and
want to resolve all their problems, to get them out of the vicious circle
of poverty. Be careful with children and get them out of trouble.
Sincerely yours, Assistant-pedagogue

The Public Story – Foundation for Group Discussion of Realistic
Challenges and Problem-solving Relevant to the Educational Reform
Monday, September 17, 2012 Roma Children Undesirable in School
Residents of Levoča in eastern Slovakia protested because of the
admission of Roma children to pre-school. The children were sent back
to their homes, and a conflict between Levoča residents and parents was
prevented by the police. Levoča residents organized the protest because
they don’t want 54 new preschool children, of which 44 are Roma, to be
admitted to their school – Amnesty International reports. The children
were brought to school by bus from the neighbouring village of Macinci,
from the Šariž Roma settlement, but were stopped from entering the
school premises by force. Parents of Roma children arrived at the scene
shortly thereafter, and a potential conflict had to be prevented by about
a dozen police officers. Parents of Roma children claim that Levoča
residents are exerting segregation and that their children are not let into
school only because they are Roma. ‘They’ve been calling for lynching for
days, they said if Roma children went to school there, they would burn
the school down together with our children inside. These are 6 year old
children, they have never harmed anyone’ – said Marcela Oršuš from
the Šariž Roma settlement, the portal reports. The Roma claim that the
Levoča school was renovated over the summer only so their children
could attend it, too. Local residents claim they didn’t protest because of
Roma children, but because their school is too small to accept another
54 new pupils. They claim that the two classrooms that the school has
are too small and that the school has only one sanitary facility and one
small kitchen. They insist they will keep preventing new children from
attending preschool in their school until they are transferred to another
school. Roma representatives claim that, if their children are not allowed
to attend school in Levoča, all Roma children will boycott going to school.
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Excerpt of a Group Discussion of the Public Story
Selected excerpts relevant to group problem solving about whether the
protest is motivated by discrimination or lack of infrastructure:
– Maybe… in my opinion, maybe this isn’t a true example of
discrimination but, rather, there came to a certain misunderstanding.
– Well on the one hand, by law, you can’t have, erm, too many children
in… It has to be… I mean per square meter… That has to be taken
into consideration regarding that other school, in that other village.
– So then how would you do this, what do you think ?
– Well, I’m thinking. What was the reason they were, erm, relocated
from that first village in the first place ?
– See what it says here, Roma believe that the, erm, the reason is
because thay don’t want to receive Roma children only. Whereas, you
see, here it says they don’t wan’t to receive any new students, because
the space is too small and there’s only one sanitary unit and the kitchen
is small.
– So they say no one can enter the school until they are transferred to
another school, you understand? I think this is not a typical example
of discrimination. At first, I, too, was hurt, when I was reading it.
– Yes, it looks like it was only the Roma children…
– That was the impression I had, but in the end, you see, all is not black
Selected excerpt(s) about problem solving around who should be
involved in resolving the conflict, that is, discussion toward creating a PA
ending to the story.
– And who do you think should be involved in this?
– Well, of course, there should be…
– Both groups of parents
– The ones and the others.
– Of course, everyone. Parents, too. Then, representatives of this
preschool, the school management.
– And here…
– Local self-government ….
– What should happen, who are all who should be involved?
– Well, here, we’ve already discussed who’s involved, like, preschool
management, local self-government, parents…
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– They should all gather together before the rebelling parents. …before the...
– …, the Pedagogical Assistant, …
– …rebelling…
– …rebelling parents.
– The school principal appeared before the protesting parents…he
appeared before them …
– Local self government, the principal, all should get together and a
solution should be reached. If there’s a space in that village…, are we
to write that?
– Ok.
– Well that’s what I said a little while ago.
– … with the school capacity...
– It’s that thing you said a little while ago. So then, local selfgovernment…
– … self-government…, If they have a… some facility, a building.
– …He promised to the parents… Now we’ll tell the story. …He
promised to the parents that the school board will meet…
– …the School Board…
– … and will try to resolve the problem. He also stressed that, in school,
every child is equally important, and he reprimanded the media for
misinterpretation. If I can put it that way?
– For mispresenting.
– …for their mispresenting of events. The principal called the
leading…, Ah no, … He scheduled a school board meeting, where it
was decided (incomprehensible) to do a public activity, to invite the
town authorities to
– Yes, the town authorities.
– That’s right, a law should be adopted…(another speaker) the law
is already adopted (another speaker) we are unable to implement the
law (PD) they referred to the Ombundsman right away, or perhaps to
some other authority first? (another speaker) You have to contact the
power, this guy does not solve anything, so you have to address the
president of the municipality, Ministry of Education (PD)

Messages to teachers
Don’t put the Roma children in the last row! Do not skip them when
it come to math!
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Get to know them! Smile at them! Accept them with all their virtues
and fallacies!
Be a parent – love the children!
Somebody’s future depends on you!
Every child has a treasure deep inside – find it! Be patient!
Don’t pity them, but respect them!
Praise them frequently – motivate them through praise
On September 1st, at the beginning of the school year, praise the Roma
child, because it will depend on the teacher’s attitude how it will be
accepted by its peers.
Lots of patience – devote attention and talk to them frequently.
Bear in mind that children learn from each other – that is why its
is important to mix them! Let the more successful ones share their
experiences with those in need!
Be happy that you have children with different cultures and values.
You could learn something from them as well!
Visit sometimes the family of a Roma child
Check sometimes where does your student live
Don’t stick to the prejudice that for the Roma child it is enough to
learn read and write and count to 100. It can learn much more!
Include them in competitions and extracurricular activities!
Try to include Roma parents in some activities – Parent Council,
workshops, «open door»
Don’t give up from communicating with their parents
The Dynamic Storytelling design acknowledges the power relations
and builds in features for shifting those relations. Because narrative genres
like first person accounts and stories about others include different features
relevant to presumed authorship, audience, and purpose, such diverse genres
allow for flexible interaction with the object of inquiry – in this case the PA
program.

Roma PA Research Workshop (8 to 9 months later)
Extensions of dynamic storytelling in the PA program among those
who have participated include interpreting results of the research analyses,
reading their own narratives, and discussing implications of the narratives
for future training and policy purposes. In terms of training, PAs argued
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that teachers and administrators from the majority communities should do
the same narrating and reflection within their communities to highlight
their observations about social inclusion and, even more importantly, about
collaboration with the Roma PAs, families, and policy makers. These activities
and reflections from those involved in the first implementation are also
appropriate for future cohorts of Roma PAs, in part to add their important
experiences and knowledge to training, which tends to convey information
rather than integrate participant perspectives.

DATABASE BY DIVERSE STAKEHOLDERS
Table 2.3 summarizes the documents by genre, which will emerge
as important in relation to the nature and interaction of perspectives on
minority group inclusion.
Table 2.3. Narrative Analysis Applied to
Diverse Stakeholder Expression Documents
Stakeholder/Genre
INSTITUTIONS/POLICY MAKERS
International: Decade Declaration
National Document
Group: Roma Education Fund
Media – Public Story
ROMA PA PARTICIPANTS
Personal journey to PA role
Story of a Roma child
Letter to future PA
Transcripts of PA discussions of media story
PA original endings to media story
Messages to all teachers – big sheets of post-it

N

%

4
1
1
4

0.007
0.002
0.002
0.007

165
160
165
24
25
25

29.25
28.37
29.25
4.26
4.43
4.43

As indicated in Table 2.3, most of the 174 participants in the relevant
trainings completed most of the individual writing activities, yielding
165 narratives of personal journeys to becoming a PA, 160 stories of
a Roma child in education (or outside it), 165 letters to future PAs,
25 group discussions a cross sites, and messages to all teachers from 25
groups. Although fewer, policy documents (Decade Declaration, National
Document), institutional documents (Roma Education Fund document),
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and media stories indicated in Table 2.3 were sampled to represent a diverse
comparative set of expressions about the PA program for societal integration
from the international, national, and Roma organizational stakeholders. As
shown in this sample, the Roma PAs themselves are the priority voices in
this study for their relational perspectives in this professional and personal
practice. Policy, organization, and media documents are fewer in number,
but because such documents are typically written by numerous authors and
editors in diverse roles negotiating the final document, they capture many
voices.
Table 2.4 offers information about diverse PA expressions in terms of
relevant demographic characteristics of the authors.
Table 2.4. Roma, PA Participant Expressions
by Documents Created Individually
Participants
Females
Males
Experience: 2 years +(C1)
Experience: <2 years (C2)
Workshop S (Nis 1+Nis2)
Workshop N (BT1 + BT2)
Workshop M (Bg)
Age: Older, 36-40+ (As)
Age: Mid, 31-35 (Am)
Age: younger, 26-30 (Ar)
Age: youngest, 20-25 (Ay)
Parents (have children)

Number of documents
267
226
376
110
215
165
101
180
102
127
80
235

%
56.10%
46.50%
77.37%
22.63%
44.24%
33.95%
20.78%
37.04%
20.99%
26.13%
16.46%
48.35%

Table 2.4 shows that a majority of the documents were by female
participants, although the difference between documents by females and
males among all the participants does not result in an overwhelmingly
skewed sample of expressions by gender. More prominent, however, is the
difference between more and less experienced PAs. This is not a problem but
is of interest in terms of the acquired experience and insights by participants
over the time of their participation in the program and relevant for policy
makers, training designers, and scholars.
Data from a follow-up workshop with 35 of the participating PAs are
described in Chapter Five.
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NARRATIVE ANALYSIS OF MEANINGS ACROSS AND
WITHIN THE PA REFORM
Organizing principles (values) are important as an analytic tool because
they capture explicit and implicit meaning in systematic ways enacted in the
actual documents. An analysis of the organizing principles of the various
genres across stakeholders revealed seven major organizing principles with
two to five principles related to each. Closely tied to expression, this analytic
strategy is transferrable to non-scientific language, as well, and thus useful for
ongoing reflection, which occurred in the Roma PA research workshop.
The rationale for the organizing principles/values analysis is to identify
how diverse participants in the process – from international actors to the
newest young recruit to the Roma PA process – understand the nature,
purpose, and import of the program. Organizing principles/values analysis
identifies norms, values, principles to live by, and guiding assumptions stated
and/or clearly implied by narrators in the various features of narratives and
other expressive media (letters, policy statements, messages, conversations,
drawings). Speakers and writers use these organizing principles (usually
implicitly) to determine details to include in a narrative, what not to include,
and how to organize their expressions. Clues to organizing principles include
evaluative adjectives (“good,” “bad,” “beautiful”… and other evaluative devices
(“only” …”) (formal theory for this dates back to Labov & Waletzky, 1967 and
brought forward to contemporary narrative research, including Daiute, 2013;
2010; Daiute, et al., 2003; Daiute & Kreniske, 2016; Kreniske, 2012; Messina,
2013; Ninkovic, 2012; Todorova, 2015).
The analysis process examined documents in the activity-meaning
system database. In that process, the research team identified seven major
organizing principles and 28 related/sub principles. These values categories
were identified and tested across several rounds of analysis to increasing
numbers of documents in the database. Once the set of values was reliably
identified, first on the narratives and letters and subsequently on the messages
and public story discussion transcripts, the values categories were applied to
the 574 documents by diverse stakeholder documents in the database. Our
group of analysts – coauthors of this document – achieved 92% reliability
in this coded as computed by an independent researcher. Acronyms for the
organizing principles are used in tables and discussion below.
The process of identifying organizing principles is based in dynamic
theory of discourse, that each expression has a purpose, to do something such
as to make sense of experience, to communicate with others or one’s self, to
align with a broader discourse, to disconnect with another discourse and so
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on (Daiute, 2014). These guiding values have been defined as norms, beliefs,
and principles (Daiute, et al., 2003) in a process that has now been applied to
identify not only the content of discourse but also the meanings in context of
human relations. The process involves all analysts being aware of the theory
and purpose of the documents they will analyze; reading each document
at least several times to become familiar with it; to identify preliminary
organizing principles indicated in each unit of analysis; to compare with
other analysts the organizing principles they identified, refining the list as
it has emerged from multiple readings of the documents. Once the group
is satisfied with a preliminary list of organizing principles generated from
representative samples of the data, they apply and refine the agreed upon
organizing principle categories to successive sets of twenty documents. After
five rounds of this process, our team of five analysts identified the seven major
categories with their related categories (also referred to as “sub” categories).
The documents were then divided across the analysts for coding, followed by
two analysts checking for consistency of coding and correcting via consensus
the small percentage (8%) that appeared not to conform to the definitions
and other examples of each organizing principle.
Overall, the organizing principles analysis yielded a set of statements
indicating a precise and in some ways dilemmatic mix of values from the
highly marginalized position of the Roma, a sense of expertise and selfdetermination in the PA role, the importance of education, threats as well
as opportunities of education, the need to stay true to the Roma people, the
need to collaborate with mainstream actors, and the need to remain sensitive
to many factors all at once.
Twenty-eight organizing principles emerged in analyses of the three
individually written genres discussed in Chapter 3: the personal journey
narratives, narratives of a Roma child, and letters to future PAs. Additional
organizing principles emerged in analyses of the public story discussions
and original public story endings discussed in Chapter 4. As noted above,
these principles are generated from the narratives, guided by the question
“What principles, norms, values, and sensitivities appear to have guided the
selection, expression, and combination of the elements and details in each of
the expressive documents in the data set?” From the basic list of principles,
we grouped these according to focal issue and/or topic. Figure 2.1 presents
the organizing principle categories that emerged across the system.
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Figure 2.1. Organizing Principles Emerging across
All the Documents in the Activity-meaning
System of the Dynamic Storytelling Workshop

Below, we present examples of the major genres with the organizing
principles/values included to illustrate the analysis categories the research
team identified and applied across the database.

Example of a personal journey narrative as analyzed with
organizing principle categories
I live in the neighborhood where the majority are Roma. [Collaboration
with community is important] They are mostly uneducated and
live under very poor conditions. [Obstacles-history of exclusion are
important to acknowledge and address; Obstacles-poverty and lack
of resources are important to acknowledge and address] After 2007,
I was unemployed (before that I was employed in the health centre in V.
as a … technician). [Collaboration with non-Roma is important] I
still had to provide for my family. [Collaboration with community is
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important] Then, one coordinator for the Roma issues advised me to
apply for PA. [Collaboration with Roma organizations is important]
I wanted to meet their expectations and succeed in the advancing their
education level and in the ways I could persuade their parents that
education is important. [Roles and role enactments are importantMeet expectations; Education is important-Teaching] It is my great
pleasure to work as PA [Education is important-Teaching], but how
long it will last – we will see. [Outcomes are important-Non-specific]

Example of narrative of a Roma child, as analyzed
with organizing principle categories
The story is about a child who was late for PPP [Roles and role
enactments are important-Meeting expectations]. He is from a
very poor family, not well socialized, refuses to participate in PPP
in spite of his family’s and teacher’s efforts [Obstacles-Poverty and
Lack of resources are important to acknowledge and address;
Obstacles-History of Exclusion are important to acknowledge and
address; Collaboration with mainstream is important]. He reacted
angrily and violently. [Obstacles are important to acknowledge and
address-Physical and Psychological]
My contribution to his development depended on the vicinity of our
lodgings and the frequency of my visits. [Education is importantTeaching; Collaboration with community is important] I would
bring him school materials, colors, dices, and after the prolonged
persuasions he agreed. [Education is important-Teaching;
Collaboration is important -Own Commitment]
There were difficulties with cloth and shoes, but even more with his
participation in the group activities. [Obstacle-Poverty & Lack of
resources; Collaboration with Community] He would always
expect a special attention and was aggressive with the other children
and with the teacher. [Obstacle-Physical & Psychological]
The parents thought he would never change. [Personal quality, feeling,
motivation-Hope] But thanks to the efforts of the teacher and the
pedagogue, they changed their mind. [Outcome-Other-facilitated]
The child was still refusing to participate. [Collaboration with NonRoma] We would always give him something interesting and after
a while he started to change: to play with children, to participate
in the activities, but always needed to be in focus and praised.
[Education-Teaching; Collaboration with mainstream; ObstaclePsychological & physical]
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At the end of PPP everybody was satisfied, and especially his parents.
[Collaboration with parents is important.]

Example of a letter to a future PA, as analyzed with organizing
principle categories
Dear future colleague,
Considering some acquired experiences, I would like to offer some rules
that have to be observed. [Roles and role enactments are important
– Meeting expectations]
First, I would like if you start this work with a lot of love and
understanding for the Roma community and for the collective at school.
[Roles and role enactments are important - Own Commitment]
Most probably you have the capacities to solve the problems and
to adapt in order to achieve the wished outcomes. [Roles and role
enactments are important-Meeting expectations]
The rules are there to be observed. [Roles and role enactments are
important-Meeting expectations] You will face some models which
you have to follow. [Roles and role enactments are importantMeeting expectations] Listen carefully and participate in everything.
[Collaboration with mainstream is important] Give as much as you
can to the individuals and to the groups. [Roles and role enactments
are important -Own commitment]
The role of PA is very important, dear colleague. [Education is
important-Teaching] I hope you will be responsible and conscientious.
[Roles and role enactments are important-Meeting expectations;
Roles and role enactments are important-Own commitment]The
cooperation with the collective is very important. [Collaboration
with mainstream is important]
Considering that I have not much time, I wish you successful work and
to follow our steps in education of children, which is the goal of our work.
[Roles and role enactments are important -working for children]
With due respect,
Colleague

Example of a policy document, as analyzed with organizing
principle categories
Decade Declaration
Building on the momentum of the 2003 conference, “Roma in an
Expanding Europe: Challenges for the Future,” we pledge that our
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governments will work toward eliminating discrimination and
closing the unacceptable gaps between Roma and the rest of society,
as identified in our Decade Action Plans. [Obstacles are important
to acknowledge and address – Discrimination and Abuse] We
declare the years 2005–2015 to be the Decade of Roma Inclusion
and we commit to support the full participation and involvement
of national Roma communities in achieving the Decade’s objectives
and to demonstrate progress by measuring outcomes and reviewing
experiences in the implementation of the Decade’s Action Plans.
[Collaboration is important; Collaboration between Roma AND
mainstream communities is important; Roles and Enactments
are important-Addressing expectations is important].
We invite other states to join our effort. [Collaboration is important;
Collaboration between Roma AND mainstream communities is
important.]
Sofia, Bulgaria, February 2, 2005

PRINCIPLES ORGANIZING REFORM
As illustrated above, organizing principles qualitatively describe the
pragmatic function and thereby the content of the expressive genres created in
the Roma PA Dynamic Storytelling Workshops. Because these categories were
applied consistently within and across all the genres, the data from the analyses
are amenable for qualitative compilation and further analysis as well. To gain
the benefit of the rigorous research design and organizing principle analysis,
the study also offers quantitative information for focused observation and
implications. As illustrated above, we applied organizing principle analysis to
each sentence (independent clause) in each document in the activity-meaning
system design database (altogether 6000 units). After identifying organizing
principles to each sentence in the database, more and less prominent patterns
of organizing principles emerged for each document, genre, and group. Thus,
while most narratives, letters, conversations, policy documents, and mission
statements expressed a range of values, emphases emerged within and across
stakeholders and genres. Such patterns are observable with computations of
percentages of each organizing principle. In this way, we were able, for example,
to report different orientations across policy documents, PAs’ narratives, and
letters. Statistical analyses (Multivariate Analysis of Variance, as presented
in Chapter 3) were computed for differences between workshop participant
groups according to demographic characteristics and across genres, because
any significant differences in interpretation of female/male, younger/older
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PAs could decrease the scope of conclusions from the study, and because
differences between interpretations enacted through different genres were
one of the major foci of this study. Values across stakeholder expressions were
also compared in terms of percentages of sentences mentioning each value, as
presented in Chapter 3.
Cluster analyses provided another means for identifying patterns of
organizing principles, in particular in the letter genre. Cluster analysis
provides “a quick and effective means of data reduction that is both
meaningful and easy to read” (Guest & McLellan, 2003, p. 191). Hierarchical
cluster analysis was conducted (Ward’s method) on the code co-occurrence
matrix where rows represented documents (letters to future pedagogical
assistants) and columns represented codes (organizing principles). Results of
the cluster analysis were further considered by reviewing how the organizing
principles associated with the clusters are articulated in the letters. Based on
the dendogram analysis, five clusters were singled out and then the means for
each organizing principle within each cluster were calculated.

CHAPTER SUMMARY
The Dynamic Storytelling research design draws on diverse cultural
relations relevant to the Roma PA role as one of mediating across diverse
cultures. Narrative is a lens generated from individuals’ and stakeholder groups’
perspectives and oriented outward with others for relevant human relations.
As researchers, educators, and policy makers, we designed the Storytelling
Workshop to create an inclusive and expressive space for the diverse range
of perspectives involved in the Roma PA program, with an emphasis on the
perspectives of those at the center – the Roma PAs. Providing diverse authorpurpose-genre-audience opportunities allows useful play with expression that
is inherent not only to human relations but also to social justice innovations.
As we discuss in Chapter 3, the PAs, in their professional role, used different
genres to express the wide range of their experience and knowledge at the
center of the educational reform. For example, we will learn in Chapter 3
how the PAs expressed their personal journey to becoming PAs in terms of
hard work and support in solidarity with families and organizations. With
stories of Roma children, the PAs emphasized the importance of education to
address myriad challenges to Roma circumstances. In letters to future Roma
PAs, the PAs drew on another aspect of the knowledge to suggest strategies
for the society and Roma people to move forward.
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Chapter Three
THE MEANING OF THE ROMA PEDAGOGICAL
ASSISTANT EDUCATION REFORM
This chapter presents findings from the analysis of a wide range of
documents by diverse stakeholders in the Roma Pedagogical Assistant
innovation for integration in education. As discussed in Chapter 2, the activitymeaning system design for this practice-based study sampled perspectives of
174 Roma PAs, policy makers, Roma organizations, and public media. The
sampling highlights the complexity and depth of orientations of the PAs, as
they have the most intense experience, knowledge, and goals in practice and
insights that may differ from those of the other stakeholders. This chapter
focuses on meanings of the program, analyzed as principles/values organizing
PA narratives and letters, policy-maker documents, public media texts, and
advocacy group mission statements. These diverse discursive stances reveal
the meaning of the program in context of the policy system.
As one might expect in an innovation designed to address social injustice,
the meaning of the program differs from the perspectives of those in different
roles. Differences in guiding principles across stakeholder positions were
the most interesting finding, but some shared meanings across stakeholders
also emerged from the analysis. In addition to some overlap in organizing
principles, the PAs expressed the broadest range. After reporting on those
shared and unique meanings across and within the different expressive
genres, we consider the major patterns of organizing principles in the PAs’
narratives and letters as scripts – orientations to education reform. In addition
to offering a summary and examples of the participant interpretations of the
Roma PA program, the chapter concludes by emphasizing the importance of
including opportunities for diverse kinds of expressions to capture the sociopolitical nature of a role like the PA in education.

ORGANIZING PRINCIPLES ACROSS POLICY, PUBLIC
MEDIA, AND PRACTICE
The 574 documents by stakeholders sampled across the activity-meaning
system relevant to the Roma PA program in Serbia included approximately
6,000 sentences. Close analysis of those sentences as units of thought
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yielded categories that applied consistently across documents by the diverse
participants in the Roma PA program system. As explained in Chapter 2,
organizing principles indicate the meaning of the PA program, like other
social change projects. Organizing principles are analytic tools that express
context-sensitive meanings, as they address the question “What norm, value,
or principle indicates why the writer or speaker chose to write/say this?” That
pragmatic focus is amenable via certain discourse markers and collective
analysis (Daiute, 2014). Based on the reliable nature of the organizing
principle analysis, this chapter presents findings about the range of meanings
across participants in the PA social inclusion system.
As shown in Table 3.1, results of the organizing principles analysis of
the PAs three individually written genres (narratives of personal journeys
to becoming PAs, narratives of a Roma child, and letters to future PAs)
and the institutional documents revealed six major categories with twentytwo related sub categories. (When considering the public story discussion
in Chapter 4, an additional major category and six sub-categories will be
discussed). To honor the complexity of each document by each different
stakeholder, we report analyses first in terms of the frequency of different
organizing principles emphasized in sentences across the expressive genres
(treaty, media, Roma PA narrative, and letter) by stakeholder (policy maker,
public interest, Roma PA). Subsequently, we report on those meanings as
they come to life especially in the PA-authored documents. Summaries for
the organizing principles were compiled by document, stakeholder role, and
genre.
Tapping into the pragmatic orientation of documents, the organizing
principles analysis revealed implicit as well as explicit meanings of this
reform. The findings focus on participants’ uses of narratives and letters to
express and negotiate the meaning of the reform and not only to report about
it. As interactions in the education reform system, these documents are, thus,
revealing for the nature of their emphases.
Table 3.1. Percentages and Frequencies of
Major Organizing Principles across Stakeholder Documents
Organizing principles
Roles & role enactments are important
Collaborating is important
Acknowledging and addressing obstacles is important
Education is important
Positive solutions are important
Personal qualities are important

% (N)
24.05 (1,181)
22.26 (1,093)
20.31 (997)
12.44 (611)
11.63 (571)
9.31 (457)
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As shown in Table 3.1, enacting roles, collaborating, and acknowledging/
addressing obstacles account for the majority of organizing principles,
nearly 70% of the sentences across all the documents. Three other
categories, identifying/implementing solutions, emphasizing education, and
acknowledging personal qualities, accounted for the other 30% in roughly
equal amounts. These results indicate that the diverse participants in the
Roma PA program emphasized relational processes (collaborating), challenges
(obstacles), strategies (role enactments), and goals (solutions) as relevant to
the social inclusion in the education reform they are a part of.
As shown in Table 3.1, emphases on roles/role enactment, collaboration,
and acknowledging/addressing obstacles are relatively prevalent. It should not
be surprising that acknowledging and addressing obstacles would be highlights
in a reform program designed to improve situations of social exclusion. That
a focus on obstacles is third after the emphasis on collaborating and an
emphasis on enacting roles indicates the positive orientation to this reform
system. In other words, participants are organizing many of their expressions
along values related to collaboration and to the necessary work involved.
The stress on roles and role enactments was a relatively unexpected value
emerging from these documents, and, as we discuss below, this was primarily
a focus of the PAs. What may also seem surprising is that the emphasis on
education emerged relatively infrequently overall. This may have occurred
because it was the explicit domain of the activity and, thus, unnecessary to
signal as important. The low frequency of addressing personal qualities was
a positive surprise, especially as there was relatively little focus on negative
stereotypes, which often occurs in discourse about reforms for minority
groups. Interestingly, however, and not surprising, is that different personal
qualities emerged across stakeholders, as presented below. Finally, in terms of
the overall frequency of organizing principles across the genres, the emphasis
on identifying and implementing solutions in 11% of all sentences suggests
that solutions anchor some documents, while the need for reform (expressed
as obstacles) and strategies (expressed as collaborations and role enactments)
were of greater concern.
Having presented the organizing principles across stakeholders in
terms of overall frequency, we proceed to discuss how those in different
roles emphasized values. Sharing values across stakeholders is important
for the coherence of an intervention, whereas different value expressions by
participants in diverse positions indicate dilemmas and directions for future
policy, practice, and research.
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SHARED AND DIVERSE VALUES
ACROSS STAKEHOLDERS
Expressions by stakeholders in diverse roles across the system emphasized
some shared principles and important differences. Table 3.2 presents the
percentages and frequencies of the major organizing principles in documents
by the PAs, policy makers, and public media. The Roma PAs’ documents
account for the greatest number of documents, reflecting on the breadth
and depth of their experiences and knowledge at the heart of the education
reform. Worth noting, however, in terms of the smaller number of policy
documents, is that hundreds if not thousands of authors representing various
relevant interests participated in development of the policy and institution
documents. Media documents also go through phases of authorship often
involving multiple authors and editors.
Table 3.2. Percentages and Frequencies of Major Organizing Principles of
Sentences across stakeholders
in the Roma PA Program
Stakeholder Genres

Organizing principles
Collaboration is important.
Roles & role enactments are
important.
Acknowledging and
addressing obstacles is
important.
Education is important.
Personal qualities are
important.
Positive solutions are
important.

PA narratives &
Policy documents
letters
% (N)
% (N)
22.16 (1,029)
24.31 (44)

Public media
% (N)
23(20)

24.74 (1,149)

17.68 (32)

0

19.14 (889)

33.70 (61)

55 (47)

12.53 (582)

13.81 (25)

5 (4)

9.56 (444)

1.66 (3)

12 (10)

11.86 (551)

8.84 (16)

5 (4)

As shown in Table 3.2, the policy makers, PAs, and the media share
an emphasis on the importance of collaboration and the importance of
acknowledging/addressing obstacles. The importance of roles and role
enactments appears relatively frequently in the PA narratives and less in
the policy documents, while not at all in the media stories. Stakeholders
also emphasized the importance of education, perhaps as a foundation for
other less obvious insights, such as the importance of collaborating, enacting
certain roles, and the importance of positive outcomes. Interestingly, the
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public media documents emphasized personal qualities more than the other
stakeholder expressions.
Table 3.2 shows that collaboration was an important emphasis by all
the stakeholders. Within the policy documents, collaborating accounts for
a relatively large percentage of values, perhaps because policy makers are
setting an agenda and must rely on others to implement their stated goals.
That some values, like collaborating, are shared across stakeholders indicates
that the social inclusion project is coherent. Emphases on different values
across stakeholders are, however, crucial for identifying what may require
future programmatic attention. Organizing principles that differ in emphasis
across the stakeholders might reflect their different positions in the system,
possibly different genre features, and, most interestingly, could also indicate
contradictory perspectives. For example, the relatively high emphasis on
obstacles in the policy documents and public media express justifications
to improve circumstances for a segment of society, but those stakeholder
documents emphasize strategies for such improvements less than the ones by
the PAs. The emphasis on specific role enactments and positive solutions by
the Roma PAs offers important information about how the program does and
could function.
Collaboration is an important organizing principle across the three
PA documents, along with a wide range of other values. Among the subcategories emphasizing collaborating, policy documents and media stories
focus primarily on collaboration between Roma and non-Roma, while
the PAs more equally distribute their focus on collaborating with parents,
different communities, and Roma organizations, as well as more generally
between Roma and non-Roma.
Obstacles are central in the documents sampled for this study and the
obstacles emerging across stakeholders have many faces. The reform is
designed to address issues that have plagued the Roma across Europe for
centuries, so mentioning those obstacles is the foundation and motivation
for reform. Interestingly, obstacles are emphasized most by the public media,
then less by policy documents, and least by the PAs. The genres – policy
statement, news narrative, personal narrative, or letter – are, of course,
relevant to the expression of obstacles in several ways. For example, media
stories serve the function of reporting news with details about current
events and appeals to popular audiences. Those functions lend themselves
to highlighting obstacles as newsworthy. Policy documents are statements of
problems and proposed solutions, so a focus on obstacles emerges as germane
to that genre as well. One might expect, furthermore, that narratives of
personal experiences by people in traditionally discriminated groups would
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foreground obstacles. As it turned out, however, the PA narratives and letters
included the least emphasis overall on obstacles (19.14% of sentences).
The news stories emphasized obstacles the most (55% of sentences), and
the policy documents somewhere between those of the other stakeholders
(33.70% of sentences).
The prominent organizing principle across the PA documents is roles
and role enactments (24.74% of sentences), compared to 17.68% of policy
document sentences and (0) in the media stories. The media stories
sometimes mention characters in different roles, such as police or judges, but
the thrust of those sentences tends to be more about highlighting obstacles or
collaborations than about suggesting functions of those roles. The PAs thus
attended to the practices of their professional activities, which policy makers
did less. Also interesting is the greater frequency of focus on solutions by the
PAs (11% compared to 8% by policy makers and 5% by journalists). Emphasis
on personal qualities is potentially contentious as personal qualities might be
details that conform to stereotypes or that counter stereotypes. As we illustrate
below, 12% of the media story sentences emphasized personal qualities with
mostly stereotypical details, 9.56% of the PA documents addressed personal
qualities mostly with counter-stereotypes, and, personal qualities were not
mentioned much in the policy documents (1.66%). Examples of documents
by each stakeholder group illustrate those patterns.
The Roma Education Fund Mission statement is a policy document
emphasizing the importance of collaborating on strategies toward the
increased engagement of Roma children in education. The Decade of Roma
Inclusion statement appears in Chapter 2, and the emphasis of values in that
document is echoed and expanded in the following document by the Roma
Education Fund.

Roma Education Fund Mission
The Roma Education Fund (REF) was created in the framework of
the Decade of Roma Inclusion in 2005. Its mission and ultimate goal
is to close the gap in educational outcomes between Roma and nonRoma. In order to achieve this goal, the organization supports policies
and programs, which ensure quality education for Roma, including the
desegregation of education systems.
What are the activities of the Roma Education Fund?
Through its activities, the REF promotes Roma inclusion in all aspects
of the national education systems of countries participating in the
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Decade of Roma Inclusion, as well as other countries that wish to join
in this effort.
What are the objectives of the REF and how does it pursue them?
The objectives of REF include the following:
-- Ensuring access to compulsory education, for example, through the
involvement of parents in education, initiatives to reduce dropouts,
and provision of free textbooks and other educational materials.
-- Improving the quality of education, for example, through curriculum
reform, introduction of Roma language teaching, anti-bias and
tolerance teaching, and training of school mediators.
-- Implementing integration and desegregation of Roma students
coming from segregated schools and classrooms and from special
schools into mainstream schools, as well as eliminating all segregated
classes and schools.
-- Expanding access to pre-school education, for example, through
information campaigns, assistance with the registration process and
work with parents to promote pre-school attendance.
-- Increasing access to secondary, post secondary and adult education,
for example through scholarships, adult literacy courses and career
advice for secondary school students.
Numerous sentences of the document highlight the importance of the
major values emphasized across policy documents. For example, this REF
document acknowledges obstacles indicated by statements such as “close the
gap in educational outcomes,” “reduce dropouts,” “…anti-bias and tolerance
teaching,” “segregated schools.” At the same time, this policy document is
specific on collaboration strategies, such as “national education,” “parents,”
“school mediators,” “information campaigns,” “coming from special schools
to mainstream schools,” “adult literacy courses,” and so on. Roles and role
enactments are emphasized in the document, as in sentences mentioning
“the REF promotes Roma inclusion,” “improving the quality of education,
for example, through curriculum reform,” “implementing integration
and desegregation,” “expanding access…,” “increasing access….” Also
characteristic of policy documents, this REF statement crafts a broad optic
on problems and strategies rather than on personal qualities of the group or
individuals.
The following extract from an example of a media story differs from
the policy documents in certain ways, while also emphasizing obstacles and
collaboration.
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13.11.2012 Beta News Agency Item
The school denies any discrimination
In X primary school XX denied today that the case of a Roma boy
who was recently transferred to another school was discrimination on
ethnic grounds, as stated by his mother.
In the complaint, which was in the name of the mother filed by a civil
association from XX to the Commissioner for Protection of Equality,
it was stated that the boy, who now attends fourth grade, from first
grade suffered discrimination because they are Roma. It is stated that
the boy, based on allegations of his mother… endured ridicule, teasing,
that nobody wanted to sit with him, told him that he smells, called
him names, and it all started when a teacher at the beginning of the
first class said “It is clear you’re a gypsy, see how your notebooks are
untidy.”
The situation, according to the mother, became unbearable …
“He complained earlier as well, but after that he no longer wanted to
go to school. Even now he is waking up at night and crying. However,
after talks at the Center for Social Work and with us in the family, we
managed to convince him to go to school” and …. after this happened
she enrolled him to another elementary school. She said that he was in
the new environment nicely accepted, and probably will go on the field
trip with the class.
…
…
The teacher said that for 16 years, as long as she has been working,
she had many Roma pupils and never had any problems because she
always advocated respect among students and added that AP was
sitting with the smartest boy in the class, who had helped him, and
that the children during the Children’s Week collected clothes and
books for him, and that children are now affected by this whole story,
and by the fact that their friend has left the class.
…
… the civil association that filed the complaint to the Commissioner
is now waiting for a response of the Commissioner, but they also said
that discrimination is to be prosecuted ex officio, so that the competent
authorities should react.
In the office of the Commissioner for Protection of Equality stated that
the aforementioned complaint arrived last week, that it has entered
into the procedure, and will be treated within the legal deadline.
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…
This family until recently lived in the house of the Center for Social
Work, which, according to YZ’s words, has no water, bathroom, no
conditions, so they had to move out.
Director of the Center for Social Work … told the news agency
that they are taking measures to ensure that this family receives
adequate housing and it is expected that this should happen by
New Year’s Eve.
Characteristic of the media documents analyzed for this study, that
news report emphasizes obstacles, including discrimination, violence,
psychological effects, poverty, collaborations across a range of Roma and
non-Roma participants, school and legal authorities, and, most prominently,
parents and authorities. Notable in the media documents, while absent in the
policy documents and relatively unpronounced in the two of the three PA
genres, are personal qualities.
The PA documents are, purposefully, more varied, as is their involvement
in education. In comparison to the policy and media documents, the letter to
a future PA provides a relevant example. The PA letters are policy documents
of a sort as they suggest goals and strategies to future professionals. Consistent
with the PAs’ intimate knowledge of the implementation of the education
reform policy, they highlight roles and role enactments and collaboration,
with obstacles and the goal of successful solutions for Roma children as
foundational conditions.
Dear colleague, the job of the pedagogical assistant is not easy but is
interesting.
You are going to work in the preschool institution and your task is as
follows. As you know yourself, PA is a link between the institution you
work in, the parents and the other institutions as NGOs, for example.
Essential is to establish a good cooperation with them all because
their support will be important for your future work. Since the Roma
children are in an educational institution for the first time, very
important is to keep them there and make their stay there easier; they
will then attend regularly. These first steps are important for their
further schooling and for formation of their habits.
If this is not clear enough, please, call me.
Good luck! PA 100% sure
This letter to a future PA emphasizes orientations and activities in the
daily practice of the PA program. This emphasis on enacting the PA role as
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difficult, interesting, and requiring self-awareness illustrates the complex
perspective especially among the PAs. The PA role also comes to life with
responsibilities like making the children’s “stay there easier” so they “attend
regularly”. Also prominent are various kinds of collaboration, including with
parents, non-governmental organizations, and the preschool institution.
The letters offer directives, as do the policy genres, albeit the letters express
directives in a more friendly tone, perhaps because the authors had someone
specific in mind as they wrote. Such a friendly tone might be a more
persuasive call to action as well as a more empathetic one.

PEDAGOGICAL ASSISTANTS DRAW ON BROAD
KNOWLEDGE FROM DIVERSE RELATIONAL STANCES
As mentioned above, dynamic storytelling is a relational process,
whereby participants interact from diverse stances in relation to purpose
and audience – in this case the PAs as professionals sharing their journeys,
as observers of children, and as experts giving advice to future PAs (among
other activities discussed in Chapter 4). Each relational genre involves a
unique mediation of experience and knowledge with contexts including
the Roma and mainstream Serbian societies, professional activities (goals,
research workshop, peer groups), and interacting personal perspectives.
Each genre enacts such person-institution-goal relations in diverse ways.
That is, the personal journey narrative genre provided an opportunity for
the PAs to focus on themselves, their histories, challenges, and supports,
while the narrative of a Roma child genre offered the opportunity to focus
on the primary goal of the social inclusion in education reform to include
Roma in education with all that entails. The letter genre, on the other hand,
shifted the focus on the PA role itself with the direct communication toward
the future PA and the circumstances that relation affords. Participants used
the affordances of those genres as indicated, but they also elaborated each
genre. The PAs used the personal journey narratives to focus on supports
they received from others; the PAs used the narrative of a Roma child to
highlight the sometimes cruel odds against Roma children in spite of their
innocence and many talents; and the PAs used the letters to detail odds
against those in the of cultural bridges as well as ways to address those
challenges. The PAs, thus, took up this this range of genres to express
complexities in their professional and personal lives, connections to and
critiques of the program, and firm beliefs that education is a means of
community and individual development.
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Table 3.3 presents the major organizing principles across the narrative
and letter genres by the PAs.
Table 3.3. Percentages and Frequencies of the Major Organizing
Principles across Three Genres by the PAs
Organizing Principles/
PA genres

Collaboration is important.
Acknowledging/addressing
obstacles is important.
Role & role enactments are
important.
Education is important.
Personal qualities are important.
Positive solutions are important.
Outcomes are important.

Narrative –
Narrative –
observing a Letter – to a
personal journey
Roma child in future PA
to becoming a PA
education
% (N)
% (N)
% (N)
26.71 (324)
23.97 (469)
16.11 (236)
14.43 (175)

25.65 (502)

14.47 (212)

16.16 (196)

7.92 (155)

53.86 (789)

22.67 (275)
9.56 (116)
4.37 (53)
6.10 (74)

9.66 (189)
14.10 (276)
8.43 (165)
10.27 (201)

8.05 (118)
3.55 (52)
1.16 (17)
2.80 (41)

A Multivariate Analysis of Variance showed that organizing principles
across the PA narrative and letter genres differed in important ways.
There was a statistically significant difference in the number of organizing
principles identified based on each genre type (F (4, 5702) = 21.72, p <
.0005; Wilk’s Λ = 0.970). Genre had a statistically significant effect on
organizing principle frequencies (F (2, 2,852) = 43.067; p < .0005). We ran
a Tukey HSD post-hoc test, which showed that mean number of values was
statistically significantly different between all three PA genres (between the
personal narrative and the letter, p = 0.001; between the personal narrative
and the child narrative, p < 0.0005; and between the letter and the child
narrative, p < 0.0005).
Analyses revealed that the PAs used the three genres to draw on different
dimensions of their experience and knowledge. As shown in Table 3.4, the
kinds of collaboration emphasized in the personal journey narratives included
collaborating with Roma organizations and with the Roma community. The
emphasis in education was on teaching but also relatively overall among
all the values was the emphasis on learning. Working for children was a
highlighted role and obstacles were spread across the six values.
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Table 3.4. Percentages and Frequencies of Major and Related Organizing
Principles across Three Genres by the PAs
Narrative –
personal journey
to being a PA
% (n)

Narrative –
observing a Roma
child in education
% (n)

4.45 (54)
8.58 (104)
4.45 (54)
9.23 (112)

7.15 (140)
9.05 (177)
5.88 (115)
1.89 (37)

11.33 (167)
1.29 (19)
1.70 (25)
1.70 (25)

Meet expectations

2.8 (34)

2.81 (55)

16.28 (240)

Work for children
Own commitment
Acknowledging/addressing obstacles is
important.
Nonspecific
History of exclusion
Physical & psychological
Fate
Discrimination & abuse
Poverty & lack of resources
Education is important.
Learning
Teaching
Personal qualities are important.
Natural qualities
Patient
Clever
Hope
Solutions are important.
Self-generated
Other facilitated
Outcome-embedded agency

7.42 (90)
5.94 (72)

1.12 (22)
3.99 (78)

11.19 (165)
26.66 (393)

3.13 (38)
2.14 (26)
0.66 (8)
0.25 (3)
4.12 (50)
4.12 (50)

4.70 (92)
2.04 (40)
4.04 (79)
1.53 (30)
6.08 (119)
7.26 (142)

6.58 (97)
1.42 (21)
0.20 (3)
0.13 (2)
4.34 (64)
1.70 (25)

9.98 (121)
12.7 (154)

7.56 (148)
2.1 (41)

3.39 (50)
4.61 (68)

6.35 (77)
0.82 (10)
1.15 (14)
1.24 (15)

9.35 (183)
0.92 (18)
1.84 (36)
1.99 (39)

0.75 (11)
0.48 (7)
1.83 (27)
0.48 (7)

2.47 (30)
1.90 (23)
6.10 (74)

3.12 (61)
5.31 (104)
10.27 (201)

0.41 (6)
0.75 (11)
2.78 (41)

Organizing Principles| Stakeholder
Expressions
Collaboration is important
Between Roma & non-Roma
With community
With parents
With Roma organizations
Roles & role enactments are important.

Letter – to a
future PA
% (n)

The different patterns of more and less emphasized principles across
the genres combine into what we refer to as scripts – organizations of the
elements together comprising the narratives and letters. In this case, the
elements are sentences, as analyzed for the values (organizing principles) they
express. Table 3.5 presents the six detailed value categories in descending
order of frequency within each genre.
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Table 3.5. The Most Common Specific Organizing Principles
(with abbreviated labels) guiding Roma PA
Narratives and Letters
Narrative – personal
journey to becoming a PA
% (n)
Education – Teaching
12.70 (154)
Education - Learning
9.98 (121)
Collaborating with
organizations
9.23 (112)
Collaborating with Roma
Community
8.57 (104)
Enacting PA role - work
for children
7.42 (90)

Narrative – observing a
Roma child in education
% (n)
Outcome- Embedded
Agency
10.27 (201)
Personal Qualities -Natural
Qualities
9.35 (183)
Collaborating with Roma
Community
9.04 (177)
Education-Learning
7.56 (148)

Obstacles -Poverty & lack of
resources
7.26 (142)
Collaborating between
Personal qualities - Natural
Roma & Mainstream
Qualities
Community
6.35 (77)
7.15 (140)

Letter – to a future PA
% (n)
Enacting PA role Own commitment
26.66 (393)
Enacting PA role Meet
Expectations
16.28 (240)
Collaborating between
Roma & Mainstream
11.33 (167)
Enacting PA RoleWork for Children
11.19 (165)
Obstacles -General
6.58 (97)
Education - Teaching
4.61 (68)

Presented that way, the pattern of PA emphasis of each genre emerges.
This presentation of relative frequency is descriptive and transparent,
indicating the combination of emphases that each genre proved relevant to
express. These various cross-genre patterns connect to and reflect on different
aspects of the PAs complex roles as educators and mediators of relations
among Roma communities, families, individual children, fellow educators,
the majority education system, and Serbian society.
Before concluding this presentation of the organizing principles analysis,
we broaden to a list of the most common categories across the PAs, written
documents. Earlier in this chapter, we presented the major organizing
principles by the PAs compared to those in documents by the policy
makers, media authors, and Roma organizations. Collaboration was a major
orientation by the PAs and that emerged as well in the following list of the 10
most frequent specific organizing principle categories.
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Table 3.6. List of the Most Frequent Organizing Principles
across the PA Narratives and Letters
Organizing Principles
PA Role – Own commitment
Collaboration – Between Roma & non-Roma
PA role – Meet expectations
Education – Learning
Outcome – Embedded agency
Collaboration – Community
PA role – Work for children
Personal char. – Natural qualities
Education – Teaching
Obstacles – Discrimination and abuse

%
11.69
7.77
7.08
6.87
6.8
6.46
5.96
5.84
5.66
5.02

N
543
361
329
319
316
300
277
271
263
233

As shown in Table 3.6, the PA personal commitment to their professional
roles accounts for over 11% of the sentences across their narratives and letters.
This is followed by approximately 4% less an emphasis on the importance
of collaboration between Roma and non-Roma and fulfilling the expected
professional role. A range of specific organizing principles follows in this list
of the top ten, including emphasizing the importance of educational learning,
achieving positive outcomes, collaborating with the Roma community,
working for children, children’s importance in their natural status as still
developing, educational instruction, and the obstacle of discrimination
and exclusion. Considered together, this indicates the very broad range of
professional responsibilities.
Analyses of organizing principles by PAs of different genders, parental
status, and age groups revealed few differences. To account for the different
lengths of each group of texts, we controlled for the length of each of the
narratives. A MANCOVA analysis indicated a meaningful difference
between males and females only in the emphasis of obstacles in their
narratives and letters (F(6, 476) = 4.04, p < 0.01) where males expressed
more obstacles (M = 2.06, SD = 0.10) than females (M = 1.62, SD = 0.10).
No significant differences emerged from statistical analyses of organizing
principles in documents by PAs who were parents and those who were not
parents. There was, however, a significant difference among age groups in
the emphasis placed on collaboration, where older PAs (ages 31-40+) placed
more emphasis on collaborating than younger PAs (ages 20-30) (F(2, 476)
= 5.675, p < .01). Other possible differences of interest within the 174 PA
participants would be their cohort (length of time in the program) and
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region of the country. Because the second cohort included many fewer
participants then the first cohort, a statistical comparison is not warranted.
With three different regions represented, the numbers became too small for
valid statistical comparisons by region as well.
Overall, examining differences within Roma PA demographic groups
yielded only a few, such as for PAs of different ages and for male and female
PAs’ emphases of obstacles to education. A focused reading of how the
PAs narrated obstacles and solutions for Roma girls and boys in education
suggests that gender issues occur in society and not only in individual PA
authors. We present a qualitative summary and examples of those differences,
which are also presented elsewhere (Daiute, et al., 2015b).

EDUCATION REFORM PARTICIPATION SCRIPTS
OF THE PA DISCOURSES
The Dynamic Storytelling Workshop highlighting PA perspectives
was designed to ensure communication by Roma participants in relation
to majority perspectives. Analyses presented thus far offer information
about the sentence-by-sentence meanings expressed within and across
those participants. We now turn to a description of the general patterns of
experiences, knowledge, and advice by the PA narratives and letters. We
refer to these within genre patterns as “scripts”, shared ways of knowing as
expressed in holistic organization of an oral or written document (Daiute,
2014). The next section explains how the PAs integrated organizing principles
within each genre, thereby indicating combinations and tensions as they
made sense of their own journeys to becoming PAs, an event in the life of a
Roma child, and letters to future PAs.
Most prominent in the narratives of personal journeys to becoming a
PA is the importance of collaboration and education. Most prominent in
the narratives of Roma children is the integrated importance of obstacles,
collaboration, and personal qualities. Most important overwhelmingly
in the letters to future PAs, in contrast, is the importance of roles and
responsibilities. To illustrate the ways these different script-like combinations
of organizing principles play out in extended narratives and letters, we have
selected representative documents by participants who completed all three
genres. Rather than selecting only those that express the common trend, we
have included variations within the prominent trends.
These organizing principle scripts frame the Roma social integration
agenda as complex, not simply successful or unsuccessful, supportive or
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unjust. These combinations of organizing principles reveal dilemmas, such as
commitments to collaborate among historically separated groups even though
discrimination continues. Another complex script highlights a commitment
to adhere to expectations of the majority population, while finding personal
commitment in an inherently Roma way.

NARRATIVES INTERWEAVING COLLECTIVE GOALS
AND MUTUAL SUPPORT
Narratives of participants’ journeys to becoming PAs emerge as fulfilling
an important function of connecting the pathway to education – a stated
mainstream goal and practice – with individuals and organizations in the
Roma community. As education may be a challenging activity in terms of
access, treatment, and other issues, PAs quite clearly describe their journeys
through and for education in appreciative terms linked to catalysts in Roma
organizations, benefits to Roma children, and ultimately to the future of
the Roma community. Personal qualities, feelings, and motivations, such as
having to prove to be smart, serious, and oriented to learning as a young
child are also portrayed in this picture of Roma life.
The most prominent personal journey narrative scripts emphasize
the value of education (both teaching and learning) with emphasis on the
joy of contributing to positive changes for Roma children, and the value
of collaboration, especially with Roma organizations and with the Roma
community. The narratives illustrate multiple entries into the PA position,
while also offering information about professional activities of this group of
pioneers in an educational reform.
The following narrative by a young woman in the second PA cohort
brings that pattern to life with descriptive and interpretive details.
It had happened/ when I realized what are the results of my temporary
work (without permanent position), or when I saw the smile and joy of
a child who after extensive period advanced in his knowledge (drawing
of a star). This child did not know a letter at the beginning of the
school year, but after three months of my work with him, he learned
to read and write. His joy was my joy, too for with our joined efforts
we mastered what he was supposed to learn. Of course, [the] teacher’s
pass[ing] help contributed to the success. [The] smile of this child and
joy for what he achieved is especially important and precious for me;
they inspired me for work and effort with any other child, because all
children deserve it! (drawing of a star).
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The author of that narrative marks her journey in a moment when,
during a temporary position, she observed the joy of a child she had helped
become a reader, describing a pivotal moment of when “his joy was my joy,
too.” This PA author also acknowledges the classroom teacher whose help
“contributed to the success.” She carries that specific shared joyful experience
as an inspiration to “work and effort with any other child, because all children
deserve it!”
The next narrative by a male in the second PA cohort also depicts a
journey to making a difference in the lives of others as he was supported
along his pathway.
It started with my acknowledgement that the Roma population belongs
to the lowest class in education, and that in my street, there live many
who are uneducated and very poor. I had a desire to do something for
my people, to help them. I applied for the vacancy for PA, together
with my best friend, who also wanted to do something for our people.
We collected necessary documentation and submitted it to the
committee. We were accepted! (Smiley)
Today I work as a PA in a preschool institution. I primarily help
children and their parents persuading them that education is essential.
Also, I related to the NGOs and the local institutions. I use all possible
ways to help my people. I use all institutions for which I know. I created
a circle of people around me who are willing to help.
That author integrates values characteristic of the personal journey
narratives by beginning with the need in his community, a personal desire
to help, a process of making that happen, and collective efforts of mutual
support: “I use all possible ways to help my people… people around me who
are willing to help.”
The following narrative by a woman in the first PA cohort identifies a
need, an ability to contribute to the Roma collective, and a shared sense of
satisfaction. Like others, this author emphasizes support she received from
her brother, which deepened her own commitment and history of six years
working with Roma children.
When in 2006 I for the first time met the children from Roma
settlement, i.e. when I started working for the project “Roma XXX”,
these children made me realize that I can contribute to their education
in order to break the vicious circle of poverty. At that moment, my
brother was my biggest support. He told me that this what I want to
do is the most humane thing I ever did. Then I realized myself that I
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am ripe and responsible in my attitude toward life, for I was aware
that I was lucky to grow up in a different family than most of the
families of those children. I successfully worked with them during these
six years and I am very proud for them.
The next journey narrative by a woman in the second PA cohort begins
with a different subjective experience. Rather than an acknowledgement or
realization as in the previous journeys to becoming PAs, this author narrates
her catalyst as “love.” She then recounts a series of struggles attendant to
falling in love at the beginning of university studies. Through struggles
with her parents, her husband’s family, becoming a mother, and stereotypes
against women working outside the home, this PAs journey was fueled
not only by personal ambition but by the strength of wanting to overcome
obstacles even greater than her own personal ones. This journey was, thus,
less about procedure than about commitment to change circumstances for
Roma girls. She recounts a turning point when she “decided to help the Roma
girls to educate and be successful in life, to be satisfied and not illiterate and
submitted to the family and the society.”
I was just at the beginning of my university studies when I fell in love.
My parents were against that relationship, afraid that I will leave
school. That’s what had really happened. I drop out and married. The
family of my husband belittled my education, although they did not
finish even a primary school. I did not want to depend on them and
wanted to find a job. I had problems because of the stereotype that
women should stay at home. I was of the opinion that I should work
and continue my education. When the child was born that wish was
even stronger. I had my husband’s support. I decided to help Roma
girls to educate and be successful in life, to be satisfied and not illiterate
and submitted to the family and the society.
This narrative by a man in the first PA cohort highlights the influence
of organizations in his journey and that of Roma children. Somewhat less
emphasis across the journey narratives is this author’s mention of obstacles,
“children who live in disorganized settlements dangerous for health” as
a foundation for the author’s motivation to become a PA. This author
emphasizes education as the best way to achieve a “good future” for all his
students.
My inspiration comes from my work in one NGO, where I learned
about the educational needs of the Roma children who live in
disorganized settlements dangerous for health. Also, I wanted to be an
example which shows that it is possible to finish schools and become a
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successful family man. That’s why I decided to apply for this job of the
Roma assistant at the primary school.
I want to contribute to the education of Roma children because
education is the fastest way out of poverty, and to contribute to the
advancement of the education level of the Roma population and to
enable a good future for all my students.
Another kind of wonderment supported by a collective encounter
launches the following journey. Meeting with a neighbor over coffee and
encouragement by this educator neighbor sparked a realization of competence.
At a transitional moment in life, the author realizes, “I am a smart man” who
could work in the field of pedagogy and have “three months of summer
vacation, and a winter break.” The narrative then, like many others, recounts
the process to becoming “accredited,” working in education, and expressing
thanks to the neighbor.
When I was in the secondary school I thought about what shall I
become. My neighbour, then the principal of a primary school, came
to my place for a coffee and started to persuade me to go to V. and
register in the school for pedagogy, that I am a smart man, that if I
employ I will have three months of the summer vacation, and a winter
break…
So, I went to V., registered for this high school for pedagogy, which I
finished as well as the pedagogy academy, and was accredited as a
teacher for class instruction.
That was my schooling for work in education, and I am grateful to my
neighbour.
This narrative by a woman in the first PA cohort offers a multigenerational story. The author recounts family networks of passion and
commitment, beginning with her father who “was very involved in Roma
issues” and “family in which everything functions well,” extending to her
generation with a husband “who is also involved in the improvement of the
position of Roma.” Also a parent, this PA focuses on children and the need
for a better future for “our children.”
Important event in my life, crucial for my work in this profession,
happened in 1999. At that time, my father was very involved in solving
the Roma issues. He worked with such passion and enthusiasm, that
I became enthusiastic, too. Several times we jointly visited the Roma
settlements. Then I understood what the real life and the real problems
of the Roma are. I lived in a family in which everything functions well,
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without any friction, poverty or pain. The moment I saw the small
children playing in the mud and snow literarily barefoot and without
clothes, I was deeply impressed. Then I wished to have a magic wand
to touch everything to make the poverty disappear and all turn into
the prosperity. I realized that it is impossible, that we have to fight
for a better life and better conditions for our people. The only way to
achieve a better life is to educate children and adults, to make them
finish school in order to secure their existence. Many years ago it was a
“mission impossible” because “we are poor because we are uneducated,
and we are uneducated because we are poor”. That is a vicious circle
from which it is very hard to exit. With the big support of my husband,
who is also involved in the improvement of the position of Roma, I
took this position and now I think that I can help with my engagement
to change the future for our children.
Apparently within a Roma network, this PA developed her commitment
as a child visiting the settlements, where many Roma lived, and wanting to
break the “vicious circle from which it is very hard to exit.”

NARRATIVES OF PLIGHT AND POTENTIAL OF THE
ROMA CHILD FOR THE ROMA COMMUNITY
Six prominent organizing principles pattern together in a script-like
orientation presenting the Roma child as important, in need (because of
extremely difficult circumstances), and deserving to include in education,
not only for the child but also for the Roma communities more broadly.
Those values interwoven together in the poignant stories of Roma children
emphasize “positive outcomes,” “personal qualities, feelings, motivationsnatural qualities,” “collaboration and collective responsibilities-with Roma
community,” “education-learning,” “obstacles-poverty and lack of resources,”
and “collaborating between Roma and mainstream community.”
The girl M.L. is a student in the 7th grade. Unfortunately, her parents
are divorced, which was shocking for her. She was a good student,
regularly visited classes but after this unfortunate event she started
to miss the classes and when she was at school she was getting the
worse and worse grades. Preoccupied with themselves, the parents
did not notice these consequences. After few weeks I, the assistant in
education, have noticed these changes. I invited her to come and she
accepted my invitation. She told me something very disturbing: that
the school does not interest her anymore and that she does not intend
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to take trouble any more. It made me worried and somewhat angered.
I asked her to visit the psychologist and after that to come back to
me. That is what has happened. She told me that now, after her talk
with the psychologist, she feels better but that she still does not intend
to take trouble with school. Then I told her about my example, how I
experienced the same situation and came out in a completely different
way. I do understand that it is difficult for her, but the divorce is the
concern of her parents, that they should decide what to do, but that
she should focus on the things that are important for her. Whenever
I felt uneasy I would take a book and got occupied with learning; it
helped me to be at ease. I recommended the same to her. After a while
I have noticed that she has accepted my advice; she was showing even
better results at school than before. She was completely committed to
herself and her needs, as was my advice. It was not easy for her, but
she used her sorrow in a smart way.
Many of the Roma PAs chose to recount a story of a Roma child as a
fable, as in the following by a participant whose story appears below. The
choice of the somewhat stylized story mode is, perhaps related to the way
participants engaged the plight and potential success of the community in the
figure of the child – poor yet deserving, subject to physical and psychological
vulnerabilities.
One day a father appeared at the door of the institution, with his
daughter in torn dress and slippers.
“Good morning,” he said to me.
“Good morning,” I answered. “How can I help?”
He father said: “I want to register my daughter for kindergarten; I
could not bring her earlier. You know how it is. I work collecting metal
the whole day, and there is nobody else to bring her.”
“Super!” sad the pedagogical assistant. “Please, sit down. Of course,
you can register her; it is good that you took her here because she can
learn a lot, and there are many children here to befriend with her.
What do you think, Marija?”
“Well, super! I’d like to come here every day!” Marija happily
responded.
Father: “But, you know, I have no many to buy her shoes or books; all
I earn goes for food.”
PA: “Don’t worry. I will provide all that. I only ask that she regularly
comes to school.”
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The next story builds through obstacles to success through a pivot on
the natural qualities of Roma girls. In these ways, the story of Roma children
is characteristic, yet offering a different context of theatre and kind of
collaboration valuing education.
Within the project “Initiative for education of the Roma girls” a group
was formed of the Roma children ages 15, who participated in the
Forum theatre. Children were presenting the problems experienced
during the school year. With so constructed performance they travelled
throughout Serbia, fraternized and had rehearsals once a week.
The actors worked with them together with the assistants and other
participants. During the year some of the children wanted to abandon
the school, but then they would be obliged to leave the group. They
received the daily support, which they could not get from their parents.
After a year we have been surprised how much they grew up, became
talkative and empowered. Looking at us, many of them decided to
continue with schooling. After four years most of them started the
university studies and I am very proud of them.
The next is a classic story of a Roma child in the database. The story
recounts a situation of poverty not depicted, even perhaps avoided in the
other genres, but addressing the situation in a positive and convincing way
toward the success of a specific child and the broader helpers and humanity
who benefit.
The regular activities of the PA assume to help during the registration
for the first grade. Working in one settlement I met a family which
lives in a cottage made of planks. When I knocked the door, a middleaged man, obviously drunk and partially dressed opened the door, and
when I asked if there are any children for school, he said that there is
one girl.
I was sorry seeing her; she was so poor.
After we provided some cloth and school materials, she came to school
and I will always remember her happiness and joy.
She is now in the 6th grade, the winner of the awards for mathematics
and Serbian language.
Of course, along with me, the credits belong to the teacher and
the professional service at school, and especially to the social care
institution.
The girl’s commitment and attitude show that success is possible in
spite of the life circumstances.
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This next story of a Roma child also depicts conditions of poverty and
exclusion, a natural desire, ultimate success in spite of these adversities, and
an extension of that success to a broader community.
A girl, Sumitra, comes from a tiny village. That place was so far away
from the other settlements, that there is a joke how even the birds
don’t fly so far. Without the basic life conditions, without water and
electricity, the girl Sumitra was not able to get education, to learn and
advance, although she was clever and intelligent. Her step-mother and
father had no understanding for her wish to go to school. They believed
in the old story that she has no material conditions to go to school, that
she needs no school because anyhow she will be married soon.
Sumitra told about her wish to her aunt, who has finished schools
and lived in a big town. The aunt took her, registered her in a school
and took care of her. So it was like that until the girl was 25. Today,
Sumitra is a graduated economist. She has a job and she now takes
care about her aunt.
She visits her parents regularly and supports them financially, as much
as she can. They are grateful and use to say that she is their lifesaver.
Today, Sumitra is a successful woman, mother of two children, the
activist in a Roma organization. Her mission is to help children who
live in similar situation as she did before.
Sumitra’s story is a coming of age and transformation story. The story has
a warm tone and is full of rich details. In terms of the organizing principles
apparently guiding the choice of the mentioned life events and the details of
setting and character, the author began by organizing a section emphasizing
obstacles, but she moves on to selecting details relevant to education, followed
by collaboration with support from her aunt and Sumitra’s giving back to
those who supported her. Organized with that broad set of values, this story
is one that provides a road map for others beyond being a report of the past.
The next story echoes such principles to live by but, of course, with
different details and some original twists.
What fulfills me as a person is to help people in need, especially those
who are sick, old and young. Due to that, I was frequently involved
in various actions in my local community. Here, I will single out one
event that changed the life of a girl who made a bad choice.
Four years ago, a friend invited me for a coffee because her A
(initial instead of name). enrolled in the technical school. When I
congratulated her, she coldly thanked and I could see on her face that
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she is unsatisfied. When I came to their home, I asked A. to help me
something but also to learn what has happened. She told me: “I don’t
like that school, but mom insisted, because we have not enough money
to pay my travel to U., to a medical school. I will start the other school
for a while, and then I will drop out and become a hair stylist.”
I felt bad because I knew that she is a good student, but also that her
parents live on the social aid and are unable to support her to finish
the school she likes.
I invited her mother and told her that I can cover the travel costs, and
that I will visit the principal of the medical school to talk about the
transfer. That’s how it was. The local community provided the travel
costs, and she received the REF scholarship.
A. is now in the fourth grade of medical school. She is an excellent
student and intends to go for the university studies. She even received
some French aid and recently has returned from a trip to Paris, where
she exchanged experiences with the other medical students.
This last story begins with a mission to work collectively to find solutions
for others. Those values guide the selection of a specific story of A. who faced
many obstacles. Events unfold in terms of personal details and an emerging
orientation to education as a potential beacon for A.’s life. Collaboration then
becomes a catalyst to subsequent events and story protagonist’s success.
These stories of a Roma child in some ways set the scene for PA missions
and advocacy, and their letters to future PAs enact the every day realities of
carrying out that mission.

REFORM PROFESSIONALS BALANCE EXPECTATIONS
AND COMMUNITY/SELF PERSPECTIVE
As shown in Table 3.4, we found that the highest percentage of sentencelevel organizing principles in the letters to future PAs emphasize “role and
role enactment – own commitment,” followed by “role and role enactment
– meeting expectations.” Notable is, moreover, that “role and role enactment”
does not appear as prominent (most frequent) in any other genres or by other
stakeholders. The next two most frequent organizational principles across the
letter genre are “collaboration and collective responsibility – between Roma
and non-Roma,” “role and role enactment – working for children,” and to a
lesser extent (because it is typically mentioned once in a narrative) is “obstacle
– non-specific.”
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These observations are then useful for returning to the letters – 165 in all
– which voice participants’ use of this genre to share their specific expertise in
the PA role. In addition to noting myriad specific activities and orientations
of the PA daily practices and responsibilities, these letters indicate the PAs
sensitive management of expectations in relation to maintaining solidarity
with the community by emphasizing enacting one’s role as PA in terms of felt
commitments and values, as well as being sensitive to expectations. The following
seven letters illustrate this script-like use of the letter to convey this sensitivity,
which does not emerge by simply telling one’s story, observing a Roma child, or
discussing a non-Roma vs. Roma conflict around educational inclusion.
While an individual voice shines with details and expressive manner
in each of these stories, the script indicated by the pattern of prominent
sentence-by-sentence organizing principles mentioned above, does a similar
job of highlighting different aspects of the PA role, in particular, conforming
and remaining true to one’s self and the children for whom one works.
Reading the following seven letters reveals the script indicating the use
the Roma PAs made of the genre to share their professional expertise. In
addition to highlighting “roles and role enactments” to meet expectations,
find personal satisfaction, and most of all, to enjoy working on behalf of
children, this letter by one of the younger novice PAs mentions non-specific
obstacles “you will encounter many nice and not so nice things…,” and
orients toward the opportunity of becoming a PA, with some quite specific
expectations (such as how to address fellow teachers).
My letter to a dear assistant
Pedagogical assistant is extremely difficult, exhausting but noble and
nice job. It assumes a lot of effort, patience, understanding, and a lot of
empathy for children, their families and their problems. During your
work you will encounter many nice and not so nice things; you will
face some situations which you can resolve easily but also those which
could be resolved only with the enormous efforts. It could happen that
you will not be able at all to resolve some situations not because you
are not competent enough but because many things are out of your
control /do not depend on you/. Most probably, you will do something
you had never chance to do it before, and it will be difficult for you,
but success will come with time. Do not despair when faced with a
problem but rather check again carefully if you did everything that
could be done. Anyhow, my dears /uses male and female form to
address the assistant/. There is nothing more satisfying than when
after great efforts you see the results. There is nothing nicer, nothing
more precious than when you see the child’s smile either because
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you helped him-her or helped his/her family. Children are diamonds
in the rough; they demand a lot of work, exertion and a variety of
approaches in order to pull out that what is so precious: their smile
and shine. Greetings and good luck
This next letter by a male, relatively novice PA, in the middle age range,
quite specifically situates the need for collaboration in an assumed knowledge
“as you know yourself ” in the PA role as link across “the institution you work
in, the parents, and other institutions as NGOs.” The sign off echoes the
initial warning that the work won’t be easy off-set by the assurance that it will
be interesting and “PA 100% sure.”
Dear colleague, the job of the pedagogical assistant is not easy but is
interesting.
You are going to work in preschool institution and your task is as
follows. As you know yourself, PA is a link between the institution you
work in, the parents and the other institutions as NGOs, for example.
Essential is to establish a good cooperation with them all because
their support will be important for your future work. Since the Roma
children are in educational institution for the first time, very important
is to keep them there and make their stay there easier; they will then
attend regularly. These first steps are important for their further
schooling and for formation of their habits.
If this is not clear enough, please, call me.
Good luck! PA 100% sure
The following letter, like most others, emphasizes roles and role
enactment, not as mere tasks but with a foundation in one’s beliefs and
goals. The letter begins emphasizing the importance of enacting one’s own
motivation in the role of PA, the role of working for children, and doing so in
the context of educational goals, humanity, and rigor.
Dear colleague, the most important at the beginning is to like what
you do, and that you are there primarily because of the children. You
yourself have to create a comfortable atmosphere at school. You have
to work a lot on your advancement, and always have to know what is
happening around you. You should establish good cooperation with all
the colleagues.
Now, the children: for them a smile and attention are the most
important, because you are somebody who takes care of them. Try
not to be a teacher with them but rather a friend they trust. Don’t
succumb to temptation of dividing children in “good” and “bad”; all
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children are good. Create a comfortable atmosphere so that they could
feel secure and help them to acquire self-confidence and to know that
they can do something, for, as a saying goes: “If one wants – one can.”
The most important is that they believe in themselves. They will return
a double.
Good luck.
The author addresses the colleague in terms of his/her process, “You have
to work a lot… know what is happening,” and so on. In addition to ongoing
learning in the PA role is collaboration and principles for guiding children’s
development and their own sense of understanding that they are developing.
Dear colleague, I hope you are ready to commit your future to education
of the children who are weaker achievers in learning and who have
serious difficulties to succeed. You should know that there will always
be uncertainties and worries related to your personal and familiar
existence, because you will not have the permanent work contract,
which means that you will always have to fight for your work place.
Before anything else, be wise and aware of your role in education, and
behave according to that.
The previous letter provides a relatively unique addition to the important
role of the PA, “you will not have a permanent work contract, which means
that you will always have to fight for your work place”.3 This combines with
the trend for the letters to suggest guiding motivational orientations, “you
should know that there will always be uncertainties and worries…” and “be
wise and aware of your role in education.”
Dear colleague,
I wish you successful work with “our” children. I want to stress that
this job is not as easy as it looks like. It demands a lot of commitment,
strong will and persistence in work with children.
At the end, I wish that there are more children who finished the
primary school and entered the secondary school. Greetings!
Dear colleague,
At the beginning of your professional carrier I would like to give you
few advices and I hope they will make sense to you.
You have to love this job in order to do it well. You must love children
surrounding you. Look at the children with whom you work as your
own, teach them right values and orient them in a proper way. Adapt
to the children and their needs. Do what you can to make their stay at
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school interesting. If you do it full-heartedly, children will sense it and
will return equally, as only children can do.
As for the collective, be disciplined, diligent, and attentive. Be
responsible and conscientious in fulfilling your duties. Always consult
the teachers and the collaborators. That is the way to show that you
respect them and their opinion. Don’t let their eventual rejection
influence or sway your self-confidence. Be strong and persistent. The
success will come.
I wish you a successful work.
Dear colleague,
First, I want to say that you can always count on my support in work;
whenever you need, I will be there to help and together we can solve
any problem and thus be better in helping children.
The beginning will not be easy; it wasn’t easy for me, too. All in the
collective were at some distance and rejected to cooperate. You have
to be persistent, diligent and responsible, to achieve the results with
children with whom you work. Then they will see you in different
light; then they will cooperate and recommend you to the parents from
a wider population, to work with their children. Don’t single out some
children and pay attention only to the Roma children; work with all
the children. Visit the families frequently; it is easier to help them. For
any longer absence from school inform the PP service. At the end, my
advice is to be always the man and to try to help each child because
each child is precious. Good luck!
In addition to the common orientation and nuanced differences across
these letters is the overall way they deal with the dilemma of meeting
expectations in the face of non-specific obstacles while maintaining a
personal commitment and satisfaction.

CHAPTER SUMMARY
The findings reported in this chapter bring to life the nuanced perspectives
of those mediating diverse cultural, institutional, and personal relations. The
relational nature of all activities, reflections, solutions, and themes shaping
the Roma integration process is a striking highlight of the analyses. The
PAs particularly emphasize collaborations with Roma organizations, Roma
community, family (especially fathers), officials in power who can legislate
and mediate, as well as Roma PAs through their letter to future colleagues.
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Both within Roma and between Roma and non-Roma, the collaborative
endeavors are characterized by wisdom, expertise, and creativity to express
full relational complexity. Collaborations described through the stories of a
Roma child and of the personal journey are most often problem orientations
and solutions are sought in multiple relations with others. But problems and
solutions also express a unique and outstanding concern for other human
beings, mutual respect, support, participation, and acknowledgement of
significant others. Collaborations highlighted in the PA letters reflect the
complexities of the professional role of the PA, but also describe the nuanced
ways of collaboratively co-constructing the PA professional identity.
As PAs expressed themselves in diverse stances and for diverse purposes,
they narrated the pivotal role they play as agents of participation and
development. These roles include their personal attention, intentions, and
emphases, their voicing the broader Roma community as insider-agents,
and their orientation toward the future of their community and society in
the character of the Roma child they depicted and the imagined audience
of the future PA. Analyses of these varied activities offer information about
the professional stance of the Roma PAs, as characterized by organizing
principles for learning and teaching, the importance of Roma organizations
in their journeys, and personal feelings, motivations, and qualities in addition
to their professional lives. We also learn that those same professionals offer
different understandings when narrating experiences of Roma children
– tales of obstacles defining the lives of Roma children, the importance of
collaboration among Roma and non-Roma, and personal qualities of beauty
and innocence. Positioning yet again in a different way, these participants
express focused understandings of the qualities, expectations, importance
of children, and reciprocal collaboration with the mainstream society
in the role of the PA. Interestingly, expressions by institutional actors
emphasize the importance of Roma parents along with learning and the
need to work to eliminate marginalization and discrimination of the Roma.
Those international stakeholder expressions are fewer than those of the PA
participants, but their power is enormous and central to this mission.
Beyond the common frequent organizing principles are a few
counterpoints to the most prevalent organizing principles. For example,
the importance of Roma organizations is a prominent value in participants’
narratives to becoming PAs, but it does not figure into advice in letters to
future PAs. Another important result to ponder is that marginalization of
the Roma community and imperative to rectify this situation is a major
value organizing the policy documents, along with the value of participation
of Roma parents and the value of education in this process.
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Having read and imagined the voices of the PAs with all the scintillating
details they offer about children, parents, environments, teachers and so
much more, a reader might ask whether there are individual or sub-group
differences in the use of narratives and letters. Given some of the narratives
about girls and women in Roma society, we asked, for example, whether
living those experiences as females or observing them as males would make
a difference in emphases on certain values. We also wondered whether
age, region of the country, or being a parent would matter. An analysis of
organizing principles across these categories revealed only some differences
as noted above.
In addition to some differences by author gender, an analysis of the
characters depicted in the two PA narrative genres offered interesting results
(Daiuteet al., 2015b). An analysis of all the characters depicted with names,
pronouns, actions, and psychological states across 78 pairs of personal
journey and Roma child narratives revealed the prominence of Roma girls
and women as protagonists, especially in the Roma child stories. The female
characters in that analysis, like those discussed in terms of the organizing
principle analysis above, highlighted additional obstacles facing girls and
women to participate in education and to advocate within families for their
daughters and themselves. Those plights were depicted by male as well as
female authors.
Finally, as in another study with educators in Brazil, educators tend to
mention obstacles facing those in their professional care more than in terms
of their own personal experience (Daiute, Eisenberg, & Vasconcellos, 2012).
Obstacles, especially poverty, are less prominent within the personal journey
narratives than within the other genres. It is understandable that such a
personal development story might not foreground obstacles or, as in the
Brazilian study to focus on risk, when it is important to focus on competence
and care. The messages to teachers in the current study are the expressions
where the PAs combine eloquently the request to stop discrimination in
education with the plight to orient attention to children and commit to a
true work ethos of the teaching profession. The letter to the future PA shifts
perspective again, understandably, as sharing experience honestly occurs
along with advice about how PAs can collaborate to address obstacles in
their practice. This finding indicates the relational nature of discourse in
negotiating reform practices and policies, and highlights in particular,
the need to view social transformation from the perspectives of the focal
participants in the reform and to allow the use of multiple narrative genres
for these perspectives to unfold in their full richness. The findings suggest a
range of expansions for PA training, public communications, and policies,
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such as the need to consider not only the PA perspectives that match those
of policies but also those, which embody unique understandings and goals.
What we learn, in particular, from the analyses presented in this chapter
is that documents can be defined as expressions of institutions as well as of
individuals. Defining the practical research endeavor as an interactive system
provides a foundation for identifying the wide range of perspectives across
participants and stakeholders in that system. We also understand that, even
though a policy document, media story, and individual’s narrative or letter
differ in certain ways, such as how they are produced (via a negotiation
process for treaties and via previous history of conversation for individual
narratives), all documents are expressions that can be analyzed in similar
ways, thereby allowing analysis of a system. They are all moments in larger
human conversations, which are sometimes explicit (such as collaborative
workshops we discuss in Chapter 4) and often implicit (such as the result of
having learned in culture how to write a narrative, what is worth saying, what
is not, and how to express ideas).
Analyzing regional, national, organization, curriculum, and individual
narrative together also addresses, to some extent, power and resource
differentials across those in different roles in the system. The PAs have more
knowledge and influence in daily practice but typically less overall influence
in how they are listened to, so they should have more opportunities to narrate
their experience. The policy makers and journalists have more resources,
authority, and greater compensation in the creation of their documents, so
sampling fewer of those seems appropriate. Of course, decisions about which
and how many expressions to sample in a specific policy system analysis is a
question for future projects. For now, the model, the analytic plausibility, and
results are what we underscore.
Chapter Four examines explicit interactive discourses in greater depth.
Conversations among the PAs reveal new insights about what is lacking
in the implementation of the PA program. Messages to all teachers offer
specific, tasks that majority teachers surprisingly have not but should apply
to treat Roma children like learners and valued members of the classroom.
Additional analyses of the letters to future PAs reveal patterns of values.
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Chapter Four
PEDAGOGICAL ASSISTANTS
RESPOND TO CHALLENGES
Educational reforms, like other innovations, are likely to be challenged, in
part because the goal is to shift away from the status quo. Collective strategies
by participants at the center of a reform are, thus, important in professional
development activities. Few prior models of professionals’ reflections on
challenges to their innovations exist, so the Roma PA Dynamic Storytelling
Workshop included several activities to engage participants’ collective
knowledge and strategic reflection around challenges to their goals and
practice. Toward that end, this chapter focuses on two directly collaborative
interactions by the PAs – discussing a news report of a protest against the
education reform and writing suggestions to all teachers. The chapter also
includes additional analysis of the implicitly collaborative genre of writing
letters to future PAs. These three expressive genres and analyses are based
on our theory that professional development is an interactive social, cultural,
and political system.

DRAWING ON PROFESSIONALS’ EXPERTISE FROM
INSIDE AN INNOVATIVE ROLE
Rarely do educators have the opportunity to discuss their practice,
challenges to their educational goals, suggestions to those in power, or ideas
for reforms. This chapter discusses the importance of providing space, time,
and authority for such discussions. Toward that end, we present the analysis
of three dynamic storytelling activities during the professional development
process, whereby the PAs - subjects of reform policies - used different discourse
genres to address challenges and to make suggestions for improvements. The
public story genre involved the PAs in a discussion and revision of a news
story reporting on an event when majority group parents prevented preschool entry of an incoming class with a majority of Roma children. The
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messages genre involved writing, posting, and discussing messages to all
teachers, and the letters to future PAs genre offered suggestions from within
the PA community, with insights added here to build on the analysis of the
letters presented in Chapter 3.
Consistent with our overall theoretical framework guiding this practicebased inquiry is our focus on the organization as catalytic in the broader process
of human development. Recently, perhaps because of increasing inequality
and marginalization of minority groups worldwide, the development of
institutions themselves, like the Roma PA program, function as supportive
collective frameworks between political entities like the nation-state and the
personal institution of the family (Engestrom, 2009; Fear & Azumbuja, 2014).
The Roma PA program is a transforming organizational practice within a
rapidly changing nation and region, after the political changes of the late 20th
century. Consistent with this view, expressive artifacts at the center of the PA
educational innovation, such as but not only the letters to future PAs, become
means by which the organization develops and expresses the goals, norms
and practices of the program. This chapter focuses in depth on the process
of PAs’ discussions around artifacts of the educational condition in relation
to ongoing practices in schools. Analyses of the organizing principles/values
of the PAs’ discussions and rewrites of a news story, messages to all teachers,
and letters to future PAs offer insights not only about persistent challenges
the Roma face but also about these Roma professionals’ insights about how to
address the challenges.
The analyses offer unique evidence of policy subjects’ insights as they
interacted directly with one another and toward others around them.
While the public story process is oriented toward the broader majority
society, issues therein, and possible solutions, the activity to write messages
to all teachers focused specifically on problems and solutions within the
education context. These activities are means for the PAs to exchange
knowledge and experience about discrimination. This within-group
discussion acknowledged that, while having much in common, the PAs also
have different perspectives on issues, which are worth sharing, debating,
and crafting into possible collective solutions.

STAKEHOLDER ARGUMENTATION AROUND A PUBLIC
STORY CHALLENGING REFORM
Public life is defined, in part, in terms of public stories – media,
governmental, institutional, and interpersonal accounts of shared events.
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The structures and values of news stories, governmental edicts, and personal
reflections implicitly convey ways of knowing and behaving is public life.
Such public stories tend to circulate unexamined in discourse, until some
interaction with them raises questions or alternatives. It is, thus, not the
public story alone but interaction with public stories, especially by those
with something at stake and whose efforts, such as in an education reform,
are challenged by the story. Discussing public stories constitutes “thinking
spaces” where collective argumentation and analysis can lead to enhanced
understanding and development (Perret-Clermont, 2004). Whether and how
public stories become resources for critique, change, or development has
to do with the nature of this argumentation and whether “argumentation
practices are powerful resources to deal with cognitive contradictions, doubts,
controversies, complex decisions, etc.” (Muller Mirza & Perret-Clermont,
2014, p. 1). Critical views may be expressed in supportive intra-group settings,
where there is shared experience, trust, and common goals. For that reason,
direct engagement of contentious public stories is a worthwhile endeavor
in professional development. Considering this theory and its enactment in
a professional context where there is much at stake involves identifying a
public story as a relevant cultural artifact and examining interaction around
it (Daiute et al., 2015a).
A public story is a narrative that circulates explicitly and implicitly
among individuals and society in the practices of everyday life (Daiute,
2010). Public stories circulate via diverse communications – which may
be more interactive like social media, activities in public institutions like
schools, workplaces, health services, and people’s private conversations, or
apparently less interactive like newspaper or other print discourses. Given
the cultural use of narratives for identifying and making sense of conflicts,
public stories often revolve around diverse beliefs, values, behaviors, or
claims to resources and rights. A common public story is about an event
involving the aggressive action of different sides in a conflict and the role
of police in such conflicts, especially when they become violent. Individuals
and groups in different positions in society affiliate with different versions
of such public stories, for example, those who favor aggressive legal or
governmental action in urban neighborhoods versus those who observe
that aggressive police actions overwhelmingly target black male youth. In
this way, public stories become cultural tools that condense experience
and knowledge to organize perception, interpretation, and action. In
their familiarity and efficiency, public stories are often canonical and
unquestioned scripts. As cultural tools that function for sense making and
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action, however, public stories embody diverse values about salient events.
When the transmission of public stories proceeds without question or
critique, the explanations of reality serving those with influence and power
are sustained. For that reason, opening public stories to argumentation by
those with something at stake in the public story process and in the social
environment where the public story occurs is essential to the potential to
change public stories and related social injustices.
Confronting public stories that challenge goals in a social reform
requires time and space for individuals with special perspectives to reflect
together critically and creatively beyond antagonistic positions. We posit
that engagement of challenging public stories goes beyond any single
normative interpretation to differentiated and reformulated interpretations
necessary for social change and development. According to one scholar, “It
is the overlap, the tensions, and contradictions between these internalizations
which create agency, and the space for reflective thought” (Zittoun, 2014).
Institutions promoting social change must also support it, aware of inherent
power relations, with open engagement that “...implies that confrontation
of perspectives is ‘fair play’ and that submitting to majority world views,
prejudices, or status does not contribute to knowledge construction” (Muller
Mirza & Perret-Clermont, 2014, p. 1).
A theory-based practice with public stories has been implemented
in several other contexts undergoing major change. Dynamic Storytelling
Workshops have, for example, involved youth in community centers across
post-war Yugoslavia reading, discussing, and re-writing news stories about
youth activism during the 1990s wars, to provide a context for participants to
reflect on a recent event affecting their lives and their futures (Daiute, 2010).
In that study “...public story discussions elicited a range of perspectives about
an important political event, young people...provoke(d) one another to think
beyond their most easily accessible thoughts (or frozen narratives) to consider
a broader range of options that may complicate their own” (Daiute, 2010, p.
177). Participants in that project voiced different views about motivations for
youth activism, obstacles to youth participation, and potential achievements.
After such analysis through debate, participants came together with the
common goal of finding an ending to the story, thereby achieving new ideas
wrought of the process.
The public story process offers unique insights about implementations
of the Decade of Roma Inclusion policy. We expected that in exploring a
controversial yet unfortunately all too familiar conflict over participation
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of the Roma people in education, politics, and other spheres of civic life
(Ram, 2013; Rostas, 2012; Burnett, et al., 2005), the Roma PAs would offer
a wide range of experiences, reflections, and authoritative suggestions.
Hypotheses included that participants would state dilemmas, express
understandings of diverse perspectives (including those antagonistic to
their own), and offer practical suggestions, drawing on their knowledge
as Roma community insiders, professionals working on behalf of Roma
children, families, communities, and participants in public schools. They
would, we hypothesized, engage in perspective taking in part because they
have experience with ambivalent social reforms in their personal lives and
in their work on behalf of Roma children, families, and the community.
As we present below, participants reached consensus through effortful
argumentation about threats to integration depicted in the public story
and their deliberations about the need for shared responsibility and justice
across the entire community.
Data for the public story analysis include the image and text of a public
story – a news story about a protest by majority parents against admitting
a new class of pre-school students including Roma children, 24 group
discussions of the story, and “better” endings to the story written by the
participating PA groups at the end of their discussions. The group discussions
were audio taped, transcribed, translated, and entered into a database. The
story endings and the original news story were also translated and entered
into the database. Values analysis was applied to those data and to the image
presented in the news story.

THE PUBLIC STORY PROCESS
This practice-based research activity applied the concept “public story”
as an integrative process for mediating policy from the perspectives of the
subjects of the policy. The public story process involved the 174 Roma PAs
working in groups of six or seven self-organized groups to read the public
story (see the text of the public story in Chapter 2), discuss the story,
collectively write a desirable ending from their perspective, and share results
of the deliberations with the other groups at the workshop. The time allotted
for the discussions was 1 hour, followed by another hour when each group
shared its consensus ending with the full assembly at the workshop, including
the working PA groups, instructors, and researchers.
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The public story discussion embodies several kinds of interactions:
1) Roma PA participants’ face-to-face interactions with one another, 2)
participant interactions with the public story, 3) each group’s interaction
with the assembly of Roma PAs at the work-shop to whom they would
present, and 4) the broader public who would eventually read their
story endings as part of the Rome PA suggestions for ongoing policy
development.

ROMA PAs DISCUSS THE PUBLIC STORY
Results indicated a range of organizing principles/values enacted across
the 24 PA discussion groups. The organizing principles emerging from this
public story discussion extend beyond those in individual expressions by
the same professionals. Results described in the following sections indicate
the productivity, complexity, and original contribution of engaging critical
incidents in collaborative practice and, thus, the potential for expanding
policy.
Overall the most prominent organizing principle expressed in the PA
discussions of the news story and their own contribution of an ending was
the importance of process. Within this value emphasizing processes, such
as turn-taking, generating new story content, and so on, were four related
values. An overwhelming majority of the conversational turns (7,251)
indicated the importance of the group process. These process values emerged
in turns following first mentions of public story interpretations and first
mentions of ending sequences. Because repetition is characteristic of group
process, our analysis distinguished the first suggestion of an issue or story
sequences from repetitions. All are important, as are the initial and especially
the updates of specific new story suggestions.
Findings of the organizing principle analysis of the discussion process
show that the participants found this an engaging collective activity and that
they made considerable effort to address the conflict reported in the public
story and the task goal. Findings of the re-written endings to this news story
indicate consensus values arrived at as results of the process.
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Table 4.1. Number and Percent of Organizing Principles Guiding
Sentences in Discussions and Proposed Story Endings across Roma
Pedagogical Assistants’ Public Story Process
Organizing principle
Collaborating is important - Total
Collaborating is important: Including public authority
Collaborating is important: Including Roma & majority
Collaborating is important: Including family/community
Collaborating is important: Including parents
Collaborating is important: Working with organizations
Acknowledging/Addressing obstacles is important – Total
Acknowledging/Addressing obstacles is important:
identifying discrimination
Acknowledging/Addressing obstacles is important:
identifying poverty& lack of resources
Acknowledging/Addressing obstacles is important:
Identifying psychological & behavioral issue
Acknowledging/Addressing obstacles is important:
Identifying the culture & history of exclusion
Acknowledging/Addressing obstacles is important:
Identifying non-specific issues
Roles & Role enactments are important - Total
Roles & Role enactments are important: Identifying the role
of public authorities
Roles & Role enactments are important: Identifying qualities
& motivations
Roles & Role enactments are important: Emphasizing
expectations
Roles & Role enactments are important: Emphasizing that
we work for children
Personal qualities are important
Identifying deceit
Personal qualities are important: Being clever
Personal qualities are important: Mentioning natural
qualities
Education is important: Emphasizing learning
Creating solutions is important: Doing self-solutions
TOTAL:

Discussions
% (N)
38 (632)
14.4 (239)
3.8 (62)
10.9 (180)
3.5 (58)
5.6 (93)
30.3 (504)

Story endings
% (N)
41.4 (109)
17.4 (46)
8.8 (23)
8.4 (22)
5.8 (15)
1.2 (3)
25.8 (68) 25.8

9.6 (159)

11.1 (29)

10.5 (174)

10.3 (27)

4.9 (81)

2.7 (7)

4.5 (74)

1.6 (4)

1 (16)

0.4 (1)

18.8 (312)

0.1 (26)

10.7 (177)

4.6 (12)

3 (49)

2.3 (6)

2.8 (45)

0.8 (2)

2.5 (41)

2.3 (6)

7.2 (119)
3.6 (59)
2 (33)

0.8 (2)
0.8 (2)
0 (0)

1.7 (27)

0 (0)

3.8 (62)
2.2 (35)
100 (1703)

13.4 (35)
8.8 (23)
100 (263)

The four related values indicating the importance of process include
focusing on the task (3,553 turns of conversation), interacting among
the group (1,473 turns), debating about proposed interpretations and/or
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story endings (372 turns), reflecting on the fairness or logic of proposed
interpretations and/or story endings (150 turns). Focusing on the task
includes turns devoted to reading and re-reading the public story, composing
sequences for their proposed endings, dividing the labor involved in the task,
metalinguistic reflections such as about relationships between stories and life,
and various literary considerations (“we need quote marks” and “that’s not a
sentence”). Participants focused on the event as reported in the news story
but also expanded beyond details of the news story.
The extract below is a sequence of conversational turns illustrating the
importance of process.
Group discussion:
Group 11, Turn 13: The questions are...we should start a discussion
now, ensuring that everyone participates in it. (Value: Process is
important: Focusing on task is important [dividing labor])
Turn14: What should happen next? (Value: Process is important:
Focusing on task [reading from the task instruction])
Turn15: We should continue the story. (Value: Process is important:
Focusing on task [rephrasing part of the task instructions])
Turn16: Yes. (Value: Process is important: Interacting [agreement with
collaborator’s statement])
Turn17: What do you guys think about this event? (Value: Process is
important: Interacting [question to collaborators shifting to the event
in the news story])
Although the focus on process may seem tedious, these interactions
suggest participants’ engagement with the problem depicted in the news
story, the challenge to create a better ending, and the commitment to
collaborate with peers. The importance of interpreting the news story and
creating a satisfying ending is also indicated by the frequency and nature of
turns participants devoted to debates.
Debating the reason for the protest. Participants debated a number of
issues, most prominently the protesters’ motivation for blocking 54 preschool
children from entering school on the first day and the cast of characters
required for the group’s new ending to the story. With each group including
six or seven participants, the interplay in these debates was fluid, sometimes
seeming disorganized, often involving interruptions and argumentation, but
always achieving a revised ending to the story.
Turns questioning previous interpretations or suggestions were identified
as “valuing debate”. Debates tended to include function words like “no” or
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“but” and sometimes indicated interpretations, such as “that means there is
discrimination”. Several of those markers appear in the following extracts.
Group Discussion:
Group 1, Turn 124: No, no, it’s about if there’s enough space for
everyone. (8 intervening turns not relevant to this debate)
Turn 132: But, you see.... The parents now claim.... The parents are
using these words they may have heard somewhere....
One debate that occurred across the groups, sometimes developing at the
beginning of the hour-long discussion and sometimes later on, was whether
discrimination or lack of resources was the reason for the protest against
the new group of preschoolers. After 33 intervening non-debating turns,
participants in discussion Group 1, for example, picked up the debate with
the following:
Turn 165: That means there is room.
(9 intervening turns guided by other priorities)
Turn 174: But it says in continuation that they organized the protest
because they don’t want the 54 kids, and not 44, 54 kids to be received
in the school.
(2 intervening turns)
Turn 176: This is not what the Roma, nor what the local residents say.
This is, I think, what Amnesty International says.
(144 intervening turns)
Turn: 320: But I don’t understand these families that are protesting.
They are trying to hide that it is discrimination by saying: ‘we’re
not protesting because of the Roma but it’s impossible to have that
number....’
(11 intervening turns)
Turn 331: But it’s in the story, is it inside the story.
(5 intervening turns)
Turn 336: I hear you, but, we created this precisely based on how we feel.
In addition to debating the interpretation of the story, participants
debated which characters to include.
Debating characters to include in the story ending. Debates also revolved
around which characters to include in the group’s story ending. As we
discuss below, there was consensus across the groups that public authorities,
educators, and community members had to be involved in addressing a
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protest inhibiting children’s attendance in pre-school. Decisions about the
specific officials and others to be included elicited considerable debate, as in
the following extracts.
Group discussion 7:
Group 7, Turn 115: It can’t be solved at the level of the parent’s council
because they would have solved it immediately that day. ...
Turn 112: At least that’s the way I would solve it, but I believe that this
would all be solved at the level of the parents’ council.
Turn 113: I don’t think it could be, it’s a dead-end.
...
Turn 115: It can’t be solved at the level of the parent’s council because
they would have solved it immediately that day. ...
The importance of process across the 24 group discussions goes beyond
frequency of turns. The intense focus on process indicates participants’
engagement with crafting a just, reasonable, and feasible resolution via the
ending they were writing to the story. That they would be presenting the
story endings to their peers may have also added to the interest in writing
good resolutions to this controversial story, as almost all in the room shared
the PA and Roma experiences. This intense focus on process also indicates
participants’ breadth and depth of knowledge relevant to the depicted event,
as no simple interpretation or solution seemed an option.
This debate process is consistent with explanations of the contexts,
participants, and motivations for “productive argumentation” (Muller Mirza &
Perret-Clermont, 2014). While participants intensely debated the motivations
of the majority parents prohibiting children from entering preschool and may
not have ever all agreed on whether the motivation was lack of resources or
exclusion of Roma children, the debates made way for expressing the need
for public officials to use their authority to enforce policies and laws for
inclusive education and for broad collaboration in that process. Even though
and probably because the discussants focused so much on process, including
debating, they created coherent and relatively consistent endings across the
groups, as we discuss below. Although disagreements were not all resolved
during the discussions, diverse sides were expressed and attended to by
the group, thereby enacting consideration of multiple points of view if not
agreement or compromise.
Because process values accounted for such a large percentage of the
conversational turns, the relative focus on turns introducing segments of the
original story ending is also important. The next sections define and illustrate
values emerging in the first mentions of issues and suggestions in the public
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story discussions. Second mentions were considered in the process analysis
above, as repetitions or minor changes to first mentions. This distinction of
first mentions allowed us to focus separately on the specific details proposed
for the new story ending and the process of collaboratively creating a new,
better ending to a contentious news report.
Principles guiding interpretations and story ending suggestions. Principles
indicated in turns proposing whole or parts of a story ending elements
were identified on their first appearance in the discussion. Those first-time
suggestions were interwoven with turns enacting processes, such as repeating
proposed sequences or debating them. Participants expressed issues and
suggestions relevant to collaboration, obstacles, roles/role enactments,
personal qualities, education, and character agency in addressing the public
story conflict. The first proposal of an interpretation, such as “It’s outright
discrimination!” and “Let’s propose that authorities come in to make sure
the laws are followed” indicated values such as “Acknowledging the obstacle
of discrimination is important” and “Ensuring roles and role enactments
of public authorities to address such situations is important” respectively.
Table 4.1 (left-most column) presents the number and percentages of values
guiding the first-time issues and story ending suggestions.
In terms of frequency, participants’ first-time mentions of issues and
story-ending sequences emphasized the importance of collaboration (632
turns, 38%), the importance of obstacles (504 turns, 30%), the importance
of roles and role enactments (312 turns, 19%), personal qualities (119 turns,
7%), followed by the importance of education, character self-solution, and
seven values indicated by fewer than 15 turns. Collaborators proposed as
important for an ending to this public story, included public authorities, laws,
policies, Roma and mainstream people (generally), parents, community/
ethnic groups/family, and organizations.
Valuing collaboration. Collaboration was the second most prominent
value after orientation to process. As shown Table 4.1, 38% of the
conversational turns emphasized collaboration, mostly and uniquely, stating
the responsibility of public officials to enforce social inclusion policies. This
focus on the necessary participation of public officials was unique in this
public story genre, compared to other discursive expressions indicated in
previous analyses of data from the same study.
The following interchange from a group discussion illustrates sequences
with participants’ proposals to be included in proposed story endings. As
illustrated in these extracts, turns proposing collaborators to include in the
story ending are interspersed with turns indicating other values, often process
values.
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Group discussion:
Group, 7, Turn 124: You arrive there, you see the situation happening,....
Turn 125: First, we would have to...that’s right...call the representatives
of the parents, the Roma parents, and of those others. (Value:
Collaborating is important: Including parents)
Turn 126: Gather them together, you mean? (Value: Collaborating is
important: Including Roma and majority)
Turn 127: Exactly. (Value: Process is important: Interacting within the
group)
Turn 128: I think the parents should be calmed down first, and then,
certainly,.... (Value: Personal qualities are important: Psychology and
behavior)
(Intervening turns)
Turn 131: I’m just saying, perhaps a meeting should be held, maybe
just with one side, then the other, then all of them together, but a
discussion should definitely be held with both sides. And then....
(Value: Collaborating is important: Including Roma and majority
participants)
Turn 132: Who will talk with them? (Value: Roles and role enactments
are important).
Turn 133: The principal, the school principal talks to them. (Value:
Collaborating is important: Involving public authorities)
(Intervening turns)
Turn 137: The school principal, perhaps also an office in charge of
this. (Value: Collaborating is important: Including public authorities)
The PAs’ primary suggestion for characters in the story endings was a
wide range of public officials. The range of characters across the 24 discussion
sessions included those already in the news story but most notably added
public authorities. Those included in the original news story were the police,
Roma and non-Roma, Roma parents, protesting parents, and organizers of
the protest (in the story implicitly).
As indicated in Table 4.1, much of the discussion focused on the
importance of collaboration of a broader range of stakeholders, in particular,
those with authority and responsibility to mediate the problem and those
involved in and affected by the protest.
Group discussion (Group 11):
Turn 133: The school is an indirect participant, not a direct one.
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(Value: Collaborating is important: Collaborating with public officials)
Turn 135: Why would the school be responsible for the non-Roma
parents’ behavior?
(Value: Collaborating is important: Collaboration between Roma
and Non-Roma)
Turn 137: Whose behavior is the school responsible for? Non-Roma
parents’?
(Value: Collaborating is important: Collaboration between Roma
and Non-Roma)
Turn 139: How? Maybe the school did call the police, and said, let
those non-Roma
children in. How do you know they weren’t the
ones who call the police?
(Value: Collaborating is important: Collaborating with public officials)
This extended list of proposed collaborators (as phrased in the translated
discussion transcripts) includes the following: Social Service, Center for
Social Work, local self-government, Red Cross, school police officer, police
surveillance officer, some authority, protector of (citizen’s) rights (Ombudsman,
Protector of Citizens), Commissioner for the Protection of Minority Rights),
Commissioner for the Protection of Equality (a State body), Ministry
for Human and Minority Rights, media/television/press (Blic; national
newspaper; prime time, RTS1, half past seven news), Municipal Hall, relevant
bodies, the Law, piece of paper stating the law, citizens’ assembly committee,
leaders, community stakeholders, international participants, representative
of the preschool, preschool management, head of the pre-school (School
Principal, Director) town authorities, the Ministry of Education, a donor,
Parents’ Council, Roma National Council, the Office of Roma Inclusion, local
residents, the Land Registry, Department for Emergency, a representative of the
Roma from those settlements, School Board, the State, Pedagogical Assistant,
President of the local self-government, Council for Inter-ethnic Relations, the
representative in charge of education, school inspection, Assistant to the Mayor,
local community center, NGO (non-governmental organization), Coordinator
for Education, Authorized Department of Education, local interior affairs
office, the mediator, the Mayor, school’s child psychologist expert, Municipal
Board, local priest, a police representative, staff of the school, parents of Roma,
parents of non-Roma.
Some of the participants offered reasons why they had proposed the
inclusion of public officials, as in the following turns: “...a representative of the
school. They should be present there, rather than to have the locals negotiate
with the parents, rather than having the parents and the local residents argue
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over what and how. Some law exists, after all”; “So, the Pedagogical Assistant,
the director, the Parents’ Council, the school administration, then you move
to higher instances if things don’t turn out successful with the principal”; “A
protector of human rights, because I believe an organization alone, a Roma
organization alone is not the key to resolving the problem, but rather a
Protector of Human Rights”.
Another interesting observation from the analysis is that proposals for
collaborators to address injustices like that in the news story often increased
in influence, such as when a proposal that the Mayor must intervene,
following a proposal that the police should intervene, following a proposal
that the school principal intervene. All these actors emerged as important
to monitoring and enforcing children’s rights to attend pre-school. The
PA discussions, thus, acknowledged the issue of relative responsibility and
power within the broader value of collaboration among all stakeholders. This
emphasis on responsibility, in particular for oversight of social inclusion in
education, emerges uniquely in this public story genre, thereby indicating the
importance of this process in professional development with marginalized
minority groups.
As with the other genres, this public story also emphasized the
importance of acknowledging and addressing obstacles.
Acknowledging and addressing obstacles. The importance of acknowledging and addressing obstacles was prominent after collaboration. Obstacles
proposed as important contributions to the conflict, included the importance
of acknowledging discrimination (174 turns, 10.5%), acknowledging poverty/
lack of resources (159 turns, 9.6%), psychological factors/behavior (81 turns,
4.9%), acknowledging the history/culture of exclusion (74 turns, 4.5%), attributions of non-specific obstacles (16 turns, 1%).
The following turn is typical of those introducing the importance of
considering discrimination in deliberations about the public story: segregation,
to not let the Roma children go to.... They claim it’s not that, but I think it is.

Group Discussion:
Group 3, Turn 064 : The local self-government, on the other hand, is
to send their, erm, inspectors, to examine the situation, why and how
come these children didn’t come to school. They determined that there
was enough space in this school, preschool. The children were regularly
enrolled and started the preparatory preschool program. If you guys agree.
Turn 065: Yes, but I believe they still won’t accept those Roma children,
regardless of the fact that those two...are under the authority of....
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Regardless of everything, they won’t accept them. We have to create
something to make the society accept them, both groups. We should
create integration in there first, so they would be accepted.
Turn 066: I don’t think we can do any integration. There is law. They are
openly threatening, and they don’t want to accept the Roma children.
They breached the law. The Law on Education, they breached it.
Turn 067: We won’t put them to trial now.
As shown in Turn 067, participants also interjected humor. Potential
collaborators to address conflicts like those in the public story were also
depicted as serving diverse roles.
Valuing the importance of diverse roles and role enactments. The importance
of diverse roles and role enactments in participants’ interpretations of the
public story included expressing the need for public authorities to address the
ongoing anti-Roma sentiment demonstrated in the protest (177 turns, 10.7%),
expressing the personally held orientations of those involved in the story
solution (49 turns, 3%), expressing the need for Roma to meet expectations
in broader society, commitments to their community (45 turns, 2.8%), and
supporting children (41 turns, 2.5%).
The range of roles and role enactments includes: answer the question,
offer any type of assistance to this preschool institution to secure conditions
for a normal and regular attendance of these 54 pupils of which 44 are Roma,
to monitor whether the locals make problems, seeing whether it’s unable
to act, “to protect,” “help them with what to do next, who to turn to,” “to
inform,” “to solve,” “decide on the issue,” “get actively involved,” “to determine
the state of facts at this school,” “take into consideration that other school in
that other village,” “explain things nicely to them,” “feel responsibility,” “how
much influence can he exert over the majority population?” “provide a permit
to build another such facility next to these classrooms,” “person in charge of
construction permits...see what he tells you, if it could or couldn’t be done
or whatever,” “forward it [your letter] to the Ministry of Education,” “protect
citizen’s rights,” “finance the part that should contain the strengthening of the
school’s capacity,” “should increase the capacity of the school and increase
the number of classrooms,” “maintaining the school’s inventory, maintaining
classrooms,” “budget allocation has to be made for the new preschool
teacher, the teacher is paid on the budget allocation,” “controls the work of
the institution,” “a classroom has to have certain prescribed measures under
the law...,” “create balance,” “to secure funds,” “finance the equipment and
rearrange the premises,” “licensed mediators,” “given an opinion and ask
for mediation,” “file a complaint,” “create a report on what happened,” “deal
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with the problems,” “give security,” “investigate the case,” “procure funds for
the construction works,” “the president’s promise,” “prepare the minutes,”
“guarantee security,” “Roma representative promised, if the problem is not
resolved, he would personally take responsibility for these children,” “prevent
possible conflicts,” “determine whether or not the conditions are really
inadequate,” “the law is either on one side or another,” “in accordance with
the legal framework,” “has the obligation to carry out research,” “organize a
conference for all local inhabitants and explain to them that things are simply
not done like that,” “deliver a speech,” “under the law, you can’t have singleethnicity groups if the school is in a mixed environment”.
Extracts below by different groups also expressed diverse roles. “...The
school has to send a letter to the local self-government and to the Ministry
requesting an increase in the school’s capacity, in terms of empowering the
school to open [room for] one more group”. “If they’re unable to find an
agreement, attending pre-school has to be secured for the Roma children, end
of story, even if it’s through the police. That’s my opinion.” “And they have to
be included in the pre-school groups, whether other parents like it or not.
And a piece of paper quoting the law should be posted outside, warning them
in case of an attack they will be held responsible. I don’t know what else there
is to do.” “You have to contact the power, this guy (the Ombudsman) does not
solve anything, so you have to address the president of the municipality, the
Ministry of Education.”
Phrases included to indicate the importance of the role and enactment
of the authority figure: “...to negotiate on behalf of the Roma, to convince
these people that these children won’t be detrimental to anyone, if they do
go to that school”; “...a man who has influence over them and with whom we
can find common ground, so we can start negotiations regarding persuading
some- one from among these locals to call a meeting”. Sometimes the inability
or unfilled expected action of a character role was cited, such as “they didn’t
react properly,” “didn’t take any measures,” “not okay to give such statements,”
“was it just sloppiness?” “should have protected these kids,” “should have
calmed the situation,” “responsible to protect children,” “we are unable to
implement the law”. The role of authorities was also addressed by participants
asking “what is this person supposed to do?” Sources of power indicate the
importance of roles and role enactment, as in “the Ministry of Education is
their employer?” “…authorized for education,” “what is the standpoint of the
local self-government in this story?”
Personal qualities also emerged as relevant to the news story and creating
a new ending to it.
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The importance of personal qualities, education, solutions, and outcome.

Personal qualities relevant to interpreting the public story and creating a novel
ending included the need to identify deceit on the part of story characters as
appropriate (59 turns, 3.6%), the importance of the group being careful or
clever in how they attributed crafted solutions (33 turns, 2%), acknowledging
natural qualities like feeling hurt by discrimination (27 turns, 1.7%).
The complex integration of diverse values. The co-occurring values enacted
by the 24 groups in their discussion and story endings indicate combinations
of critique and creative solution. This complex enactment of values interacts
with and yet goes way beyond the laborious respect of the task (“Our job is to
decide together on the continuation of the story, how the story should end”)
and repetitious consideration of actors required to participate in the story
completion (“That means, different institutions should be involved. Ministry
for Minority and Human Rights should react to this. Even common NGOs
should react to this”), divisions of labor (“You have great handwriting so will
you write it?”), and so on. For example, notable in terms of the importance
of policy subjects reflecting on challenges is that the PA discussions balanced
collaboration in the face of quite realistic acknowledgement of discrimination
and the need for responsibility on the part of public officials.
This systematic values analysis shows how participant conversations
addressed dilemmas at the center of policy implementation relevant to
social inclusion. Comments like the following are proposed, debated,
and transformed: “These days [the Roma] are criticized if they don’t go to
school, and now those others are preventing them from going.” Balance
enters with consideration of what could be done to address such situations,
in the concrete form of an alternative positive ending to the media story, as
reflected in the following turn (also presented above): “Yes, but I believe they
still won’t accept those Roma children...regardless of everything, they won’t
accept them. We have to create something to make the society accept them,
both groups. We should create integration in there [in that school] first, so
they would be accepted.” Another frequent deliberation is over whether the
protest also addressed lack of facilities: “On the other hand, we are looking
at this from our perspective. But if, for example, the non-Roma parents read
it, they will conclude this is not discrimination [but a lack of facilities]. Our
understanding of things is that this might be...we have a hunch that this
is discrimination. But someone who is not Roma will say that this is not
discrimination.” These realizations co-occur with an overwhelming consensus
toward collaboration as in the following statement: “The NGO sector should
be included, the local self-government... They should act together with the
parents, too, and with the local inhabitants.”
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The following extract illustrates how the generous complexity of the
group considerations emerged.
(Conversation):
Group 1, Turn 72: What the point here is, is how big a number of
children can they receive, over the number of children that already
attend the school. (Value: Importance of acknowledging obstacles: the
issue of resources)
Turn 73: Yes, that’s the question. The preschool institution should
answer that question. (Value: Importance of roles and role enactments
of public authorities)
Turn 74: That’s right. (Value: Importance of process: interaction)
Turn 75: Can they...? Over the.... (Value: Importance of process: interaction)
Turn 76: Since they’re already involved.... Allow me to continue with
answers to questions, if you guys agree. Since the police has already
been involved.... (Value: Importance of process: interaction)
Turn 77: It should stay involved. (Value: Importance of roles and role
enactments of public authorities)
Turn 78: Of course. The police stays. And then.... Who else should be
involved? (Value: Importance of process: Interaction)
Turn 79: Center for Social Work. (Value: Importance of collaboration
with public authorities)
Turn 80: Ok, the police. Did you guys write it? We’ll write it later.
Then, Center for Social Work.... (Value; Importance of process: Task)
Turn 81: Local Self Government, right? (Value: Importance of
collaboration with public authorities)
Turn 82: Yes, the local self government should be present. (Value:
Importance of process: Interaction)
Turn 83: And the principal of the institution. (Value: Importance of
collaboration with public authorities)
As that extract illustrates, interaction sequences involved generating
proposals for persons who should play a role in the story ending. In
summary, the event reported in the public story and the reporting of that
event challenged the concept of social inclusion, by shining a light on the
protest, depicting it as a “fight”, and leaving the situation unresolved. In
contrast, the PAs raised the political dimension of the story by expanding the
cast of characters in terms of social structural relations and the ultimate goal
of justice. Analyses of the endings they wrote echoed these factors but also
maintained an even closer focus on education.
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The original story endings. The organizing principle analysis indicated
that public story endings participants created during their discussions
conformed to a narrower range of values than they had addressed in their
one-hour interactions around the public story. Table 4.1 (the right-most
column) presents the number and percentages of values guiding sentences in
proposed public story endings and in the endings the groups ultimately wrote
and presented to other groups at their workshops.
The distribution of values across categories indicates that the story
endings not only echoed major foci of the discussions but also brought out new
emphases. As in the discussions, endings highlight collaboration and obstacles
(about 20% of statements), but the story endings focus very little on roles and
role enactments or personal qualities. On the other hand, the importance of
education and creating solutions emerge as more salient in the story endings
than during the discussions. These differences in values expressed across the
public story discussions and proposed endings are relevant for considering
the functions of professional discussion of challenges to education reform.
Extending beyond discussion to writing a concrete ending to the public story
re-focused toward a consideration of education, especially children’s learning,
and solutions to the problem of ongoing exclusion. On the other hand, public
story discussions emphasized the specific roles and obligations of public
authorities, deceit on the part of the majority parents who claimed the lack of
space for rejecting the incoming pre-school class with many Roma children
rather than their refusal to have their children school with Roma children.
Roma PAs brought their knowledge as critical and creative insiders of
social inclusion policy. Group discussions and the argumentation therein
provided the opportunity for the PAs to express their acknowledgement of
duplicitous explanations for refusing to let children attend preschool, while
also entertaining the possibility of lack of space and discrimination in their
intra-group discussions. According to argumentation theory and research,
this kind of deliberation provides a possibility for adults to express a range
of perspectives around highly salient issues and to use public story process
to develop their ideas as well as to advance the development of the education
institution for better integration.
Major findings of the Roma PA public story process are 1) making time
for participants to discuss challenges to their mission around actual examples
is productive; 2) discussing a protest against the educational integration
goal revealed differences within the group, eventually leading to consensus
about a major problem in the reform – the lack of monitoring by a range
of stakeholders; 3) sponsoring problem-solving activities during professional
development engages the context-specific knowledge and experiences of
those most central to the policy implementation – the PAs.
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Findings from the collaborative activity of writing and posting messages
to all teachers follow.

ROMA PAs WRITING MESSAGES TO ALL TEACHERS
As one of the last events in the workshop, the PAs had the opportunity
to write messages to all teachers who are working in classrooms where Roma
students are enrolled. Participants worked in groups of five, brainstorming
the messages, writing them out on stickers, and subsequently displaying
them on large sheets of paper for the whole group to view and discuss. The
PAs generated close to 400 written messages. Analyses of those messages
expanded the PA knowledge shared across the workshop activities.
Writing messages to teachers differed from previous activities. The
activity and results of writing messages to all teachers were empowering. The
focal audience of the messages was the collective totality of teachers, actual
teachers with whom PAs worked in their schools, or imagined as eventual
recipients of the messages. The messages to all teachers enacted a doubly
interactive character, as the messages were formed and presented in the
professional development setting and oriented towards powerful interlocutors
– the majority teacher collective. This means the messages are an especially
important policy tool for reflection and empowerment in the education
reform system.
The process of writing messages to all teachers occurred with participants
sitting around tables in small groups of their choice, mentioning important
points, writing those on post-it notes, and then deciding which of the postits to put on a large sheet of paper to display around the room for all the
workshop groups to view and to discuss. In some cases individual messages
were collated into group messages, discarding those that were isolated voices
or that were not endorsed by most of the other group members. The content
of the messages that made it through to the display and analysis had thus
already been considered in a group process, thereby yielding messages
of clarity and strength. The relatively brief discussions (compared to the
public story discussions) had the character of energetic group brainstorming
sessions. These brief discussions were not recorded.
The messages to teachers had unique formal characteristics among the
Roma PA Dynamic Storytelling Workshop. The messages tended to be short
declarative sentences or phrases. In most cases, each post-it note included
one statement, conforming to the 3-by-3 inch physical space for writing.
This message writing and consolidating also involved an authoritative PA
stance, directed to majority teachers typically in power roles relative to PAs
in schools. PAs are, as the name implies, still assistants in the classroom,
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in addition to being Roma – still a marginalized group, as we explained in
Chapter 1. While the institutional and personal history of the teacher-PA
relationship almost exclusively tips power on the side of teachers, the Roma
PA messages to teachers turned that around and invited the PAs to express
from their own power position as knowledgeable, especially about the needs
of minority children and their own role as mediators in the reform system. As
the activity itself came close to the end of the workshop and the richness of the
PAs experiences had already been evoked and enacted through the different
narrating, letter-writing, public story, and presentation activities, this activity
of writing messages to teachers appeared to be empowering. The activity
provided an outlet for Roma PA voice that is usually suppressed, or at least
is less explicit. Offering rare insights about the education of Roma children,
the messages were directives to avoid specific practices, like discrimination,
prejudice, and neglect. Albeit brief, the tone of the messages was warmly
humane yet carrying strong advocacy statements toward improving children’s
lives in school. The PAs’ detailed knowledge and wisdom comes again to the
forefront in this genre.

RELEVANCE OF MESSAGES TO TEACHERS
The PA messages to teachers address gaps and needs in teacher
education. Teacher education and initiation into the profession are central to
the education system, yet typically remote from education practice in schools.
Teacher education institutions have been described as the most conservative
sector of the education system (Zgaga, 2006) or as governed by prejudices and
power-games rather than by the needs of schools and students (Popkewitz,
1993; Darling & Hammond, 2000; MacBeath, 2012). Since 2000, teacher
education has been increasingly influenced by international developments
(e.g. Education & Training 2020 strategies, European Commission, Biesta
2012), which have increasingly led to consistent teacher education practices,
such as training in problem solving competencies, multicultural education,
and strengthened international academic cooperation (Pantic, 2008;
European Commission/EACEA/Eurydice, 2013). International education
research literature on school development and teacher competencies also
contributed to advancing teacher education (Darling & Hammond, 2006;
Dedering, 2012; Schratz, Paseka, & Schrittesser, 2011). Nevertheless, teachers
graduating from teacher education institutions rarely interact with students
or parents in their training, in part because teacher competencies and teacher
education curricula usually involve top-down processes.
Research on the benefits of triangulation in school action research and
school curriculum development emphasizes collaborative problem solving
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between teachers, students and parents (Altrichter & Posch, 2007). Consistent
with those reports, the all-European TUNING study analyzed the teacher
competencies from such a collaborative perspective (e.g. stakeholders, staff
from teacher education institutions and graduates/employed teachers).
Although highly needed and potentially fundamental for rethinking teacher
education, such triangulation at the faculty level is usually not the case,
except in some teacher education institutions (TUNING, 2005). In SouthEastern European countries, the education of teachers in participatory ways
by stakeholders and clients is still a rare practice (Zgaga, 2006; European
Commission, 2013). Serbia has not been an exception in the lack of
triangulation. For example, practicing teachers do not typically have a say in
the development of teacher education curricula, even when they are engaged
by teacher education faculties to serve as mentors for prospective teachers
(Kovacs Cerovic, Radisic, & Stankovic, 2015). Even more rare is the inclusion
of students, parents, or their representatives, such as the Roma PAs. The PAs’
writing messages to teachers are doing exactly what is missing from teacher
education the most: providing feedback to teachers’ practice, indicating
from experience the need for new competencies, new understandings, and
new sensitivities. In this sense, the messages to teachers are transformative,
as they were developed and intended for teacher education institutions and
policymakers. This report of analyses of the messages to all teachers offers
insights about the education of prospective and practicing teachers in
particular and for Roma children but also for others who have been forced to
sit at the back of the classroom.

PROMINENT ORGANIZING PRINCIPLES OF THE
MESSAGES
The messages to all teachers were analyzed for organizing principles
(values) as applied to the narratives, letters, and public story discussions. The
order of frequency was as follows:
Acknowledging/Addressing obstacles is important: Identifying
discrimination & abuse (n = 113, 14.0%); Roles & Role enactments
are important: Emphasizing that we work for children (n = 52, 6.5%);
Collaborating is important: Including Roma and majority (n = 42, 5.2%);
Roles and Role enactments: Emphasizing own commitment (n = 52, 6.5%);
Education is important: Emphasizing teaching (n = 31, 3.8%).
The frequencies of messages in different categories and subcategories
appear in Table 4.2.
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Table 4.2. Number and Percent of Organizing Principles
Guiding Roma Pedagogical Assistants’ Messages to All Teachers
Organizing principles
Acknowledging/Addressing obstacles is important – Total
Acknowledging/Addressing obstacles is important:
Identifying discrimination
Acknowledging/Addressing obstacles is important:
Identifying poverty & lack of resources
Acknowledging/Addressing obstacles is important:
Identifying non-specific issues
Acknowledging/Addressing obstacles is important:
Identifying the culture & history of exclusion
Acknowledging/Addressing obstacles is important:
Identifying psychological & behavioral issue
Fate
Roles & Role enactments are important - Total
Roles & Role enactments are important:
Emphasizing that we work for children
Roles & Role enactments are important:
Identifying qualities & motivations
Roles & Role enactments are important:
Emphasizing expectations
Collaborating is important - Total
Collaborating is important: Including Roma & majority
Collaborating is important: Including family/community
Collaborating is important: Including parents
Collaborating is important: Working with organizations
Collaborating is important: Including public authority
Education is important - Total
Education is important: Emphasizing teaching
Education is important: Emphasizing learning
Identifying personal qualities is important - Total
Personal qualities are important: Mentioning natural qualities
Personal qualities are important: Being clever
Personal qualities are important: Being patient & persistent
Personal qualities are important: Hope
Creating solutions is important - Total
Creating solutions is important: Outcome-embedded agency
Creating solutions is important: Other facilitated
Creating solutions is important : Doing self-solutions
TOTAL
(Uncoded)

N
138

%
17.1

113

14.0

15

1.9

4

0.5

4

0.5

2

0.2

0
112

13.9

52

6.5

43

5.3

17

2.1

83
42
21
19
1
0
38
31
7
22
14
8
0
0
10
8
2
0
806
(3)

10.3
5.2
2.6
2.4
0.1
0.0
4.7
3.8
0.9
2.7
1.7
1.0
0.0
0.0
1.2
1.0
0.2
0.0
100
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Most often the PAs used the messages to teachers to emphasize obstacles
(138), roles (112), and collaboration (83), while the other categories were less
frequent – as was the case with the PA narratives and letters throughout this
study (see table 3.2.). Interestingly but not surprisingly, the genre that involves
more concise expression than the other genres in this study, the messages to
all teachers, was quite similar to the others in their organizing principles.
Messages to stop discrimination. By far the most prevalent subcategory
of organizing principles expressed in the messages to teachers was
“Acknowledging/addressing obstacles is important: Discrimination and
abuse. More than one hundred messages (113 messages) requested in multiple
ways that teachers should stop discriminating against Roma students. The
plea for stopping discrimination had many nuances. Variations including
“stop segregation!”, “stop discrimination”, “tolerance!”, “equity for all” , “all
children have the right to education” or “diversity is beauty” echoed policy
statements, yet directed these specific reforms to all teachers and not to the
system as a whole. Other frequent messages described acts of discrimination
and requested their cessation, such as with “don’t make differences between
students”, “appreciate Roma students as well, they are also children”, “don’t
judge based on the color of their skin”. There were, however, also messages
that pinpointed in concrete and sometimes painful acts of discrimination
in schools and remedies: “Don’t put them in the back rows”, “do not skip
them at maths”, “at a bad school event do not immediately think that a
Roma child is the culprit”, “Roma is not equal to incapable”, and “not all
Roma need individual education plans”. Those messages capture the PAs’
extensive experience with discrimination in schools and, moreover, shine
a clear spotlight on such paradigmatic events of discrimination. Although
discrimination was addressed through all genres, the importance of
preventing and stopping discrimination came through most clearly and most
powerfully in the messages to teachers.
Among other obstacles expressed in the messages to teachers, the PAs
addressed the importance of acknowledging and addressing obstacles, in
particular poverty and lack of resources (15 messages) and called teachers’
attention to circumstances of Roma children’s lives. Messages such as “visit
sometimes your students and see where they live”, “maybe he/she is hungry?”,
“take care about their needs – books, snack, clothing” direct the attention of
teachers to the living conditions of the Roma students in poignant ways.
Request to teachers to enact their roles. Roles were also enacted in the
messages to teachers, albeit differently from how roles were enacted in the
other expressive genres in this study. The PAs used the messages to teachers
to describe what teachers should do in terms of their role in the mission of the
teaching profession. Surprisingly however, the bulk of the messages were not
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conveying purely the general organizing principle of enacting roles to meet
expectations (17 messages) but the deeper layers of the teacher’s role including
the role of working for children (52 messages) and the role of honoring their
own commitments (43 messages). Emphasizing the importance of working
for children and living out a personal commitment to education, these
messages offered a powerful challenge to the teaching profession. Messages
in those categories include “[have] more empathy for Roma children”, “get
to know the Roma child a little more”, “you could acknowledge the Roma
child’s opinion sometimes”, “praise and encourage the Roma child”, “don’t pity
them but appreciate them”. Such messages directly address the Roma PAs’
observations of the neglect of Roma students in school.
Many of the messages assume an even broader stance, as they speak on
behalf of all children who deserve teachers’ respect, acceptance, nurturance,
and cherishing in as many ways as possible. These messages imply that
such supportive roles are too often forgotten by practicing teachers. Some
examples of this supportive professional role are “listen to the children and to
their voice”, “love the children”, “praise them a lot, motivate them by praising
them”, “they/the teachers/were also children”, “you were also someone’s child”,
“every child is a personality – respect that!”, “you are here because of the
students”, and the PA personal statement that “we are here somewhat for you,
somewhat for ourselves, but most of all because of the children”.
Messages emphasizing role enactments related to personal commitment
are also, for the most part, universally oriented, reminding teachers of the
fundamental human goal embodied in teaching so all children in school
learn and feel good in the process. Many messages in various ways appeal
to strengthen teachers’ reflexivity, such as “slow down, think, ask yourself…”,
“have more patience and understanding”, “pay attention”, and their
commitment such as “somebody’s future depends on your work”, “sometimes
give more than you can”, “a little more effort will mean a lot”, “more creativity
and commitment”, while others pinpoint areas of teachers’ work needing
improvement, such as “motivation”, “incentive”, “do not punish the children”,
“smile!”. Reminders of strengthening the teachers’ commitment to educating
Roma children in particular, are, however, also painfully present, such as
in messages including “provide a bit more attention and time to the Roma
children”, “with your attention and full support you will contribute a lot to the
education of Roma children”, “Smile when Roma children arrive, one smile
can make a big difference”, and “be the first one who will be the role model
for a Roma child throughout his/her life”.
Messages emphasizing collaboration. Messages also called for
collaboration (83 messages), more than half of them addressing the
importance of collaboration between Roma and non-Roma in the school.
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With these messages to teachers, PAs acknowledged the cooperation between
teachers and themselves (“thank you for the cooperation”, “we are cooperating
excellently”) and stressed the importance of cooperation between the Roma
and non-Roma children (“bear in mind that children learn from each other
– that is why they should be mixed”, “on September 1st when school starts,
praise the Roma child, because it will depend on the attitude of the teacher
whether the Roma child will be accepted”).
Some messages also highlighted the need for better cooperation (“we
are here to help you” and “jointly we can do more”, “appreciate the PA as a
colleague”, “accept our help that we all can be more successful”, “my god, I
just want to help you”, “ask for help when you need it!!!” or “we respect you,
you should respect us also!!!”). We hear in these messages, as in some others,
frustration about the missed opportunities when collaboration is not strong
and constructive.
PAs also used the messages to teachers to urge closer cooperation with
parents and community. Organizing principles collaborating with community
and collaborating with parents were almost equally frequent (21 and 19
messages respectively). Those messages expressing clear invitations included
“Get to know the Roma culture and tradition”, “respect the tradition”, “come to
the settlement sometimes”, “visit the parents of your students”, “look at Roma
parents as partners”, “try to include Roma parents in some school activities
(open door, workshops, parent council)”.
Messages for better teaching. Another reasonably represented organizing
principle emphasized the importance of education, especially teaching (31).
These PA messages to all teachers are, in a nutshell, instructions for good
teaching, covering curriculum, teaching methods, and ethos. These excellent
suggestions include “Use collaborative learning instead of direct instruction”,
“be innovative”, “be creative in teaching”, “use contemporary technologies
in teaching”, “active learning”, “teach them through play”, “create a collegial
atmosphere in the classroom”, “give praise for small successes”, “do not criticize
immediately”, and “always ask whether the children understood”. PAs used
this opportunity to offer pertinent suggestions regarding integration of Roma
students in the teaching and learning process. They suggested for example
“include appreciation of diversity in the curriculum”, “include Roma children
in many extracurricular activities”, “…in school competitions”, “… in out of
school activities” and “adjust the curriculum to the needs of the children”.
As in most of the other genres, organizing principles expressing the
importance of personal qualities and solutions occurred rarely. Nevertheless,
messages indicating these organizing principles were as telling and emotional
as others. In some cases, the messages were used to convey proverb-like
wisdom (“do good and expect good in return”, “nice words open iron gates”
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or “nice words don’t cost anything”, “don’t forget about real human values”),
while others were more focused on how to behave towards children, such as
“be gentle”, “laugh, and be happy with them”.
In summary, this genre, messages to teachers, was used by the PAs
to air concerns about the many forms of lived, witnessed, heard, and
felt discrimination of Roma children in schools. In equal measure, the
messages strongly requested stopping such discrimination. Moreover, a
large percentage of the almost 400 messages also added instructional value
– reminding teachers of good teaching, humane relationships, partnerships
with the Roma, and the mission of the teaching profession to facilitate the
development of all children. With its explicit stance, the messages from
Roma PAs to all teachers genre offered the most direct information to school
administrators and teacher educators, as well as to teachers. As we will argue
in the last chapters these messages should be used and incorporated in
teacher education curricula and school leadership reform.

PEDAGOGICAL ASSISTANTS DESCRIBE PROFESSIONAL
POLICY IN LETTERS TO FUTURE PAs
Because the letter genre involved a direct framing of the professional
activity for those who would or might become PAs in the future, the letters
offer information relevant to the messages to all teachers and the re-writings
of the public story. As we presented in Chapter 3, the PAs used the letters
to future PAs to reflect with intensity on their roles, ways of fulfilling those
roles, and strategies for addressing challenges. The letter genre is also
especially relevant to policy studies, as each letter captures a unique glimpse
on challenges, problems, and obstacles from the perspectives of those
situated both as school personal and members of minority communities.
From this pivotal perspective of the PA, perhaps like roles of assistants in
other educational reforms, these professionals offered a set of interlinked
strategies combining carrying out specific roles, foregrounding collaboration,
and drawing on strengths such as personal qualities and motivation for
successful outcomes. In that way, each letter is like a miniature policy study.
These miniature policy studies, 157 of them, with their major emphasis on
the professional role and role-enactments in relation to other values offer
insights about PA knowledge about addressing obstacles and constructing
informed and sustainable professional practice. The analysis we now present
was designed to identify possible dilemmas, that is wisdom of experienced
PAs that they selected to share with future PAs about how to address the
complex nature of serving as a mediator across very different communities.
In that process of offering insights to future PAs, these professionals provided
insights for future research, practice, and policy.
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Results of a hierarchical cluster analysis (See Chapter 2 for details on
the method) were considered by reviewing the co-occurrence patterns of
organizing principles in the letters. The analysis revealed 5 clusters (including
3 that accounted more than 90% of the letters), based on means for each
organizing principle within those clusters. The 5 clusters are represented by
different numbers of letters to a future PA.
Table 4.3. Number and Percent of Letters Accounting for
Co-occurrences of Organizing Principles across
the 5 Prominent Clusters in the Analysis
Cluster name and organizing principles included
No. of letters % of letters
1: Poverty and discrimination should be fought against
with learning
Frequent values
69
43.9
Obstacles: poverty and lack of resources
Obstacles: discrimination and abuse
Education: learning
2: Meet others’ expectations, but be clever and don’t forget
yourself
Frequent values
37
23.6
Role: meet expectations
Personal qualities: clever
Role: own commitment
3: The work of PA builds on personal commitment and
collaboration with the collective, as well as on learning
Frequent values
34
21.7
Collaboration: between Roma & non-Roma
Role: own commitment
Education: learning
4: PAs face harsh obstacles but they fight for themselves
Frequent values
Obstacles: nonspecific
13
8.3
Obstacles: physical and psychological
Obstacles: discrimination and abuse
Solution: self-generated
5: PAs change history for better
Frequent values
Role: work for children
4
2.5
Obstacles: history of exclusion
Education: teaching
Solution: outcome-embedded agency
Total
157
100.0
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Not surprisingly and congruent with the dominant values of the
importance of roles and role enactments and collaboration expressed through
the letters as described in Chapter 3, these organizing principles structured
the cluster analysis results as well. For example, in all clusters, the organizing
principle emphasizing roles and role enactment in terms of one’s own
commitment was the first or second most frequent value. The five clusters of
letters differed mostly according to the specific aspect of the role enactment
value emphasized across the PAs (meeting expectations, own commitment,
or working for the benefit of children) as related statistically to expressions
of obstacles.

TYPES OF PERSONALIZED PROFESSIONAL POLICIES
The cluster analysis yielded combinations of values characterizing
different groups of PA letters. Since two of the five clusters were relatively
rare and encompassed less than 10% of the letters, we continue describing
only those three clusters that were represented by a larger number of letters.
Letters emphasizing combined values described as “Poverty and
discrimination should be fought against with learning” (Cluster 1) are
the most frequent. This cluster is characterized by letters with sentences
foregrounding the importance of acknowledging and addressing obstacles,
especially poverty and lack of resources and discrimination/abuse. The
letters in this cluster also emphasize roles and role enactments less than the
other clusters. The main message is straightforward: against the grim face of
poverty and discrimination you must act by supporting children’s learning.
The following is an example of letters in this cluster.
Dear colleague,
I am now at a seminar; this is the third day and we are rather tired
but we learn some good things; at least, I see them useful for my work.
For 2.5 years, as long as I work as the PA, I have realized that I can do
my job only if I have knowledge – mostly the knowledge of pedagogy.
I have good experiences with my colleagues because I tried to keep
up with them. They can see that I have knowledge – professional
knowledge, and I use it in my work.
For the learning society pedagogy is important, not moaning or
intellectual lecturing of the un-educated Roma.
It is difficult to find one’s own place among the multitude of problems,
but you will find your place if you work conscientiously and if you
devote enough time for it. You will not see the results at once, and
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will hardly see them. Be nice with colleagues, respect them, and be
aware of the way you talk. For the Roma, you are the one of them at
the upper levels. Keep yourself on the ground; be strong, smart and
resilient. Love children because only few love them, and be sincere!
So much from me for a future colleague.
Letters emphasizing values combined in the label “Meet others’
expectations, but be clever and don’t forget yourself ” (Cluster 2) account
for somewhat more than 20% of the letters. Letters in this group are
characterized by a combination of sentences guided by organizing principles
foregrounding the importance of roles and role enactments, meeting
expectations, the importance of personal qualities, in particular being clever.
Cluster 2 does not focus prominently on obstacles, although the importance
of acknowledging and addressing obstacles of discrimination is included
in this cluster to some extent. Here, Role: own commitment is also high,
as is Collaboration: between Roma and non-Roma. The message conveyed
through this cluster of letters seems to be “live up to the expectations, do all
what is expected from you, by the school, by the parents, by the children,
use your qualities, be smart and committed, and you will do a good job”.
The following example illustrates letters characteristic of Cluster 2.
For future colleagues:
Know yourself, your own attitudes, knowledge, capacities. Learn to be
compassionate but not offensive. Teach the others not to expect from
you to have a magic wand.
Be aware that in your job there are no experts; all is new and is still
developing.
Be real in setting up your goals.
Value even the small gains. Look at yourself as a part of a long-term
process that just started.
Don’t assess the glass as half-full or half-empty. Be a realist-optimist.
All rest is an illusion.
Accept the fact that you will be acknowledged as a real partner and
collaborator only if: (1) you are well read, (2) you are well and on time
informed as they are.
With the parents: be open and sincere. Respect their current attitudes
and opinions. Get involved in changing them but be aware that it is a
process.
Involve actively in the work of organizations, but keep away from the
conflicts of interest.
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Acquire the knowledge about the instruction methods.
Be creative in work with children.
Find yourself a mentor among the assistants from earlier generations
and consult with him/her (I am willing to be one of them).
Be honest and always on the side of justice. Find allies and don’t fight
the wind-mills alone.
Remember: whatever they think of you there is always something
nobody can take from you, and that is your EXPERIENCE!!!
Have a happy beginning!
Letters emphasizing “The work of PA builds on personal commitment and
collaboration with the collective, as well as on learning” (Cluster 3) account for
almost as many letters as the letters in Cluster 2. Letters in Cluster 3 include a
high frequency of the values Role and role enactments: own commitment and
the importance of Collaboration: between Roma & non-Roma, a relatively high
frequency of the importance of Role and role enactments: meeting expectations,
and the importance of acknowledging and addressing obstacles: Non-specific
and Education: teaching and learning. The main message of letters to the PAs
in this cluster can be captured as the following: “Although the work of the PA is
not easy, being committed, knowledgeable and collaborating intensely with the
school can make a real difference.”
The following letter is a good example of Cluster 3.
Dear colleague,
First, I want to say that you can always count on my support in work;
whenever you need, I will be there to help and together we can solve
any problem and thus be better in helping children.
The beginning will not be easy; it wasn’t easy for me, too. All in the
collective were at some distance and rejected to cooperate. You have
to be persistent, diligent and responsible, to achieve the results with
children with whom you work. Then they will see you in different
light; then they will cooperate and recommend you to the parents from
a wider population, to work with their children. Don’t single out some
children and pay attention only to the Roma children; work with all
the children. Visit the families frequently; it is easier to help them. For
any longer absence from school inform the PP service. At the end, my
advice is to be always the man and to try to help each child because
each child is precious. Good luck!
In summary, the organizing principles in the letters to PAs yielded
several different combinations of values, in particular patterns of emphases of
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the values of roles, obstacles, and collaboration. These patterns offer insights
not only about the PA professional role but also about nuanced strategies for
enacting that role, and building up a code of professional practice. One could
consider these combinations of values, in part, as dilemmas of practitioners
of education reform: the need to collaborate with those who are putting
obstacles in one’s way yet doing so in a way that retains diverse personal
knowledge and commitments. Rather than only possibly a dilemma, such
a delicate balancing act could also be the expression of perspective-taking
that is crucial to all social change. The Roma PAs have, in fact, presented
such sensitivity to commitment and collaboration in the challenging work of
education reform. This professionalism will need to be truly acknowledged
by the school and the wider society.

CHAPTER SUMMARY
This chapter integrates policy processes from the perspectives of
professionals with much at stake for themselves, their communities, and the
broader society in need of integration. The participants in the workshop – 174
Roma Pedagogical Assistants – read, discussed, and wrote endings to the public
story in a workshop during their professional training. In a separate activity,
they generated messages to teachers working with Roma children. Analyses
of the public story discussions and original story endings by 24 groups of PAs
emphasized the need for public authorities to enforce social inclusion policy
in collaboration with a wide range of relevant stakeholders, including those
in Roma communities. The analysis of the messages to teachers prepared
by the same PAs highlights the strong request to stop discrimination and
remind teachers of their most important role of ensuring the wellbeing and
learning of all children. An additional analysis of letters to future PAs added a
description of what might seem like incommensurate values – a combination
of educator role-addressing obstacles-with collaborations.
It is not surprising that subjects of public policy would have commitment
and expertise to contribute to addressing challenges to improvements in
social and political life of diverse societies and in their education systems.
This analysis offers detailed evidence about how such a process can occur.
Even though Roma leaders had been somewhat involved in designing the
Serbian PA program, the letters, messages, and interactions around challenges
to their practice made explicit their evaluation of the reform from inside
practice. What we learn from the set of documents presented in this chapter
is that there is a lot more work to do, especially to change understandings
that lead to ongoing exclusion of Roma children and communities. That the
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purposeful discussions among the PAs, with documents discussed through
out this book, identified quite specific ongoing obstacles along with equally
specific strategies for collaboration in addressing such challenges shows that
the endeavor has made a difference already. This difference includes that
subjects of education reform are using their experience inside the reform to
share their knowledge and experiences with authority about what must be
done to achieve justice. Supportive spaces with specific effortful activities are
required to elicit this expertise in a public way.
Our conclusion from the analyses presented here is that the Roma PAs
have demonstrable experience and knowledge to inform policy and practice,
although reform practices do not draw on that expertise throughout the
reform process. Evidence of that experience comes explicitly from Roma
PA discussions for sharing their expertise with in-group argumentation and
development of their collective knowledge in the process of acknowledgment
and solidarity. In this sense, we also suggest that while the participants
were most likely becoming increasingly aware of what they already knew,
the potential for learning may actually, one day, occur in a policy-making
system that engages policy subjects in a substantive way. Critiquing a reform
from creative perspectives of re-writing news stories about failures, writing
messages to those in power positions, and writing advice letters to those
who could benefit from the power of knowledge of those who paved the way
before are not merely activities of one research project but practices that could
be used to ensure participation of the most central stakeholders in a reform.
In Chapters 5 and 6, we report on the PAs subsequent reflections of first
phases of research on the Roma PA program and related implications of the
study for research and practice of educational reform as an interactive process.
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Chapter Five
ROMA PEDAGOGICAL ASSISTANTS
REFLECT AS RESEARCHERS
The Roma PA research was participatory action research in several senses
over time. Rooted in educational practice, the Roma Dynamic Storytelling
Workshop was embedded in broader regional and national efforts to support
Roma participation in education. Moreover, the six workshops convened
across Serbia in Fall 2012 highlighted the experiences and knowledge of 174
Roma PAs engaged in the various collaborative and individual activities as an
innovative professional development program. In addition, emphasizing the
unique authoritative roles at the center of educational change, a workshop the
following summer directly involved the PAs to interpret preliminary findings
of the university research team and to offer suggestions for moving forward
with practice and policy. To reports of research findings in previous chapters
of this book, we add insights by the PAs as researchers.
Participatory action research attempts to overcome the separation
between research and practice, researchers and subjects, and general versus
specific knowledge. The overarching goal of participatory research projects
has been to highlight the voices of the central stakeholders in a research
inquiry. As we have explained throughout this book, the Roma PAs are the
central stakeholders in the Decade of Roma Inclusion Education Reform, so
our project foregrounds their perspectives alongside and above governmental,
non-governmental, and university researcher perspectives. In this way, the
research does not only focus on the vulnerability of this historically excluded
population but also the unique knowledge of the Roma PAs as evaluators of
the program in relation to a full range of stakeholders. As we have explained
and illustrated throughout this book, the Roma PA perspective shines a light
on the program, including on the documents of others in powerful positions,
such as those creating an international treaty and majority teachers. In this
chapter, the PAs reflect on analyses culled from those presented in previous
chapters and use those reflections to suggest ways forward for policy, practice,
and research.
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The Roma PA Researcher Workshop was a way this study responded
to a broader need to create niches whenever and wherever possible for the
full participation of Roma in research on education not only as students in
various phases of education. The PA research workshop was thus consistent
with the work of non-governmental organizations, such as the Roma
Education Fund and other agencies that have been major forces for Roma
participation in education. The Roma Education Fund has, for example,
developed the “Romaversitas” program to support Roma intellectual
leadership, as a “backbone of Europe’s Roma academic elite” (Roma
Education Fund, 2016), especially as participants in research on Roma
issues. Such activities have included affirmative action and scholarship
programs in higher (tertiary) education, empowerment workshops for
tertiary students, and internship placements. Within this broader goal for
Roma leadership in research, the Dynamic Storytelling Workshop offered
an innovative twist on the standard PA professional development. To the
emphasis on rules and regulations offered in the PA training, dynamic
storytelling involved a framework with structure, space, time, and specific
activities highlighting the voices of the Roma PAs, who, like other excluded
groups, rarely have the opportunity to express more than isolated personal
stories to be judged by others.
The Workshop created a setting for participation that qualifies as high
on any “participation ladder”, such as “interactive participation” leading to
“self-mobilization” (Cornwall, 2008) or “transformative participation” (White,
1996) with mutually empowering effects. The Research Workshop also
acknowledges the need for “ensuring the participation of Roma minorities
in the research and policymaking process…” and putting at the “forefront
and heart of any research or policy design transparent attempts to include a
variety of Roma voices in a variety of ways” (Tremlett & McGarry, 2013) that
are especially important to current Roma research.
As we have outlined in previous chapters, the Roma PA Dynamic
Storytelling Workshop involved a wide range of individual and collaborative
activities to express and reflect on the important experiences and knowledge
that only the PAs could have within their unique educational role. The
diverse PA narrating, letter writing, and other activities, moreover, reached
within and beyond the immediate professional development practice context
for meaning making and evaluation of relevant settings and endeavors,
including public schools, Roma communities, governmental and nongovernmental organizations (Roma and non-Roma), national legal policy
making, and the regional Roma inclusion treaty. The Roma PA Researcher
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Workshop, nine months after the first workshop was devoted to the PAs
interpreting the materials they had created in the previous workshops,
the findings of the university research team, and PA ideas for improving
education.
After the university researchers had done extensive analyses of the large
database of narratives, letters, discussion groups, and organization documents
created at the Dynamic Storytelling Workshop, the PA Researcher Workshop
provided summaries, illustrations, and examples of our preliminary findings
for PA interpretation and recommendation for future action. Funding
allowed for an all-day workshop with materials, coffee breaks, lunch, and
travel, if relevant, for 35 participants at a central location in the capital city of
Belgrade.
In the next sections, we present the Roma PA Researcher Workshop
design, summaries of the PA reflections on the university team findings,
and PA suggestions for practice and policy moving forward. Especially
exciting were suggestions to create a Roma PA-designed publication with
their selection of narratives and a discussion to establish an Association of
Roma PAs.

ROMA RESEARCHER WORKSHOP DESIGN
Because a goal of our research was collaborating with the Roma PAs to
integrate their perspectives into the general education project, an important
activity was for the PAs to participate in the research. Our team, whose
professional work is research analysis, prepared the foundation for involving
the PAs in the research process before it was presented to public forums.
The major goal of this Researcher Workshop was to provide a context for PA
insights about the documents and analyses to increase the validity of research
process, findings and implications.
The PA Researcher Workshop built upon and extended activities
presented in previous chapters of this book. The focus was to expand
PA participation in the research by presenting materials and findings
representative of the analyses the university research team had done on
over 6000 expressions gathered the previous fall. This research workshop
was an event where PAs had the opportunity to review, discuss, analyze
and interpret the narratives they had previously created, alongside policy
documents collected on Roma integration since 2012, and the university
research team’s summary of our analyses. Based on those activities, the
ultimate goal of the workshop was for the PAs to make suggestions for
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improving policy, training, and daily practice in the Pedagogical Assistant
project in the public education realm.
The Researcher Workshop involved 35 Roma PAs who participated in the
foundational “Dynamic Storytelling Workshops” across Serbia in November
and December 2012. The Roma PA Researcher Workshop was designed by
Colette Daiute, City University of New York and Tunde Kovács-Cerović,
University of Belgrade, who co-led the workshop with Angelina Skarep,
Ministry of Education, Science and Technological Development, Radmila
Gošović, MOST, Tijana Jokic, PhD student at University of Belgrade, and
organizational cooperation of Nikola Duvnjak, OSCE.
The schedule of this workshop elicited reflections on findings in three
ways. First, participants had the opportunity to review and comment on
a set of the products, including narratives and letters from the original
training workshops. This process was similar to the methods our university
research team had used previously (See Chapters 2, 3, and 4). This segment
of the workshop allowed participants to re-connect to their past experiences,
become attuned to the genres they used, and witness the breadth of meanings
generated through the narratives and letters.
The second part of the workshop invited an analytical assessment
of the peliminary findings to apply to the intricate knowledge, detailed,
hands-on experiences the PAs expressed in their narratives and other
expressions. The main results of the analysis of the university researchers,
presented with graphics and examples were handed over to the participants
for thorough inspection, comparison, and discussion, thereby creating an
opprtunity for participants to amend, refute, interpret, connect, and draw
implications.
The third part of this workshop invited participants to look to the future.
The workshop created a hopeful and trustful atmosphere for discussion
of possible future steps for enhancing the postion of the Roma PAs and
extending the integration of Roma in the education system and in wider
society. This future planning segment of the workshop agenda seemed to be
especially welcomed by the attending PAs who consolidated and enriched
their evolving plans to organize as professionals. Our participation in their
work toward that end also allowed us, the university researchers, to leap
into the area of civic activism, an area that is (unfortunately) sometimes
considered off-limits by design or occasion to researchers.
The schedule of the program is presented in Table 5.1
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Table 5.1. Schedule of the Roma PA Researcher
Workshop Program
10:30 -10:45:
10:45- 12:00:

Arrival and Coffee
Welcome, Introduction to the Workshop, and First Reflection
1. Goal for ROMA PA Reflection and Implications of Analyses to date
Review of «Dynamic Storytelling Workshop» Activities, Materials, and
Examples
2. Story packet reflections – Each participant writes interpretations to
three representative groups of narratives (journal to becoming a PA, story
of a Roma child) and letters (to future PAs). The story packet reflection
activity was guided by instructions including: a) read the story/letter
several times, b) underline the part that is most imporant; c) write that is
the most important for you; d) explain if something is surprising in the
story and why and explain if there is anything in the story that causes a
specific personal feeling or thought; e) address the question «How would
you title the story?» After writing, the five to seven participants at each
table discussed their reflections, to be shared eventually as a summary to
the larger group.
12:00 – 12:45 Our story: Description of processing the story and revealing the main
findings
12:45
Lunch
13:30 – 15:30: Group analysis, interpretation and amendment of the findings:
Presentation and explanation of
findings on Obstacles (Graph 1. below )
findings on Collaboration (Graph 2. below )
findings on Roles & Responsibilities (Graph 3. below )
findings on all organizing principles jointly (Graph 4. below )
Activities with these research findings involved reflecting on the findings
guided by the questions below, summarizing the group’s main findings,
and, when finished, sharing those findings with the larger assembly.
What do you notice?
What seems to be obvious?
What surprises you?
What is missing?
What do you think about why the picture turned out like this?
What seems wrong to you?
What recommendations can be drawn from these data in terms of
further training? In terms of policy?
15:30-15:45
Coffee Break
15:45 – 17:15 What next? Talk about the possible uses of the collected stories in the
future and discussion about further cooperation.
17:15 – 17:30 Final words
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ROMA PAs REFLECT AS RESEARCHERS
The Researcher Workshop activities provided a bridge between PAs’
everyday practices, the extensive work they had done in the document
generating workshops the previous fall, and the reflection on both in a
retreat-like setting devoted ultimately to their evaluation of the PA program.
Although not a traditional evaluation, this forum of participant research is
innovative, as it was based on extensive use of oral, written, individual and
collaborative documents to express professional experiences and knowledge.
Examples of those documents were available in detailed and summarized
formats for these central stakeholders’ reflection and interpretation.
Several members of the research team were also available to address any
questions or comments about just how representative the examples were
and to address any other questions or comments. We present results of the
Roma PA Researcher Workshop as the mediation of policy, practice, and
research. This generation of narrative and other discourses linking policy
and practice in several phases of action research involves “dominant social
forces to modify existing institutional discursive practices as one dimension
of the engineering of social and cultural change” (Fairclough, 1995, p. 91).
Scholars have examined this process of social control in public statements,
like policies and popular media, but also in explanations of institutional
decisions, such as whether and how to raise taxes for which purposes and
so on. This workshop put the presentation of documents for social change
on the table for evaluation by those who are typically the subjects of such
policy and research statements. While the use of language for social control
may not be on the mind of every leader, manager, educator, or bureaucrat,
institutional actors typically have time and resources to devote to creating
documentation, which then becomes the instrument of their values and
goals. The Roma PA Researcher Workshop provided the time, space, and
materials for reflecting on their group’s diverse experiences and knowledge,
which is rarely an opportunity. Because influential Roma leaders, policy
organizations, and majority educators were actual and imagined audiences
of reports from the work, including as presented in this chapter, the research
workshop findings extend beyond this setting.
Every speaker of a language uses discourses – narratives, letters, and
confessions – to do things in society and for self-development. Based on their
having created such documents in the Dynamic Storytelling Workshops, the
PA Researcher Workshop involved participants in mediating those previous
mediations – representative narratives and letters – not only to appreciate
writings and conversations by their peers and themselves – but also to act
as experts on interpreting and drawing implications of those writings.
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Interpreting groups of narratives and letters, like those each had written,
involved stepping back and using experience – transforming these different
expressive genres into potential tools for considering social inclusion
programs critically and creatively. With authority to generate observations
about narratives, letters, and research analyses of those documents, the Roma
PAs had data with which to evaluate what was working in education, what
was not, what could be done better, and, most importantly, how to define and
enhance the practice and policy of social integration programs in education.
Given the intense creative engagement of the PAs across the six workshops
that had generated the documents discussed in previous chapters of this book
and the rigorous analyses of those documents by the university research
team, the investment in a collaborative research workshop was an exciting
prospect. If the university team could organize materials and a process well,
the PA opportunity to engage with this rich and valuable material would be
an informative innovation. Roma PA commentaries on the most important
points in the representative narratives and letters compiled for the Research
Workshop would raise discourse that was already important as a trove of PA
knowledge and experience to a potential technology of social change. With
the PA reflections on their original materials and analyses of those materials,
the process was set for their use toward social change. In addition to creating
packets of PA created narratives and letters, we presented several bar graphs
with some highlighted results to provide one other kind of meditational tool
and a general discussion guide to be followed or not as the day progressed.
With materials in hand and time to engage with them, guiding questions
asked the participants to comment on what was obvious in the summaries
and examples, what was surprising, what suggested a need for improvement
in the practice or policy, and what suggestions they had for moving forward.
With the distance of nine months and mediation of analyses and
collected examples, the PAs reflected collectively on the political, cognitive,
and emotional details of their earlier writings. Now, we report on some of
those valuable Roma PA interpretations.

FOCAL NARRATIVES FOR INDIVIDUAL REFLECTIONS
AND GROUP DISCUSSION
In this section, we highlight examples that anchored the reflection
process in the PA Researcher Workshop. To honor the interpretive authority
of the PAs in that process, we did not conduct additional analyses of these
reflections. Each PA had a printed packet of these examples, with guiding
questions and space for writing reflections on each sheet of paper with
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an example. After ample time for reading and writing notes, the groups
progressed to present and compare their reflections.

Example of a Narrative of a Journey to Becoming a PA
When I was in the secondary school I thought about what shall I
become. My neighbour, then the principal of a primary school, came
to my place for a coffee and started to persuade me to go to V… and
register in the school for pedagogy, that I am a smart man, that if I
get employed I will have three months of the summer vacation, and a
winter break…
So, I went to V.., registered for this high school for pedagogy, which I
finished as well as the pedagogy academy, and was accredited as the
teacher for the class instruction.
That was my schooling for work in education, and I am grateful to my
neighbour.
The PAs offered a range of observations of what they thought was most
important about this narrative. Those observations include the following
statments: “Like most PAs”; “Importance of professional orientation to school –
education”; “Because of the importance of education for the Roma community”;
“This selection describes the life-time commitment interest of a person who
writes the story”.
One participant offered his reflection as a narrative:
It is very important guiding the child towards further education. Most
parents (Roma) know or do not know (there are also a lack of interest
of parents) for their child’s education. In this story we see that someone
(neighbor - director) direct towards a high school, which is known to
offer a perspective as a teacher.
I am glad that a high school student (at the time) was thinking that
way and he finished higher educational college.
In response to the questions asking if something in the narrative was
surprising and why, and to explain if anything in the story caused a specific
personal feeling or thought, responses included the following: “giving
compliments”; “I do not like persuasion”; “You need to use compliments, but
also point to the good qualities and the bad”; Positive perspective on education
and youth”; “A similar view of the importance of education”; “No feelings
Feelings are very positive”; “The story is light, there is no obstacle”; “I
would think most of us have such a life story”.
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In response to the question, “How would you title the story?”, here are
several suggestions:
“My Way!”
“How I became a teacher “
“Class teacher”

Example of a Story of a Roma Child in Education
A student from the 7th grade stopped attending the classes without
notifyng the class teacher or the professional service. As the PA, I visited
the family and learned what the reason for her absences was. She was
engaged, and her future husband did not allow her to go to school,
and her parents agreed with him. “Better to get married young than
to make a mistake, when nobody would want her.” I visited the family
several times with the aim to persuade them about the importance of
education, but they always confronted us with the opposite opinion.
However, I did not want to give up. I changed my strategy and in
time befriended with the parents and the girl. Talking with them I
acknowledged the girl’s deeply hidden potentials for further education.
After a while, the parents cancelled the marriage arrangements.
Although the girl did not say anything, I have noticed that she became
more joyful and more communicative. All the time I was telling her
how important the education is, and I succeeded to return her back to
school. She is now in the 8th grade. She and her parents have realized
how important the education is for the development of a young girl,
which most of the Roma people still do not understand.
Reflections on this story of a Roma child sounded a consistent chorus
among PAs. We are listing a couple of these, all pointing to the shared
experiences of PAs with similar situations as described by the narrator, author
of the story at display, and tapping into the most complex and sensitive layers
of the PA role.
Reflections by one participant.
1 Breaking the traditional prejudices and bad ideas.
2 Successful job done
3 Breaking the misconceptions, and the importance of education
Reflection by another participant:
1 You should never let a child stay on that track, even if you are the
first to make it impossible.
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Reflection by another participant:
1 One story has a happy ending. It would be nice to have more stories
like this.
2 Thank God that the education of Roma is now taken seriously.
Reflection by another participant:
1 Persistent PA to motivate parents to break the girl’s engagement.
2 Recognizing the potential of girls to continue schooling
3 School has organized with the help of PA the grade exam (to provide
the opportunity for the girl to finish 7th grade)
These reflections echo some of the dilemmas facing the Roma PAs, who,
in their role, are positioned between numerous stakeholders and confronted
with the barriers to education of Roma children that they try to dissolve.
These reflections thus ignite an issue that has yet to surface explicitly in
education discourse. Someone observed that this would be a good excerpt
Roma PAs could use to discuss together and with families about how to deal
with central dilemmas of being agents of socio-cultural change.

GROUP ANALYSIS OF THE FINDINGS
As a focal point for PA reflection, the university research team presented
visual summaries of major findings of our analysis of organizing principles.
Alongside the example narratives, these graphs become focal points for
considering patterns across individual PA expressions. These graphics were,
thus, also effective tools for PA discussion about what seemed obvious to
them, surprising, indicative of a need for change, and suggestions for future
educational practice and policy.
When observing how relatively low in frequency the obstacle of poverty
and lack of resources appeared in the graphs of organizing principles of
the letters to future PAs, several groups of the participating PA researchers
reported surprise that poverty did not come across more prominently.
Certainly, Roma adults know the impoverished living conditions of Roma
communities, if not from their own personal experience then certainly from
having visited children and families in their jobs as PAs. Nevertheless, these
researchers used the graphs and examples as tools to reflect on their own
objectives when writing the letters. For example, someone considered that
they may have underplayed obstacles in hopes of not discouraging future PAs.
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The emphasis on PA roles and ways of dealing with obstacles that they had
crafted in their practice emerged in the Researcher Workshop discussions not
as a denial of obstacles but as respectful suggestions for overcoming the lack
of resources that keeps many Roma children out of school.
After writing, the participants at each table discussed their reflections,
to be shared eventually as a summary to the larger group. The summaries
were written on flip charts, large sheets of paper mounted on a stand for
display. Unfortunately, the research funding did not allow for recording and
transcribing all of the group discussions, but translations of summary sheets
from three groups are indicative of conversations across the room. Brief
summaries of those discussion summaries follow.

“ROMA THROUGH ROMA’S EYES”
“Roma Through Roma’s Eyes” is a quote from a summary by one of the
assembled groups of PAs after discussing the research materials and their
interpretations for moving forward. Consistent with the genre of “flip chart”,
participants noted points from their discussions, which they also clarified or
elaborated on when presenting to the larger assembled group.
The following 4 figures were in the packets of materials and examples of
representative narratives and letters available to each group for discussion.
Figure 5.1. Frequency of Codes
about Obstacles across Genres
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Figure 5.2. Frequency of Codes about
Collaboration across Genres

Figure 5.3. Frequency of Codes about Tole Enactment across Genres
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Figure 5.4. Frequency of Codes about
Main Organizing Principles across Genres

Group 1 focused their reflection on analyzing the 4 figures in detail,
especially the figure of Obstacles. They identified areas of obstacles that are
according to their knowledge of Roma life underrepresented in the analysis (such
as poverty/misery), and discussed whether to add a subcategory of discrimination,
harassment, and abuse within the Roma community. Furthermore, as they
reflected on how at the time of the first workshop they “did not get to the bottom
of the problem”, they started developing ideas for solutions invoking local and
national government. Here is the product of their work:
Destiny/misery are very low on the graph (on all three levels)
Discrimination/harassment on high levels
Discrimination within Roma community and harassment/abuse
(missing from the scale)
The assistants didn’t write about poverty (PA letter)
Due to limited time we didn’t get to the bottom of the problem
Destiny/ misery
Training on domestic violence and forms of discrimination, and ways
of reporting it.
[in]adequate allocation of the local government budget for schools
[cut out] in collaboration with the department [Ministry] of Youth
and Sport
…conditioned on political affiliation
Children cannot get educated if they are unclothed, barefoot, and hungry.
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SOLUTION
Group 2 focused on the figure of Obstacles as well, identifying patterns
of co-occurrence or difference, similar to the logic of analysis specified by
our activity-meaning system design (described in Chapter 2). This group
also pinpointed discrimination as a major overarching obstacle but identified
further obstacles that were not fully conveyed through the analyzed narratives.
The PAs involved in the research workshop felt it was important to stress
obstacles, as well as to acknowledge where they had included them in their
previous writings and conversations, as indicated in the analyses. They also
gave two suggestions, regarding further training and institutional support.

Obstacles
“My (path)way” and PA letter overlaps in three different aspects.
It’s evident that the biggest obstacles in the story about a child are
discrimination, abuse, and poverty.
Discrimination and abuse are related to destiny - misfortune is the
bigger obstacle
There are greater physical and psychological obstacles that were not
emphasized in the PA letter.
Another PA wrote:
The PA didn’t mention in the letter a real portrayal (what PAs should
expect in the future); they only mentioned the role.
Regarding further training, more emphasis should be put on poverty,
discrimination, physical and psychological obstacles.
Adequate support by the external institutions. NEVER GIVE UP,
KEEP GOING
Group 3 created a clear summary of the most important points that
emerged from their perspective during the day-long workshop, including
critical reflections on the material analyzed (such as “we are repeating
ourselves”). They moved to suggesting practical recommendations for future
action that could enhance their work as PAs – trainings, manuals, defining
the status of PAs. The flip chart poster of this group included the following:
The biggest obstacle – discrimination
Obvious – poverty most prominent in the story about a child – it goes
without saying
[the fact that] PAs didn’t emphasize poverty in their letters
PA letters miss to address physical and psychological obstacles
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– Tradition and culture
Each PA has their own story
– We are repeating ourselves
– Retelling individual stories
Future seminars/trainings with concrete examples from the field/work
(physical and psychological obstacles)
PA status – define it clearly with the law
Manuals for schools
Better collaboration between schools, local government and the
Ministry of Education

WAY FORWARD
As a final activity in the Workshop, the PAs offered suggestions about next
steps – building on their reflections and insights gained during this research
workshop, their experience from the Dynamic Storytelling Workshop, the
everyday experiences PAs scattered in schools throughout Serbia have, and
their deep understanding of the situation of Roma in the communities they
are working with.
They first brainstormed and created a list of possible topics, which some
groups elaborated.
Suggested topics were the following:
1. Implictions for new training: Who all? What?
2. Use of the story-telling approach for future training
Implications for future Policy:
3. Publish selected stories / letters in book form through association PA?
Group to discuss a ROMA PA authored publication of narratives and
letters from the «Dynamic Storytelling Workshop».
4. Create the voice of Roma PA support for a new Decade 2015/2025?
What else?
Group 1 explored the possible benefits of replicating the Dynamic
Storytelling Workshop with all teachers as part of teachers’ professional
development. The training scenario sketch below gives a glimpse into
the complex architecture of building bridges between teachers and PAs,
and between Roma and non-Roma, as they said, “finding similarities
in differences”. The proposed training schedule, an in situ constructed
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intercultural education setting, involves both PAs and teachers in creating
and discussing narratives, and comparing them to each other, to the reality
of the teaching situation, and mutually interpreting them. It builds on the
PAs’ understanding of the narrative genres as universal tools for meaningmaking and clearly conveys the importance of inter-group reciprocity as
a basis for understanding and equity. Particularly striking is the way the
authors of this draft training program succinctly identify the purposefulness
of each of the three genres that will be included as building blocks of the
future training program. The PAs’ professional development design including
the different narrative genres to express different aspects of the complexities
of their jobs, and the Roma population they represent, work with, and work
for is indirect yet strong validation of our practice-based research design
and findings based on the detailed analysis of the thousands of text-units.
This professional development design by the PAs’ indicates their profound
understanding of diverse purposes of using the different genres, thereby
illustrating the transformative participation igniting empowerment in
research (White, 1996). The new positioning of PAs as researchers seems to
have been an essentially empowering event that involved speedy assimilation
of the research findings just presented and their creative and critical use.
This outline of the group’s proposed training is translated from the flip
chart they created based on their discussion and presented to the full group
of participants.
Workshop for Teachers (a universal one for all schools in Serbia that have PAs)
“Roma Through Roma’s Eyes”
Goal: Finding similarities in differences
Activities:
– Discussion of Roma (how much they know about Roma)
• Through the story “My (path)way” we demonstrate the motivation in the work of PAs
• Analysis by teachers and finding similarities (“My (path)way” story)
• Through the “Story about a child” we demonstrate: problems, culture and
tradition, SES of families (its gravity)
• Analysis by teachers and finding similarities
– Teachers write letters to their future/prospective colleagues
• Through the PA letter we demonstrate:
• Beauty and difficulty related to our job (positive and negative aspects)
• Success in work
• Empowerment of children
• Analysis – finding similarities
– Analyzing messages of PA to teachers
• Message writing teachers to PAs
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Group 2 selected to prepare a book of Roma PA narratives. The PAs were
understandably intrigued reading and discussing narratives and letters about
their practice. Given the distance of almost a year, the Research Workshop
participants were, in particular, intrigued at the validity, intensity, and interest
of these stories. Of course, they were among the authors of the documents
that intrigued them, yet in much research including with Roma and other
marginalized groups, their own expressions are not typically including in
ongoing practice or research under their own control. With discussions
of these stories as theirs, the PAs proposed the idea of compiling a book,
with their selected examples and comments. The idea was not of creating
yet another research report, quite the contrary, to make a publication that
speaks for itself to the wider public by the power of the selected stories. The
group addressing this topic used the remaining workshop time to define the
purpose, plan, and needed support for creating such a book of their works
from the Dynamic Storytelling Workshop. After some discussion, the PAs
and professional development team leading the Workshop decided to form
a committee which would be entrusted to make the selection of narratives
and letter to be included in the PA publication. The book is now published,
with 74 narratives and letters and an introduction by the lead university
researchers (http://www.apas.org.rs/publikacije).
Group 3 picked up and elaborated a previous discussion about establishing
an association of Pedagogical Assistants. The idea of establishing an association
had been aired during the trainings that were held during Autumn 2012,
possibly, but not primarily as a result of the Dynamic Storytelling Workshop.
The time spent together, experiences shared, and plans collaboratively made
created a conducive networking environment. The actual discussion on the
establishment of the association during the PA Research Workshop was not
recorded, but the discussion directly or indirectly contributed to the outcome.
Association of Pedagogical Assistants of Serbia / APAS (http://www.apas.
org.rs) as a professional association of PAs was established end of 2014. By
the end of 2016 it had 159 members from across Serbia. APAS covers a range
of ambitious aims from providing professional development to its members,
advocacy for change of local education policies, protection of the rights of
APAS members working on providing pedagogical assistance throughout
Serbia, contributing to the advancement of the education attainment of Roma
providing support for young Roma, and the implementation of affirmative
action policies. Through its work and sustained focus, APAS has also become
a resource organization that can be consulted on important matters of social
integration and is involved in several international projects.
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The purpose of validating the research with reflections of the central
stakeholders in the education reform was, as we illustrate in part with a few
examples, fulfilled.

CHAPTER SUMMARY
The 35 Roma PAs involved in the Dynamic Storytelling Researcher
Workshop assumed authoritative stances toward researcher activities,
including reading, discussing, and interpreting representative narratives,
visual summaries of analyses, and ideas responding to questions about future
implications of the research. The PAs read representative narratives critically,
focused together on the findings presented starkly in visual graphs, and spoke
from perspectives of knowledge, commitment, and hope with these numerous
documents by themselves and their peers. Moreover, these participants
appropriated the theoretical foundations of the original workshop by the
early afternoon of the workshop, much more quickly and creatively than
most groups. Applications of creating, reflecting on, and transforming diverse
genres – like the letters and autobiographical and fictional narratives – as
means to engage complex knowledge and as the basis for future professional
development – indicated the transportability of the approach.
Notable was the span of PA wondering from a focus on obstacles Roma
face, as expressed in their and their peers’ narratives/letters to firm resolve
they also expressed in facing obstacles collaboratively within and beyond
their communities. Their elaboration of the findings presented and offered
for re-analysis provided a confident validation of the way the university
researchers made sense of the findings, but in many respects, the PA inquiry
also broadened its scope, especially concerning the range of identified
obstacles. More importantly, the PAs participating in the Research Workshop
were also eager to use the occasion of the meeting and leap into the future
and create plans of meaningful actions enhancing future policy and practice.
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Figure 5.5. Example of Flip Chart Notes by Participants in the Roma PA
Researcher Workshop
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Chapter Six
LEARNING FROM ROMA PEDAGOGICAL
ASSISTANTS FOR THE FUTURE OF EDUCATION
The research team learned so much from the extensive generosity and
thoughtfulness of the Roma PAs’ writings and discussions and from all
the accompanying institutional documents. We worked hard to report on
highlights of the analyses in succinct ways and hope our readers have gained
many insights about the possibility of creating safe spaces for narrating
experiences of social change in education. Also encouraging is that the PAs
created their own collection of favorite writings from the Dynamic Storytelling
Workshop (www.apas.org.rs). Implications for future policy, research, and
practice are evident in the summary and examples of analyses of previous
chapters. This chapter shifts from the objective stance of reporting to a more
directive voice. Based on what we learned especially from the Roma PAs, we
distill some recommendations, in particular, how to use narrative and other
genres to concentrate the knowledge of central stakeholders in an education
reform.
In Chapter 1, we started with a story by a PA that captured many of the
problems facing the Roma in Europe, as well as in Serbia. After the extensive
analysis of all narratives, letters, messages, and discussions presented in this
book, we turn back to this story to see how it is also an excellent organizer of
possible recommendations and future action.
I had an active role during the shooting of a story for TV about Roma
children in the primary school, where I was present as a member
of the TV team. During our conversation with children, the teacher
commented that they are usually dirty, poorly dressed and that they
mostly come to school just because of the food served during the break.
She told us that genetically they are not fit for education. I personally
felt deeply humiliated. A colleague who was with me was embarrassed,
but the teacher was relaxed. I sa[i]d that I am an ethnic Roma, but
educated, and that I work for a well know media. She was first surprised
and when she realized what I said, she turned around and left.
The Roma PA who wrote this narrative expressed in several descriptive
sentences the challenges to movements for social justice. Persistent bias may
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not be a surprise, even when occurring inside integration projects. However,
the reflective time to create such a story, share it, and organize around it is
still on the forefront of education practice. Just a few of the dilemmas revealed
in this short narrative include the dilemma of ongoing stereotyping in spite of
increasing participation of Roma peoples in professional roles, the dilemma
of a person hearing humiliating discriminatory remarks calmly speaking
truth to the power of a majority teacher, and the dilemma of a teacher’s
biased rhetoric being confronted with counter-evidence. The man who wrote
that story had already overcome great barriers to be working as a professional
in television and becoming a PA, in spite of the insult he reported in such
a calm way or perhaps because of it. To the foundational work of the PA
program described in Chapter 1 and findings that the values organizing
this narrative are echoed strongly across many other narratives and letters
described in Chapter 3, we add in this chapter, the importance of ongoing
development of the project with sharing, discussing and mobilizing of the
knowledge of the central stakeholders – the PAs. In addition, as indicated
in the diverse values expressed across the many documents discussed in this
study, this narrative speaks authoritatively to stereotyping, one among many
ongoing challenges to educational justice for Roma people. The challenges
are expressed in poignant details in the PA messages to all teachers, letters
to future PAs, in the news event of a protest against Roma children entering
school, and elsewhere in the documents in our database. The narrative above,
like myriad others, takes steps toward what needs to be done, beginning with
equal participation, collaboration, authoritative expressions, and solidarity.
This chapter summarizes directions from the source, especially the 174 Roma
PAs at the center of the education reform, as well as from the policy makers,
government officials, and NGOs involved.
In this chapter, we present implications for policy, practice, and research
of the relatively large scale study described in the previous chapters. The
narratives, letters, messages, discussions created and examined in the study
have revealed and set into motion directions for novel approaches and good
outcomes. These implications and recommendations are grounded in what
the PAs said, described, hinted to, imagined aloud, and recommended.
The unique, knowledgeable insights and recommendations come from
the center of the integration experience, stories like the one uniting our
first chapter and this last one, along with the hundreds of other stories,
discussions, and messages. Because our practical research design included
those PA perspectives next to policy statements, public media reports,
and mission statements by advocacy organizations, the shared and unique
wisdoms of the diverse stakeholders across the Decade of Roma Integration
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offer implications, some coming only from the PAs. It is those unique
recommendations from the center, emerging against a background of
knowledge by the elites. How better might an education reform emerge
than from the experience of the PAs, who grew up Roma, work with
Roma and other children, collaborate with all teachers, education leaders,
Roma parents, and leaders? The findings from the analysis and examples
of Roma PA narratives, letters, and discussions offer invaluable insights to
teacher preparation institutions, policy makers, and the Roma community.
The authority of this knowledge and experience from among the Roma
community itself echoes policies and training designed by elites but also in
some ways a higher authority, as is uniquely available in practice. Moreover,
the recommendations we offer come from the methodology involving the
PAs in the extensive discursive activities where they had time to reflect,
discuss, and develop their knowledge in concrete ways – in writing and in
conversation.
The chapter is organized in several sections. First, we distill out from the
narratives and other genres used by the PAs a rich set of recommendations
about ways of assisting Roma children to become educated and to attain
orientations and strategies, as well as skills, necessary for achieving satisfying
professional lives. The recommendations involve actions by teachers,
schools, families, peers, and the PA. We then move to the recommendations
related to respecting the local community, be it NGOs, parents or other
significant players, who can establish systemic ground for enhanced
Roma participation in education and can help solve the myriad problems
Roma face. The second section assumes a meta-position and looks at the
PA as agent of change and the many ways the PA role could and should
be supported, respected, and cherished. Then we circle back to a section
focused on the reality of making school, local, national, and international
policies as these emerged in the findings and recommendations inspired by
the Roma interlocutors currently involved in a traditional education space.
Finally, we explain that the findings of this study are inextricably linked
to the practical research design of Dynamic Storytelling, which considers
the subjects of policies, in this case the Roma PAs, on par with policy
makers and other elites and emphasizes storytelling methods as media
of social change. The PAs brilliantly engaged all the dynamic storytelling
activities, thereby using their skills of language, thought, and solidarity to
show how their own and other groups benefit from having the time, space,
and structure for expressing what they know, developing it, and turning it
outward for their own direction of the future of education. The last section
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extends this theory of method for implications from the PA project to a
wider context of growing inequalities with other vulnerable groups in the
current global situation.
We present implications from this work with the Roma PAs to complement
the broader work of international and national policymakers, practitioners,
and researchers in public and private organizations that commented on Roma
integration policies during the Decade of Roma Integration. Some of those
commentaries are included in Chapter 1 of this book, where we set the scene
for our study. In addition, since 2015, the formal end of the original Decade
of Roma Integration, institutions have been set up to continue efforts to build
on successes of previous policies and practices to address ongoing issues.
Some of these institutions include the Decade secretariat for the Western
Balkan countries under the auspices of The Regional Cooperation Council,
previously developed national and institutional strategies (such as for Serbia),
and the large scale comparative monitoring by the EU Roma strategy. These
and other efforts are generating, monitoring, and reporting education
indicators sensitive to inclusion of the Roma and other vulnerable groups.
International organizations and bilateral donors far wider than the ones
that ignited the Decade have committed to projects and policies supporting
integration of Roma in education. These include but are not limited to
UNICEF, OSCE, and the Swiss Development Cooperation. The Open Society
Foundations and the World Bank, who were involved in the seminal stages
and preparation of the Decade of Roma Integration, continue to be devoted
to addressing Roma issues, including education. European network projects
funded through science or education programs of the European Commission,
involving academia, research institutes, schools, governments, and civil
society, have explored best practices forv in challenging new areas such as
early education or second chance measures. In some countries government
policies have also started to focus on areas with multiple systemic barriers,
such as anti-segregation measures (Kovacs Cerovic & Orlandic-Luksic,
2016). Simultaneously during the time of Decade aftermath, political changes
in many countries are creating additional challenges to education and
integration of vulnerable groups. Some policies deemed costly are at risk of
closing down. We acknowledge these broader efforts, while asserting that they
too can benefit from future directions indicated by the Roma PA dynamic
storytelling presented here. Resources for the role of cultural bridges, like the
Roma PAs. In summary, the power of the practice-based research presented
in this book is the human expression and reflection that requires a new point
of view about the importance of professional storytelling.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR SCHOOLS, FAMILY
AND TEACHING
Education is not the only organizing principle or even the dominant
one emerging from across the PA expressions, but, as analyzed in Chapter
3, the context of the enterprise is education and thereby assumed. Education
had various incarnations through the different genres. The value of learning
and teaching processes most often guides the Roma PAs’ personal journey
narratives describing how one’s own engagement in learning and teaching
Roma children played a life changing role. Remarkable also are the accounts
of personal successes in education at the endings of many narratives
observing a Roma child in education. Many story endings, analyzed as
organizing principles Solutions or Outcomes, refer to education and convey
that education success is an ultimate goal and satisfaction. For example,
across stories of a Roma child, we find endings such as “Finally she found
her refuge and is now with her family as a graduated university student, and
employed” or “The child is now at school, adapted well and is one of the
best students in his class.” “After few days the girl went abroad, enrolled as a
student and was happy”; “The boy passed the exam, got the scholarship and
graduated the university”; “At the end of the 8th grade he was the first in his
generation”; or “The best event for me was when one student who lived in
a Roma settlement (in so called containers), in terrible conditions, learned
to read and write”; and “The principal of the primary school has invited the
girl’s parents and me and shared with us the information that the girl has
been registered in the medical school”; and so on. In the Letters to future
PAs’ we find education as the major arena of action – the context where PAs
work and try to change. Education is also a niche where the personal success
of PAs can be demonstrated as they manage the classroom and community
situations so that children can succeed in education. The PAs’ excursions
in the families and communities are also organized around making the
education of the child possible, supported, and successful. And, as in the
narrative cited at the beginning of the chapter, education has a remarkable
spillover effect in counteracting stereotypes and biases in elegant and selfexplanatory ways.
While educational context and goals emerged as values in the narratives
and letters, principles of teaching and learning were prominent in the groupwork genres: the Messages to teachers and the Public Story discussions and
endings. As described in Chapter 4, the messages to teachers emphasized
a wide array of suggestions to teachers on how to teach according to a
contemporary non-discriminatory and inter-culturally sensitive pedagogy.
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In contrast, the discussions and endings of public stories emphasized the
politically charged nature of education and the political responsibility of
officials to ensure educational justice.
Education, neither teaching nor learning, was not, in any way, depicted as
an unimportant or dispensable commodity. Education was also not portrayed
as boring, strenuous, mechanistic, repetitive, or coercive. Numerous details
of the narratives revealed the joy of education and teaching, the pride and
satisfaction in succeeding to foster a child’s learning accomplishment, the
lifesaving impact of education, and the struggle to ensure the support needed.
Given the history of exclusion from majority institutions, the relatively low
educational attainment of the Roma community, at least as reported in
official statistics, is not surprising. Most of the persons appearing in the PAs’
stories are not surrounded by highly educated families, hence the accounts of
detailed learning and teaching experiences are spontaneous, enthusiastic, and
valued for their successes, providing a refreshingly novel perspective on the
meaning of education. These accounts are also powerful in counterbalancing
and, moreover, dismantling widely spread stereotypes about “Roma not being
interested in education”. Such stereotypes linger in lay conversation and even
in school discourse (Flecha & Soler, 2013; Messing, 2008) even though from
the beginning of the Decade, Roma stakeholders took numerous actions to
make sure that education was a priority on the political agenda. These actions
included the establishment and support of the Roma Education Fund and
numerous national and international strategies, such as the EU Framework for
National Roma Integration Strategies by 2020 (European Council, 2011) and
the Strategy for Social Integration of Roma Men and Women in Serbia, 2016
(Government of Serbia, 2016). The commitment to education as expressed in
different ways across each and every of the hundreds of PA documents in this
study is an effective integration strategy.
What are the implications about education for schools, family, and
teaching as promoted in the Roma PA stories, letters, messages, and
discussions? First, the discrimination that Roma witness in schools has to be
stopped and dismantled. While discrimination has many layers of appearance
in the public sphere (e.g. Kovacs Cerovic, 2013), research suggests that schools
can readily become a breeding grounds for overt or covert discriminatory
practices that are often unnoticed by the wider community (Farkas, 2014;
Kyuchukov, 2000; Kovacs Cerovic et al., 2013). The PAs’ emphasis on
acknowledging and addressing obstacles to education and Roma life more
broadly not only validates other research findings, their various expressions
also offer vivid accounts of the experienced reality of discrimination of the
Roma child, the Roma parent, and the Roma PA. While developing effective
antidiscrimination strategies in schools was and still is a major area for
improvement in the Decade, studies suggest that the effects are meager, and
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more should be done (e.g. Brown et al. 2015, Bojadjijeva, 2015). Practice
shows that even the development of appropriate policy documents can take
years – as was the case with a sublegal act in Serbia on the identification and
prevention of discrimination in schools. Its development started in 2010, and
it was finally endorsed in 2016. The research presented in this book, and the
voices of Roma PAs throughout add emphasis to these endeavors and offer
new strategies to combat discrimination going far beyond typical anti-bias
trainings for teachers. Such new strategies include expanded involvement of
PAs in schools as catalysts for non-discriminatory treatment of Roma children
and parents, the reciprocal training of teachers and PAs as presented in
Chapter 5, involvement of all stakeholders as advocated in discussions of the
Public Story, first-hand stories of Roma PAs about Roma children in schools,
as the APAS recently did (Skarep, Memetović, Dimović, Jovanović, Jovanović,
Janković & Cvetković, 2016), and, last but not least, active participation in
counteracting discrimination as the Roma member of the TV team did in
narrative at the beginning of this chapter. While official policy-making can
take years, it should not go unnoticed that these recommendations are derived
from texts the PAs created, discussed, and then acted on in only a few days.
Second, the PA writings and discussions were not in any way
characterized as complaint pieces. The PAs speak and write clearly of the need
for collaboration between Roma and non-Roma and between educators and
families to solve problems such as poverty and tensions around education
in Roma families. Analyses of the stories indicate that collaboration is a
major value, expressed in concrete ways almost as a plea for joint action, and
multi-party involvement in and around the school. The various documents
also scintillate with creativity depicting contextual, sensitive, and effective
solutions to each and barrier in Roma children’s lives. Stories reveal how PAs
commit, sustain and recommit in engaging all, both school and family to
prevent students from droping out. Those stories are exemplary screenplays
for school level interventions for the benefit of marginalized children at risk
for dropping out. Their strength additionally emanates from the fact that
these were not negotiated implementation policies but were constructed
on the spot, building on personal resourcefulness of the protagonists, their
determination to help, and their intricate understanding of the deep structure
of the underlying problems facing the Roma child and family. In their
own words, the PAs employed storytelling powerfully thereby illustrating
infrastructure to overarch missing system links between education, social
assistance and health typical in Serbia (Kovacs Cerovic, et al, 2013). An
important part of this understanding is also the understanding of the Roma
traditional family, the way that it changes and the way this change can be
fostered and steered – with lots of respect especially towards the head of
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family, through several cooperative steps involving several family members if
needed, positive framing and highlighting benefits of education for the child
and the community.
Third, as already mentioned and elaborated in detail in the letters to
a future PA, PAs find teaching an enjoyable and reinforcing activity. More
importantly, they invite teachers through their joint group messages to
rediscover this joy and to create for the students a learning environment that
radiates positive emotions, fosters tolerance and understanding, and promotes
active engagement. This invitation becomes an imperative for good teaching
that requires high teacher competencies, modern teaching methodology,
intercultural sensitivity, and teacher self-efficacy. It is striking how the PA
narratives, letters and other genres valuing quality teaching and teacher
quality easily cut across major education policy dimensions and appeals to
Roma solidarity. The PA writings are firmly grounded in their experience
but are also broadly stories of humanity, quality, and equality. Instead of the
expected sole focus on equity, as Roma education strategies often do, the
PAs confidently move into the very core of the education quality discourse,
proving that a place on the margins is not enough. Speaking and writing to
diverse audiences are evident in the PA expressions, and that is an important
dimension of the practical research design. No expressions are absent the
social context of interaction. The PAs used the diverse stances well to engage
thoughtfully with others – future PAs, policy makers, teachers, professional
development teams, and university researchers – in ways relevant to those
goals and relationships. What emerges is not only skill, which often comes
especially from those who know the pain of discrimination (DuBois, 1905)
but also insight and willingness to work for humanity.

IMPLICATIONS FOR RESEARCH AND PRACTICE
METHODS
Recommendations for integrated and education come from the methods
used in this study. The organizing principles of Dynamic Storytelling
emphasize addressing social issues with relevant purposes by diverse
stakeholders in the issues, especially those whose lives and futures are most
at risk. Beyond raising voices democratically, this method involves expansive
storytelling – that is making sense of experience and projecting a future – with
a variety of genres and audiences. Such a program of individual and collective
expressions by diverse stakeholders in the education project provide a sound
basis for our recommendations. The strength of the recommendations also
emerges from how the critical issues come into focus.
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That the PAs were involved in giving advice, not only narrating their
plights, highlights the importance of who is narrating the education reform.
That the PAs’ narratives were analyzed along side documents by policy
makers, news reporters, NGO leaders highlights the importance of who is
narrating the education reform and that it’s those in daily engagement with
the most to contribute. That the PAs shared diverse experiences for diverse
audiences highlights the importance of how evaluations of education reform
emerge. Readers will remember that obstacles emerged most prominently
when the focus was on the Roma child, while responsibility emerged most
in letters to future PAs, and so on. That the PAs had a separate space for
doing their reflections highlights the importance of the where in the message
that is conveyed. And that the PAs worked on these documents two different
times, over nine months as producers and consumers of recommendations
highlights the importance of time to develop education reform. Beyond time
for reflection and discussion, we also intend that these methods must occur
in an ongoing way before and during the Decade or other interventions.
Further inquiry could, for example, involve writing and discussing like those
presented in this study over several years of a social change intervention.
Ideally, future research could consider whether education reform participants
in innovative roles toward social justice, like the Roma PAs, observe a decrease
in obstacles to their work, and, if so, wether their messages to teachers and
letters to future PAs might change as well. Also interesting would be whether
and how expressed strategies are framed by the particular contexts in which
the PAs are working. For example, would values pattern differently across
school contexts identified as more and less inclusive, collaborative, and
committed to integrated education?
Research and practice are methods for making sense of and developing
social change. The design of this study interacted with the findings that
emerged. The Dynamic Storytelling design positioned the PA discourses
as equal to policy maker discourses. In addition, by involving the PAs in
multiple oral, written, individual, and collaborative expressions with different
purposes and oriented to different audiences, including to those in power
in education, reduction of their understandings and intentions to single
voices was not assumed or imposed. Instead, the participants amply used
the opportunities to express themselves in the social-relational contexts of
diverse genres. Such expression of genre-sensitive knowledge is not a given, as
people with less experience than the PAs might have been as likely to present
a narrower range of orientations to the situation of the Roma and education
reform. In some ways, this is how the policy documents came across, that is
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as relatively restricted. This may be a result of the many rounds of discussions
by numerous participants in the policy development process, as agreement
might lead to a somewhat narrow range of organizing principles. Granted,
individual policy makers did not have the opportunity to narrate their own
personal experiences, which might be an interesting extension of dynamic
storytelling some day.
The opportunity to express ones self in so many different genres is not
typical, in part because the assumption in much research and practice with
marginalized groups is to elicit only the personal autobiographical narrative.
Because of that, sometimes well-meaning rationales for research and practice
methods undermine the potential of participants to share their complex
knowledge and experience. Because researchers and practitioners often
follow the mantra of “giving voice” to under-represented groups, the problem
is especially undermining for minority groups. The intention to give voice by
gathering personal stories often rests on grounds of social justice research,
but as we have seen in this study the personal narrative tells only part of
the story. The personal journey narratives to becoming PAs were engaging
for participants and the research team, yet much of the critical and creative
knowledge that the PAs, like participants in other projects came through
across the multiple genres. While those in power, such as policy-makers,
teacher educators, and researchers typically have multiple opportunities
and resources to express themselves and to consider issues from diverse
perspectives (although some do not), the subjects of policies, practices, and
research do not often have that opportunity. Therein lies the dynamic nature
of storytelling in this study.

What Do We Learn from Sampling across Stakeholders?
Evaluations of reforms tend to ask whether a reform was effective or
not. From a socio-historical perspective, our question, design, and analysis
focused instead on the activities and meanings of the reform from the various
perspectives of those involved. The goal and methods of evaluating the reform,
thus has to do with how the activities were valued across those stakeholders,
how any differences in meanings across the stakeholders emerged, what
practices were in place to address differences, and how practices developed
over time. Examining an education reform as a dynamic system based on
narratives of the reform as diversely voiced and in tension among various
participants is an innovative approach that we hope our readers think will be
worth adapting to other contexts.
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Establishing the activity-meaning system design to support and study the
meaning of the Roma education reform with a focus on the PA professional
has provided insights about policy implementations as well as a model for
future work. Another idea of an activity-meaning system design illustrated
with this analysis is that diverse kinds of expressions by stakeholders in
diverse roles can be systematically and reliably analyzed with narrative
analysis strategies, in this case an analysis of organizing principles. Having
applied that common analysis across different kinds of narratives around the
same goal of creating integrated education via the commitment of practice
like the PA role and persons, we learn that documents are comparable. An
expression like a regional treaty stands aside a narrative by a Roma PA for
the same analysis. Over-sampling the PA discourses honors their day-to-day
practice and wisdom as those who make the policy happen.
Findings from the organizing principles analysis of 6000 units in
574 documents by participants in diverse roles across the social inclusion
education reform have shown that this is in fact a system with shared and
different values within. Mutual uptake of values was revealed in the robust
sharing of some major and related organizing principles. That expressions by
participants as diverse as regional policy makers, national media journalists,
and individual educators would yield a concrete set of values is remarkable.
That the importance of collaboration is shared and the fact that obstacles
remain is also a major finding for moving forward. That the PAs are uniquely
the ones with knowledge of the challenges and strategies for daily practice is
not surprising, yet also not typically the basis of policy. That the PAs must
devote such attention to balance expectations in their role with their sense of
value and commitment to their communities and themselves suggests there is
too much on their shoulders alone, although they do not complain about that.
Across these Roma and non-Roma positions, with the researchers and
trainers in the midst, what emerged overall is the will, understanding, and
expertise to collaborate in education. The variation of knowledge, experience,
and intention emerging across narratives, letters, and policy statements is
more than a methodological point. The significance of this complex range of
organizing perspectives is important in a world where populations are shifting
and societies re-organizing – or not – to address their changing populations.
A major global tension right now is over whether societal development
will involve strategies to remedy marginalization – long standing and new –
or harden in ways that persist and reproduce inequalities. The Roma PA is
an emerging professional role in societies serious about integrating diverse
groups by combining personal experience, community representation, and
embedded agents of political change. Their observations and suggestions for
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future action will be an essential and valued step in moving forward with the
broader project of a human community.
In conclusion, differences and similarities in how stakeholders experience
and interpret the education reform provide a valid portrait of the Roma PA
program as a social inclusion policy system. Such a complex portrait is essential
to assessment of the value of the system and insights for moving forward.
Having explained that our methodology is central to the meanings
and implications offered in the study, we now briefly present methodology
principles and indicate how they might be extended in the future with
Roma or other vulnerable groups. Of course, each principle must be enacted
sensitive to the environments, participants, goals, power relations, and
practices of the diverse circumstances. These suggestions are for practitioners
and researchers involved in helping to organize, seek resources, and advocate
for integration projects in education. In this approach, policy subjects
are involved in research designs in prominent and authoritative ways. It is
their contexts and goals in practice that frame the setting. Participant uses
of diverse expressive media are sampled most and along side those of elites.
Stances are toward desires and goals for future, as well as experience from
the past, as a better future is the goal of reform. In addition to participating
in the analysis of the documents in feasible ways, the central stakeholders are
respected by an analysis that does not reduce them to one narrative – such as
the past story of plight or trauma – or to one way of understanding the world
or one’s self. Analyses that assume people are using different genres, guided
by their principles of what to say and what not to say in each situation are
respectful analyses.

Design Beyond Gathering Stories and Voices
Equitable practical research and practice designs can take a cue from
this study to allow time, space, and motivation for participant expressions
beyond what many refer to as gathering stories or gathering voices. Policy
research by definition involves making social, political, or economic changes
that have not occurred spontaneously or that have been resistant to previous
efforts. In that sense, the elites who have designed and implemented policies
may welcome complex perspectives from the policy subjects, as occurred
in the vision for the present research. To speak from critical and creative
perspectives, policy subjects like the Roma PAs must not also be the subjects
of research or practice that limits their stances to those of sharing only or
stories of victimhood or any single story. Instead, speaking, writing, and
revising from authoritative positions is in order, such as writing messages to
all teachers, re-writing policies, reflecting on biased public media reports, and
sharing their wisdom with future participants in their roles. Narrating from
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the perspectives of those on whose behalf they work, like Roma children,
families, and communities, also involves diverse and authoritative stances,
rarely engaged in research or teacher training.

Invite Several Narratives, at least, and Diverse Genres, by Diverse
Stakeholders
Unfortunately, the focus of much research and practice on behalf of
vulnerable groups isolates their knowledge, not only in single narratives
about their past plights, but also as distinct from the perspectives of those
in the majority community and those in positions of power. Instead, future
research and practice can put the policies, media commentaries, and advocacy
organizations next to multiple reflections by the focal participants. In this
way, vulnerable groups are not made further vulnerable by research that
shines a light only on them but also asks how the analysis examines the elites’
principles. Assuming that the principles of key stakeholders are important,
a study can also then ask what values are shared and diverse. What do these
diverse values, in particular, indicate about necessary revisions of policy and
practice in education? What do those being most challenged by political,
economic, and social circumstances say to teachers, administrators, and
policy makers, if they have a safe and supportive environment for dynamic
storytelling? How do those in power respond? In this way, research designers
can move beyond thinking of power relations as imposed or resisted to
thinking about relational powers presented from diverse perspectives with
different risks.

Consider Genres that Participants Can Use for Their Own Purposes
Involving multiple diverse stances for sharing relevant knowledge,
experience, and goals is important because this approach involves creating
documents that groups can use for their own purposes. One important feature
of narrative – oral and written – and other genres is that they emerge in society,
are required for participation in society, and are useful from collective and
individual reflection. As Chapter 5 shows, dynamic storytelling methods also
belong to the participants who can work further with them on their own as
well as with guidance.

Orient Toward the Future as well as to the Past
An issue of research with people in circumstances of adversity is that
it tends to sample individual voices oriented to the past, thereby eliciting
harms already known. Instead, orientating to the future, as the Dynamic
Storytelling Workshops did, elicits important knowledge and insights,
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not available in the narratives of past personal experiences. Narratives of
personal experiences are important for emotional release and, as we have
seen in this and myriad other studies, for making sense of and negotiating
norms in the extant context.

Do Respectful Analysis of Participant Narratives
The Dynamic Storytelling design used analytic strategies to honor the
complexity of PA perspectives and experience. Building on the opportunity
to narrate in diverse ways, for diverse purposes, for diverse audiences, as
described in Chapter 2, reported in Chapters 3, 4, 5, and reiterated in the
implications listed just above, the analyses of documents pays attention to
the participants’ language in terms of its own expressive standards. Values
organizing the PA narratives emanate from their expression, as do the values
expressed by the other stakeholders included in the database. Content is
understood as within the participants’ style and not only in terms of specific
lexical items or themes read by the researchers. Honoring their use involves
focusing on the organizing principles, the diversity of those principles across
genres, and across stakeholders. Analysis of organizing principles – that is the
values and norms guiding expressions – avoids the problem of reducing the
speaker/author to the text.

Shift from Training to Professional Development
As described in Chapter 2, the Dynamic Storytelling Workshops were
embedded in a break during PA training modules. In those trainings, the PAs
learned important rules and practices, yet sharing knowledge was a novel
contribution of these workshops. PAs and other minority group members
involved at the center of education reforms must not only receive training but
must also speak as professionals developing the institution. Even the youngest
of the PAs in our study, those who had been involved for only two years or
fewer, had important experience and knowledge to share.

EDUCATION POLICY IMPLICATIONS OF THE MAIN
FINDINGS OF THE STUDY
In this section, we are revisiting the basic findings of the study and
articulating the policy recommendations directly linked to the findings. We
hope that the recommendations reach their target audiences, are taken up by
policymakers, and implementent soon.
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Twenty eight guiding principles emerged across stakeholders and
stakeholder expressions. While they take up some of the policy principles,
the Roma PAs’ narratives and letters highlight diverse principles from their
particular perspectives. While the analyzed official documents reveal a number
of politically relevant organizing principles such as overcoming obstacles of
discrimination, fostering collaboration of Roma and mainstream community,
and facilitating the integration process, the Roma PA expressions unfold a
wider array of important principles to mediate social change. For example,
interwoven expressively are obstacles, multidirectional communications and
collaborations within the Roma community, triadic balancing of self respect,
commitment for the benefit of each Roma child and the community at
large, expectations posed by schools and mainstream society, the richness of
personal qualities, striving for solutions and positive. This finding indicates
the relational nature of discourse with creative and sage negotiating of reform
practices and policies. These findings, in short, highlight the need to view
social transformation from the perspectives of the focal participants in the
reform. The findings suggest a range of expansions for Roma PA training,
public communications, and policies, such as the need to consider not only
the Roma PA perspectives that match those of policies but also those that
embody unique understandings and goals.
There were many faces of obstacles. Obstacles emerged as most prominent
in narratives focused on others for whom the individual or institution is
working, such as in the narratives of Roma child, group discussions about
the public story in Slovakia, and the Decade policy documents. As described
in chapters 3 and 4, obstacles, discrimination, exclusion, poverty with its
many instantiations, including those deriving from accident, the history
of exclusion from education because of illiteracy, traditionalism, domestic
violence and neglect are presented as material circumstances experienced
as disappointment, helplessness, humiliation, embarrassment, cumulate.
The Roma PAs narrate those realities with unprecedented integrity and
motivation. That this struggle with obstacles most clearly emerges in only
certain discursive arrangements, for example in the story of the Roma
child, while in the others it is most often subsumed in a careful nonspecific warning, such as “You will face many obstacles” at the beginning of
the Letters to PAs, offers insights about the need to arrange trainings and
policy deliberations in ways that are inclusive of Roma participants yet also
acknowledge power relations and deliberately invite critical and creative
PA authorship. Additionally, the findings suggest the need for creating safe
spaces for discussion among the Roma PAs and inside the Roma community
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to address the intricate and nuanced ways of coping with and overcoming
obstacles. Acknowledging hardships expressed in these PA documents might
also minimize, if not prevent, professional burnout.
Collaboration and Collective Responsibilities was among the two most
frequently expressed organizing principles the across genres and stakeholders.
The relational nature of all activities, reflections, solutions and themes
shaping the Roma integration process is a striking highlight throughout all
the narratives. The PAs particularly emphasize collaborations with Roma
organizations, Roma community, family (especially fathers), and officials in
power who can legislate and monitor infractions of anti-discrimination laws.
Diverse collaborative relationships collaborative endeavors are expressed with
wisdom, expertise, and creativity. Collaborations described in the stories of a
Roma child and of the personal journey are most often solutions to problems
sought with others. It is important to reiterate that problems and solutions
also express a unique and outstanding concern for other human beings,
mutual respect, support, participation and acknowledgement of significant
others.
This finding with all of its complexity is particularly important for
further policymaking and development of the program. Firstly, it indicates
both the need for and the motivation of the PAs to be profoundly involved
in all activities of the school, including staff meetings, conferences, and
trainings; it also indicates that designing joint training activities of teachers
and PAs in a collaborative setting could be an asset. Secondly, this finding
indicates that the wide scope of transformational collaborations of the PAs
within the Roma community should not be overlooked or ignored, although
they are not in the forefront in the policy documents or the advices to future
PAs. Instead, further spaces for such collaborations could be created and
valued. In particular, the PAs have already assumed a social mediation role,
further empowered by their structured sharing of experiences, joint problem
solving, networking activities, or targeted trainings, thus elevating their
expertise to excellence. Thirdly, the types of collaborations and collective
responsibilities expressed across genres and with a multitude of actors takes
time, which should be duly reflected, legitimized, and valued in the PAs
workload. Finally, the role of Roma NGOs came strongly into the forefront
across several genres, most prominently by statements of policy institutions
but also in the PAs’ personal journeys. Although, as witnessed, a network of
Roma NGOs exists in Serbia; nevertheless, given their pivotal role in creating
spaces for collaboration and collective responsibilities, especially highlighted
in the narratives, it is worth considering deliberate actions to sustain, expand,
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and strengthen this network, even if state institutions transform and embark
on further policies at their level.
PA Roles and Role Enactments emphasize the need to address mainstream
expectations (including countering stereotypes) while honoring community/
self connections and motivations. This indicates the sensitive and critical
participation of the PAs in a reform process with much at stake for their
community and the mainstream society. The strikingly delicate equilibrium
of these two types of role enactments, with a slight prevalence of acting out
of their own deeply internalized commitment and with the building blocks of
personal qualities, integrity, endurance, wisdom, skills and competencies is
expressed across PA documents, but not across all stakeholders’ documents.
The policy documents, for example, lack this kind of role complexity. An
additional overarching aspect of the role enactments is the motivation to
work for children. As shown in Chapter 3, the importance of and love for
children permeate many narratives. It becomes pivotal in the roles enacted in
the PA narratives and across the 3 adult genres, and is the most prominent
motivation for becoming a PA. The rich formulations of the role complexities,
can have profound counter-stereotypical effect when read and discussed by
educators, because the details of the role and role enactments are important
for the design of ongoing professional development. The long list of diverse
role enactments from the PA perspective has not been aired in public policy
or educational forms. The complex and mature positioning in the uptake
and enactment of roles indicates a level of professionalism that schools and
educational systems at large should recognize and integrate prominently in
the ongoing development of the PA program, in local integration policies,
and, moreover, in the process of wider reforms and school development
processes. Moreover, the new professional association needs to be supported
to give an institutional voice to this emerging profession and ensure its stance
not only for information about practice but also for leadership.
Learning and teaching processes were remarkable in the Roma PAs
personal journey narratives, as education was a prominent organizing
principle for the participants’ life course, as described in Chapter 3. They
were also evidenced across other genres and stakeholders but surprisingly
less prominently. Remarkable are both the accounts of personal success in
education, but even more so are the stories revealing the joy of teaching,
the pride and satisfaction in succeeding to foster a child’s learning
accomplishment, and the struggle to ensure the support needed. Because
engaging in education still requires support and external helpers, it occurs
often as facilitated by Roma organizations. This confluence of opportunities
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deserves special attention for future training and policy consideration. In
particular, for example, is the role of increasingly deliberate interactions of
Roma organizations, individuals, families, and the broader system. Steering
the focus of Roma organizations to assume an important role in education
would be a welcomed option. Adults who dropped out of school early might
also benefit from the PA stories of their journeys to becoming PA. Discussing
such possibilities for scaling up the education integration reform with the
current PAs would be highly recommended.
A pursuit of positive outcomes via Roma education characterizes much
of the discourse, with various sources of initiative. Roma PAs addressed
obstacles with a range of self-generated, other-facilitated, and collaborative
solutions. Although in different ways with different genres, this pursuit and the
imagined or real, foreseen or hoped for successful endings of a great part of the
narratives has the function of collective motivation for counterbalancing the
diversity of obstacles encountered and elaborated by the Roma PA narratives.
A clear policy implication is the need for highlighting, communicating,
displaying successes of social integration of Roma at policy level, not only
as a general recommendation, but also acted upon in very concrete terms,
such as observing, registering, airing and disseminating successes thorough
media, conferences, public events and trainings. Self-generated outcomes and
those embedded in lines and networks of collaborative actions are not rare,
their appearance in the narratives is a reflection of the commitment but also
competencies of the Roma PAs, which in turn need to be taken up in school,
local and national policies with ensuring spaces for equal partnerships with
the Roma included in policymaking at all these levels.
The concrete elaboration of the implications and recommendations and
their uptake in policy actions is a process to be designed by all stakeholders
(including Roma PAs) – the need for these comes clearly through in the
current analysis. Nevertheless, the education policy recommendations from
this study are clearly pointing towards involving the Roma PAs in the work
of the school much more profoundly and with a stronger say on the school’s
developmental policies. This should go hand in hand with a strengthened
role of Roma and Roma PAs (through the Association of Pedagogical
Assistants of Serbia, or any other pragmatically grounded participatory
system) in education policymaking at national level – regarding teacher
training, curriculum, textbooks, but also management and financing
policies. In parallel Roma PAs themselves need space for cooperation, joint
growth, peer learning and retreats for prevention of burnout resulting from
the multifaceted complex tasks there are engaged in being under the selfimposed pressure of not letting to fail any single child and the pressure
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imposed by the schools regarding procedures, expectations and still active
stereotypes.

CLOSING THOUGHTS ABOUT THE ADAPTABILITY OF
STORYTELLING TO OTHER INTEGRATION PROJECTS
Looking back a year, two or three, the time between finishing the study
and writing the book, the education scene has substantially changed. While
during the first decade of the 2000s, during the Decade of Roma integration,
the inclusion of Roma as the biggest and most marginalized minority in
Europe was a social and educational priority, in recent years a newly arrived
vulnerable group attracts attention. Migration, migrants, their status, and
their prospects have been caught up in political turmoil. Migrants in many
countries are stopped at boarder walls, captured, returned, and pushed back,
in others integration into education and the labor market has commenced. In
many countries, the discussion of education for the recent groups of migrants
is just beginning, a process that will need significant support, innovation,
and creativity of schools, teachers, parents and communities. Literature
review shows that migrant/refugee children and youth across the globe are
confronted with many barriers (Daiute & Kreniske, 2016; Kovacs Cerovic
& Vulic, 2016) that resemble those of the Roma. Also, migrant children are
often placed by design or default in the same schools where previous underserved groups, like Roma children, are already enrolled and are struggling to
succeed. A quick glimpse into possible similarities and lessons to share and
learn from could be welcomed at the end of this book.
Although there are common issues for people displaced by major political
changes and violence, the need to integrate in a new context and, as the PAs’
noted, “Our way” is central. Because migration and displacement occur within
broader global and local political-economic systems, specific circumstances
differ in important ways. Considerable resources were generated over time
to develop the PA role and the Dynamic Storytelling Workshops discussed in
this book. Insights of this study for educational institutions with new waves
of migrants can benefit from elements of the practical research design and
insights of the Roma PA expressions.
Implications of the intervention discussed in this book can apply to changing
circumstances with evolving challenges. Much new research will be needed and
ideally the insights from our research can be applied to these new situations. Long
term wisdom with war affected groups is to create solutions with the population.
Dynamic Storytelling is a practical research process for doing just that.
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Members of our research team and associates have been using the
design principles outlined in Chapter 3 and 6 with diverse groups living in
circumstances that limit their chances for participation and development
for diverse reasons. Each study must identify the meaningful context for
authoritative participation, shared goals, flexible structure, support, and
control over opportunities to use diverse expressive genres that are controls
over their own lives. This project with the Roma PAs is one of the most
historically inspired and foundational with impressive participation by
hundreds of people across an entire country. Given the compelling nature of
each and every PA document along side the official policies and statements
the clarity and complexity of the findings and implications of the process and
product, this could easily be a model for other interventions. For those of
us involved, this project gives hope, not that the job is done by any means,
but that education research can be a fascinating developmental endeavor that
makes a difference in people’s lives.
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NOTES
1

2

3

Historical data about the RTA program and personal memories connected to the early
years of the program are obtained through an interview of the second author with the
President of the Association of Pedagogical Assistants of Serbia and Director of NGO
Romanipen, Božidar Nikolić, in April 2016.
This holds true from February 2011. In the period between the PAs formal employment
in September 2010 to January 2011 the funding for the ROMA PA salaries was pooled
from a WB credit (DILS), the Roma Education Fund, Fund for an Open Society
Serbia, UNICEF Serbia and the OSCE. This note indicates the widespread efforts and
commitment of all donors active in the field of social integration in Serbia, as well as the
Roma PAs themselves who have endured during the turbulent times until the program
was fully institutionalized.
The PAs are hired with a yearly contract that is renewed depending on the number of
Roma children enrolling in the particular school.
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